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RESUME

Plusieurs types de renforts ont ete ti^ditionnellement ajoutes aux polymeres de

fa^on a ameliorer leur rigidite. Ces demieres annees, un nouveau type de renfort a base

de couches de cristaux mineraux exfolies a commence a etre employe commercialement.

Chacun de ces cristaiix a la forme d'un feuillet ayant des dimensions typiques

d'approximativement 100 nm en longueur et 1 nm en epaisseur. Typiquement, 1'ajout de

2% massique de ces nanoparticules dans un polymere semicristaUin tel que Ie polyamide

6 (PA6) augmente Ie module Young de 50% mais dimmue de fayon marquee la ductilite

et la tenacite.

Avec 1'objectif de recherche principal de determiner 1'effet de 1'ajout de

nanoparticules sur Ie comportement en fatigue d'une mata-ice de PA6 seche, des essais de

fatigue axiale et de resistance a la propagation d'une fissure de fatigue (PFF) ont ete

realises en employant des eprouvettes avec et sans entaille du nanocomposite

polymerique (NCP) et de la mataice de PA6 homologue non renforcee. Les eprouvettes

ont ete moulees par injection. Puisque Ie comportement en fatigue des polymeres

semicristallins depend d'une grande variete de parameta'es de la staucture des materiaux et

qu'il peut etre correle avec d'auto-es aspects du comportement mecanique, une revue de la

litterature sur la structure des materiaux consideres ainsi que sur lenr comportement en

chargement monotone ou constant a ete realisee et presentee avant la revue reliee a la

fatigue. L'infonnation et les connaissances obtenues de ces revues ont ete employees

pour 1'interpretation des resultats.

Les deux types de resultats quantitatifs qui ont ete obtenus etaient la reponse

macroscopique en conto-ainte-deformation-temps et la vie en fatigue. Etant donne

1'absence de correlation enb-e ces deux types de resultats, les mesures de la reponse

macroscopique en contrainte-deformation-temps ne sont pas sensibles aux evenements

relies a I'mitiation d'une fissure de fatigue a partfr d'une inclusion. L'interruption

d'essais et Ie changement du mode de chargement a pennis d'obtenir de 1'information

additionnelle sur la nah-u-e des processus d'endommagement par fatigue ayant lieu de
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fa^on homogene a to-avers 1'entiere section calibree de 1'eprouvette. A partir de

1'evolution des differents parametres employes poiu- caracteriser cette reponse, une

succession de trois regimes de reponse a ete observee.

L'accumulation de deformation macroscopique etait partiellement reversible et

largement reduite lorsque Ie mode de chargement etait change de tension-tension a

tension-compression. L'accumulation de deformation est probablement Ie resultat d'un

alignement viscoelastique des segments de chames moleculaires, par la migration de plis

moleculaires ou par reptation, selon la direction de tension. Les transitions dans la

deformation macroscopique accumulee qui ont ete mesurees lors des essais pourraient

correspondre a ime augmentation du voliime d'activation pour un evenement moleculairc.

Dans Ie regime fmal, Ie taux d'accumzilation de deformation devient constant, ce qui

suggere clairement que la reptation des chaines devient Ie mecanisme dominant.

Les aufa-es parametres employes pour caracteriser la reponse etaient 1'evolution de

la variation de volume accumulee, du module de conservation (E') et de la tangente de

1'angle de perte (tan 5). La dimmution irreversible et controlee par 1'amplitude de

contrainte de E' qui a ete enregistree durant Ie premier regime de la reponse pourrait etre

attribuee a des evenements de deformation menant a une distribution plus homogene de

la contrainte entre les segments moleculaires. Ce processus propose de redistribution des

contramtes pourrait etre complete lorsque la stmcture atteint un certain arrangement, ce

qui pourrait constituer Ie commencement du second regime au cours duquel 1'orientation

des segments moleculaires ou la cristallisation pourrait devenir predominante. D'autre

part, 1'evolution du parametre tan 8 parait largement reversible et non affectee par la

conto-ainte moyenne au moins dans Ie premier regime, ou une competition entre

1'accumulation d'energie de deformation reversible et 1'augmentation du volume librc

poumrait expliquer 1'inflexion positive des courbes. Dans Ie regime final de la rcponse,

d'importantes diminutions de E' et augmentations de tan 5 ont ete mesurees. Aussi, un

changement d'inflexion de negative a positive a ete note sur les courbes de 1'evolution de

la variation de voliune accumulee. La germination et croissance de vides peirt devenir un

processus dominant dans Ie regime final.
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L'ajout de nanoparticules a reduit Ie taux d'accumulation de deformation dans les

regimes initiaux de la reponse, ce qui peut etre explique par la diminution de 1'amplitude

de deformation resultant de 1'augmentation de la rigidite. Cependant, cet efFet de

renforcement des nanoparticules n'a pas ete observe dans Ie regime final ou la densite

d'encheveti-ements, la masse moleculairc et la fraction volumique de la phase amorphe

sont probablement les principaux parametres du materiau controlant la resistance a

1'accumulation de deformation.

A partir de la correlation trouvee entre la taille des inclusions au site d'initiation

de fissure et la vie en fatigue, cette vie caracterise probablement la resistance de

1'eprouvette a 1'initiation d'une fissure de fatigue. Cette resistance est augmentee par

1'addition de nanoparticules, ce qui pourrait avoir pour origine 1'augmentation de la

resistance du materiau a 1'initiation extrinseque d'une fissure ou Ie changement dans la

position du site d'initiation d'une fissure.

Une couche relativement tres deformee d'approximativement 4 p.m en epaisseiu-

et dans laquelle Ie materiau apparaissait uniformement allonge suivant la direction de

propagation de la fissure a ete observee sous la surface de mptoire d'un echantillon de

PFF du NCP. II est propose que la PFF dans NCP soit accompagnee par Ie deplacement

d'une interface entre Ie volume de la matrice relativement non defonne et une couche

relativement trcs defonnee. Puisque des fibrilles tres etirees ayant une morphologie

sunilaire a celles reportees dans d'autres polymeres semicristallins ont ete observees sur

la surface de mpture. Ie developpement et la croissance d'une zone de fibrillation survient

egalement al'avant du fond de fissure et pres du plan de separation des siufaces.

L'addition de nanoparticules a induit une reduction de la resistance a la PFF ainsi

qu un changement dans Ie mecanisme de PFF. La separation des surfaces a eu lieu par Ie

developpement et la mpture d'une zone de fibrillation au lieu d'avoir lieu par

cisaillement sans cavitation importante. II est propose que cette transition soit un effet

indirect des nanoparticules sur la contrainte d'ecoulement puisque cette contrainte

detemiine la conta-ainte locale pres du plan de separation des surfaces, ce qui est la
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position ou des vides peuvent germiner et croitre si une contrainte statique ou cyclique est

appliquee au cours d'une periode de temps sufBsante. Reduire la confa^inte d'ecoulement

du NCP par une diminution de la resistance de 1'interface nanoparticule-mata-ice ou par

1'ajout de particules de caoutchouc pourrait probablement ameliorer la ductilite et la

tenacite du NCP, mais pas necessairement la resistance a la PFF, laquelle pourrait plutot

etre amelioree en promouvant des efFets de pontage de la fissure.
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ABSTRACT

Several types of reinforcement have been ta-aditionally added to polymers in order

to enhance their stiffness. In recent years, a new type of reinforcement based on

exfoliated mineral layered crystals has begun to be employed commercially. Each such

crystal has a sheet-like form, with typical dimensions of approximately 100 run in length

and 1 run in thickness. Typically, adding 2-wt% of these nanoparticles into a

semicrystalline polymer such as dried polyamide 6 (PA6) increases Young's modulus by

50% but decreases markedly the ductility and fracture toughness.

With the main research objective of determining the effect of the addition of

nanoparticles on the fatigue behavior of a dried PA6 matrix, axial fatigue and fatigue

crack propagation (FCP) tests were carried out employing non-notched and pre-cracked

injection-molded specimens of the polymer nanocomposite (PNC) studied and of the

corresponding non-filled PA6 matrix. Since the fatigue behavior of semicrystalline

polymers depends on a wide variety of material stmcture parameters and have

correlations with other aspects of fae mechanical behavior, a detailed literature review on

the sfaucture of the materials under consideration and on their behavior under monotonic

or constant loading was carried out and is presented before the review related to fatigue.

The information and knowledge obtained from these reviews were employed for the

interpretation of the results.

The two types of quantitative results obtained fi-om the axial fatigue tests were the

macroscopic stress-strain-time response and the fatigue life. Because of the absence of

correlation between these two types of results, the measurements of the macroscopic

sta'ess-strain-time response are not sensitive to the events related to fatigue crack imtiation

from an inclusion. Test interruption and a change in die loading mode enabled to obtain

additional information on the nature of fhe fatigue damage processes occurring

macroscopically homogeneously throughout the whole gauge section of the specimens.

From the evolution of the different parameters employed to characterize this response, a

succession of three regimes of response has been observed.



The accumulation of macroscopic strain was partially reversible and largely

reduced when the loading mode was changed jrom tension-tension to tension-

compression. Sti-ain accumulation is expected to result from the viscoelastic alignment of

molecular segments, by migration of molecular kmks or rcptation, along the tensile

direction. The transitions in the accumulated sfa-ain response measured during the tests

could correspond to an increase in the activation volume for a molecular event. In fhe

final regime, the rate of accumulation of strain became constant, which clearly suggests

that chain reptation becomes a dominant mechanism.

The three other parameters employed to characterize the response were the

evolution of the accumulated volume variation, the storage modulus (E') and the loss

tangent (tan 5). The irreversible decrease in E', which was stress amplitude-controlled

recorded during the first regime of the response, could be attributed to defonnation events

leading to a more homogeneous distribution of the stress between the chain segments.

This proposed process of stress redistribution may be completed when the stmcture

reaches a certain arrangement, which may constitute the beginning of the second regime

where the rcorientation of chain segments or crystallization could become dominant. On

the other hand, the evolution of the parameter tan 5 appeared largely reversible and non-

affected by the mean sta-ess at least in the first regime, where a competition between the

accumulation of reversible strain energy and the increase in the free volume could

explain the positive inflection of the curves. In the final regime of the response, unportant

decreases in E' and increases in tan 5 were measured. Also, a change from a negative to a

positive inflection was noted on the curves of the evolution of the accumulated volume

variation. Void nucleation and growth may become a dominant process m fhe final

rcgune.

The addition of nanoparticles was found to reduce the rate of strain accumulation

in the initial regimes of response, which was explained by a decrease in the strain

amplitude resulting fi-om the increase in stiffness. However, no such reinforcing e£Fect of

the nanoparticles was observed in the final regime where entanglement density,

molecular weight and volume fraction of the amorphous phase are expected to be the

principal material parameters controlling the resistance to strain accumiilation.
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From the correlation f und between the size of the inclusions at the crack

initiation site and the fatigue life, this life is expected to characterize the resistance of the

specimen to fatigue crack initiation. This resistance increased as a result of the addition

of nanoparticles, which could originate from an increase in the resistance of the material

to extrinsic crack nucleation or to a change in the position of the crack initiation site.

A relatively highly deformed layer of approximately 4 (im in thickness in which

the material stmcture appeared uniformly stretched along the crack propagation direction

has been observed just below the fracture surface. It is proposed that FCP in the PNC

studied is accompanied by the displacement of an interface between a relatively non-

deformed matnx and a relatively highly deformed layer. Since highly stretched fibrils

with similar morphology to those reported in other semicrystalline polymers were

observed on the fracture surface, the development and growth of a fibrillated deformation

zone also occurred in front of the crack tip and near the surface separation plane.

As measured and observed, the addition of nanoparticles induced a reduction in

the FCP resistance and a change in the mechanism of FCP from surface separation by

shear to surface separation by the development and breakdown of a fibrillated

deformation zone. This transition is proposed to be an indirect effect of fhe nanoparticles

on the yield stress since this stress detenmnes the local sfa-ess near the surface separation

plane. This plane is a site where voids can nucleate and grow if a substantial static or

cyclic stress is applied over a sufficient period of time. Reducing the yield stress of PNC

by decreasing the strength of the nanoparticle-mafaix interface or by adding mbber

particles would probably enhance the ductility and fracftu-e toughness of PNC but not

necessarily the resistance to FCP, which could rather be enhanced by promoting bridging

effects.
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CONDENSE EN FRAN AIS

1. Introduction

En science et ingenierie des materiaux. Ie terme fatigue refere au phenomene de

perte de proprietes importantes resultant d'une sollicitation en confa-ainte appliquee au

cours d'une periode de temps et generalement de fa^on intemuttente. En fatigue, des

changements microstmcturaux importants peuvent survenir localement meme si il n'y a

pas de changement dans les dimensions et Ie comportement macroscopique du materiau.

Plusieurs efforts en recherche et developpement ont ete et sent dedies a

1'amelioration des proprietes mecaniques des materiaux. Les polymeres sont des

materiaux legers qui presentent generalement une bonne ductilite. Leur rigidite a souvent

ete augmentee par 1'incorporation d'un renfort mineral ou de verre. Pour diminuer les

couts de production, plusieurs pieces en polymeres sont renforcees de particules ou de

fibres discontinues et elles sont moulees par injection.

Ces demieres annees, un nouveau type de renfort a base de couches de cristaux

mineraux exfoliees a commence a etrc employe commercialement. Chacun de ces

cristaux a la fonne d'un feuillet ayant des dimensions typiques d'approximativement 100

nm en longueur et 1 nm en epaisseur. Typiquement, 1'ajout de 2% massique de ces

nanoparticules dans un polymere semicristallin tel que Ie polyamide 6 (PA6) augmente Ie

module d'Young de 50% mais dimmue de fa?on marquee la ductilite et la tenacite.

L'objectif principal du projet de recherche etait de determiner 1'efiFet de 1'ajout de

nanoparticules sur Ie comportement en fatigue d'une matodce de PA6 seche.

2. Revue de la litterature

Puisque Ie comportement en fatigue d'un polymere semicristallin depend une

grande variete de parametres de sb-ucture du materiau et qu'il peut etre correle avec

d'aufa-es aspects du comportement mecanique, une revue de la litterature sur la structure
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des materiaux consideres ainsi que sur leur comportement en chargement monotone ou

constant a ete realisee et presentee avant la revue reliee a la fatigue.

A 1'interieur de la phase amorphe d'un polymerc semicristallm, les concepts sur la

structure et Ie comportement en defomiation devraient etre applicables. Pour la phase

crisfalline, la resistance au cisaillement depend de la stmcture des cristaux et des defauts.

Un polymere semicristallin est generalement compose d'un arrangement de sphemlites,

lesquels contiennent chacune des micro-domaines. Ces micro-domaines sont constitues

de quelques cristallites allongees parallelement aux rayons des sphemlites et separees par

des couches de polymere amorphe. Lors d'une cristallisation assez rapides, les

encheveta-ements sont senses se concentrer dans la phase amorphe. La deformation de

chacune des sphemlites commence dans la phase amorphe et est tres affectee par les

anisotropies locales, notamment par 1'angle enti-e la direction de la longueur des

cristallites et 1'axe de traction principal. La deformation est sensee s'initier dans les

domames a 45 par une deformation en cisaillement enfae les cristallites. De par la

redistribution des contraintes resultantes et de par la microsfancture dans les disques

equatoriaux des sphemlites, ces demieres regions sont les plus susceptibles a I'mitiation

de cavites.

Lors d'un etirement important, la stmcture sphemlite peut etre transformee en une

sti'ucture orientee. Selon 1'orientation locale, cette transformation peut impliquer la

fiagmentation des cristallites et la rotation des fragments ou la destruction des cristallites

et la recristallisation. Lors de 1'etirage en tension, la micro-sta-iction n'est pas

necessairement une etape essentielle au processus de transformation mais elle peut

probablement Ie faciliter et 1'accelercr. Cette micro-sti-iction produit un arrangement de

fibrilles dont chacune contient des micro-fibrilles. II est cm qu'une deformation

additionnelle de cette stmcture a lieu par un mouvement relatif entre les fibrilles ou les

micro fibrilles.

Comme pour les polymeres amorphes, les mecanismes principaux de deformation

heterogene des polymeres semicristallins sont la deformation en cisaillement localise et Ie

developpement de craquelures. Comme pour les polymeres amorphes, la deformation en
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cisaillement localise peut probablement avoir lieu par Ie deplacement d'un interface entre

une matrice non-deformee et une zone ayant im rapport d'allongement constant.

Dans les polymeres semicristallins, les structures similaircs aux craquelures

peuvent etre classees en deux categories. Les craquelures de basse temperature sont

probablement formees par un mecanisme similaire a celui applicable dans les polymeres

amorphes. Par compte, les zones fibrillees de deformation sont probablement formees par

im mecanisme similaire a celui ayant lieu lors de 1'etirement en traction. II a ete trouve

que Ie rapport d'allongement de ces fibrilles est controle par Ie reseau d'enchevetrements.

Dans plusieurs cas, la croissance de craquelures et de zones fibrillees de defonnation a

lieu preferentiellement suivant les disques equatoriaux des spherulites.

Dans la categoric de nanocomposites ou une seule des dimensions est dans 1'ordre

de grandeur du nanometre, 1'ajout de nanoparticules peut mener a trois different types de

morphologies: celles ou les feuillets empiles demeurent en contact, celles ou du

polymere s'insere entre les feuillets empiles mais ou la structure demeure ordonnee et

celles ou les feuillets sont disperses imiformement dans une matrice continue. Les

composites ayant ces morphologies sont appeles respectivement microcomposites,

nanocomposite intercale et nanocomposite exfolie. Un parametre important de la

stmcture des nanocomposites qui aifecte les proprietes mecaniques est Ie niveau

d'exfoliation. Pour les nanocomposites a base de PA6, 1'augmentation de la contrainte

d'ecoulement est generalement attribuee a la forte interaction entre les feuillets et la

matrice. L'ajout de nanoparticules change la proportion des phases cristallines et diminue

legerement 1'indice de cristallinite. Ces changements peuvent expliquer 1'augmentation

de la conto^inte d'ecoulement. Aussi, 1'ajout de nanoparticules change Ie gradient de

stmcture ento-e celle dans la peau de 1'echantillon et celle a CCGT. Apres 1'injection du

polyamide 12, un alignement des nanoparticules dans Ie plan de cisaillement ainsi que

1'alignement des cristallites dans une direction perpendiculaire a ce plan ont ete observes.

La ductilite et la tenacite du PA6 sont fortement diminues par 1'ajout de nanoparticules

exfoliees.
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3. Materiaux et metholodo ie ex erimentale

Les deux materiaux etudies etaient une mabice de PA6 contenant 2% massique de

nanoparticules de montmorillonite, qui sera referee ici comme NCP, et la matoice non-

renforcee de PA6. Une fois seche, ces deux materiaux avaient une temperature de

transition vita-euse d'approximativement 65°C. Les echantillons sans et avec entaille ont

tous ete moules par injection et seche sous vide avant d'etre utilises pour les essais. Des

observations de la microstructure ont suggere 1'absence de structure sphemlitique dans Ie

PFF, alors que cette structure a ete tres clairement mise en evidence dans Ie PA6. Des

essais de ta-action reportes pour des echantillons smiilaires a ceiix utilises pour les essais

de fatigue ont indique des valeurs de module d'Young, resistance en traction et

deformation a la rupture de respectivement 4. 1 GPa, 100 MPa et mains de 10% pour Ie

PFF et de respectivement 2.7 GPa, 74 MPa et 175% pour Ie PA6.

Des essais de fatigue axiale et de resistance a la propagation d'une fissure de

fatigue (PFF) ont ete realises a temperature ambiante sur chacun de ces materiaux. Les

essais de fatigue axiale ont ete realises a une frequence de chargement de 5 Hz, en

conto-ainte imposee et en tension-tension a 1'exception des essais ou 1'efFet de ces

parameta-es a ete specifiquement etudie. Des parametres ont ete definis et utilises pour

caracteriser la reponse macroscopique en conta-ainte-deformation-temps des eprouvettes

de fatigue axiale. Les surfaces de mpture et une section ta-ansverse, tntersectant Ie fond de

fissure ayant ete preparee par ultmmicrotomie a basse temperature, ont ete observees par

microscopie elecfa-onique abalayage.

4. Resultats et discussion

Les deux types de resultats quantitatifs qui ont ete obtenus etaient la reponse

macroscopique en contrainte-deformation-temps et la vie en fatigue. Aucune correlation

n'est apparut enti-e ces types de resultats. Done, les mesures de la reponse macroscopique

en contrainte-deformation-temps ne sont pas sensibles aux evenements relies a 1'initiation

d'une fissure de fatigue apartir d'une des inclusions presente dans la mato-ice.
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Cette reponse caracterise des evenements ayant lieu dans Ie volume de

1'echantillon. Les parametres utilises poiir caracteriser ces evenements ont ete

1'accumulation de la deformation macroscopique, la variation de volume accumulee, Ie

module de conservation (E') et la tangente de 1'angle de phase (tan 5). A partir de

1'evolution de ces parametres, une succession de trois regimes de reponse a ete observee

au cours de chaque essai.

L'accumulation de deformation macroscopique en fonction du nombre de cycles

de chargement tracee sur une echelle log-log a donne une courbe approximativement

lineaire dans Ie regime I. Cette courbe avait une inflexion negative dans Ie regime H et

une inflexion positive dans Ie regime ffl, ou Ie taux d'accumulation de la deformation est

devenu constant. Lorsque les essais ont ete interrompus dans Ie regime U, la deformation

accumulee etait partiellement recouverte. Lorsque Ie mode de chargement a ete change de

tension-tension a tension-compression, la deformation accumulee devenait fa-es

negligeable dans Ie regime I.

L'accumulation de deformation est probablement Ie resultat d'un alignement

viscoelastique des segments de chames moleculaires, par la migration de plis

moleculaires ou par reptation, selon la direction de traction. Les ta-ansitions dans la

deformation macroscopique accumulee qui ont ete mesurees lors des essais pourraient

correspondre a une augmentation du volume d'activation pour un evenement moleculaire.

Dans Ie regime fmal, la reptation des chames controlee Ie desenchevetrement devient

probablement Ie processus dominant. Un des mecanismes conta-olant cette rqitation est Ie

desenchevetrement des chames.

Pour les parametres E' et tan 6, la transition entre les regimes I et H correspond

aussi a des changements d'inflexion sur des courbes d'evolution en fonction du

logarithme du nombre de cycles : la courbe de E' passe de negative a positive alors que

celle de tan 5 passe de positive a negative. Lorsque les essais ont ete interrompus au

debut du regime U, aucune recouvrance de E' n'a ete observe alors que tan 5 a montre

une recouvrance presque complete. Lorsque Ie mode de chargement a ete change de
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tension-tension a tension-compression, la variation dans ces deux parametres est

demeuree la meme, indiquant que les processus causant les variations sent controles par

1'amplitude de contrainte et non par la contrainte maximale.

La diminirtion de E' dans Ie regime I pourrait etre attribuee a des evenements de

deformation menant a une distribution plus homogene de la contrainte entre les segments

moleculatres. Ce processus propose de redistribution des contraintes pourrait efa'e

complete lorsque la stmcture atteint im certain arrangement, ce qui poiirrait constituer Ie

commencement du regime II ou 1'orientation des segments moleculames ou la

cristallisation pourrait expliquer 1'augmentation de E'. D'autre part, une competition

entre 1'accumulation d'energie de deformation reversible et 1'augmentation dans Ie

volume libre pourrait expliquer 1'inflexion positive des coiirbes de tan 5 dans Ie regime I.

Dans Ie regime DI de la reponse, d'importantes diminutions de E' et

augmentations de tan 5 ont ete mesurees. Aussi, un changement d'mflexion de negative a

positive a ete note sur les courbes de 1'evolution de la variation de volume accumulee. La

germination et croissance de microvides pourrait devenir un processus dominant dans Ie

regime HI.

L'ajout de nanoparticules a reduit Ie taux d'accumulation de deformation dans les

regimes I et II, ce qui peut eto-e explique par la dtminution de 1'amplitude de deformation

resultant de 1'augmentation de la rigidite. Dans Ie regime HI, il n'y a eu aucun effet de

renfort des nanoparticules sur Ie taux d'accumulation de la deformation. Cette perte de

1'eflfet de renfort peut s'expliquer par un changement dans la nature des principaux

evenements de defonnation qui deviemient controles par 1'amplitude de contrainte eVou

la contminte maxu-nale.

Par ailleurs, une correlation a ete trouvee entope la taille des inclusions au site

d'initiation de fissure et la vie en fatigue. Done, cette vie caracterise probablement la

resistance de 1'eprouvette a 1'initiation d'un fissure de fatigue a partir d'une zone de

concentration de contrainte microscopique. Lorsque comparee a la meme amplitude de

contrainte, la vie en fatigue a augmente par 1'ajout de nanoparticules. Aussi, 1'initiation
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de fissures a eu toujours lieu a 1'tnterieur des eprouvettes du NCP alors que cette

initiation est survenue beaucoup plus pres des siufaces laterales de 1'eprouvette dans Ie

cas du PA6. L'augmentation de la duree de vie pourrait provenir de 1'augmentation de la

resistance du materiau a 1'initiation extrinseque de fissures ou du changement dans la

position du site d'initiation de fissures.

Les observations microscopiques ont revele la presence d'une couche

d'approximativement 4 |j,m en epaisseur dans laquelle Ie materiau apparaissait

uniformement allonge suivant la direction de propagation de la fissure. Cette couche etait

situee juste au dessous de la surface de mpture et elle etait separee du volume de la

mata-ice relativement non deforme par une interface mince et poreuse. Aussi, des fibrilles

tres etirees ayant ime morphologie similaire a celles repartees dans d'autres polymeres

semicristallins ont ete observees sur la surface de rupture. Base sur ces observations, il est

propose que la PFF dans Ie NCP soit accompagnee par Ie deplacement d'une interface

entre Ie volume de la matiice relativement non deforme et une couche relativement tres

deformee ainsi que par Ie developpement et la croissance d'nne zone de fibrillation a

1'avant du fond de fissure et pres du plan de separation des surfaces.

Tel que mesure par des essais de PFF et tel qu'observe sur la surface de mpture,

1'addition de nanoparticules a induit une reduction de la resistance a la PFF ainsi qu'im

changement dans Ie mecanisme de PFF. La separation des surfaces a eu lieu par Ie

developpement et la rupture d'une zone de deformation plutot que d'avoir lieu

simplement par cisaillement. II est propose que cette to-ansition soit un eflfet indirect des

nanoparticules sur la contrainte d'ecoulement, puisque cette contrainte determine la

contrainte locate pres du plan de separation des surfaces, ce qui est la position ou des

vides peuvent gemiiner et croTtre si une contirainte substantielle statique ou cyclique est

appliquee au cours d'une periode de temps suffisante.

Reduire la conta^inte d'ecoulement du NCP par une diminution de la resistance de

1'interface nanoparticule-matrice ou par 1'ajout de particules de caoutchouc pourrait

probablement ameliorer la ductilite et la tenacite du NCP mais pas necessairement la
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resistance a la PFF. Tel que reporte dans la litterature, les effets de ponts peuvent

augmenter la resistance a la PFF de certains polymeres. Ces effets ont lieu lorsque des

ligaments situes en amere du fond de fissure retiennent ensemble les surfaces de mpfaire.

Bien que des restrictions, tel que la taille et la resistance des particules de renfort ainsi

que la ducrilite de la matrice, peuvent limiter les conditions ou ces effets peuvent etre

observes, promouvoir des effet de pontage de la fissure est probablement 1'une des

bonnes manieres d'augmenter la resistance a la PFF des polymeres.

5. Conclusion

Les principales conclusions tirees des travaux realises sont les suivantes

La reponse en contrainte-deformation-temps mesuree lors des essais de

fatigue axiale caracterise des transitions dans les processus de changements

microstmcturaux qui ont lieu dans 1'ensemble de la section de 1'eprouvette.

Les nanoparticules font augmenter Ie module d'Young, ce qui fait diminuer

1'amplitude de deformation et done Ie taux d'accumulation de deformation

dans les regimes initiaux.

Dans Ie regime final, la reponse en deformation accumulee devient visqueuse

et les processus menant a cette deformation sont controles par la contrainte

maximale eVou 1'amplitude de contaainte.

Dans ce regime final. Ie taux d'accumulation de la deformation devient

independant de la presence de nanoparticules. La densite d'encheveta-ements,

la masse moleculaire et la fraction volumique de la phase amorphe sont

probablement les prmcipaux parametres conta-olant la resistance a

I'accumulatron de deformation dans ce regime final.

L'augmentation de la vie en fatigue causee par 1'addition de nanoparticules

pourrait correspondre a une augmentation de la resistance du PA6 a
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1'initiation heterogene de fissures ou a une augmentation de la resistance des

eprouvettes a 1'initiation de fissures pres des surfaces.

La propagation d'une fissure dans Ie NCP et Ie PA6 est probablement

devancee par la propagation d'une interface, entre la matrice relativement peu

defonnee et une couche relativement tres defonnee, ou la defonnation aurait

lieu en cisaillement et ou Ie rapport d'elongation serait controle par Ie reseau

d'encheveti-ements.

L ajout de nanoparticules a engendre Ie developpement d'une mince zone de

fibrillation en avant du fond de fissure et pres du plan de separation des

surfaces, ce qui peut expliquer la diminution de la resistance a la PFF. Le

developpement d'une zone de fibrillation est probablement une consequence

de 1'augmentation de la conta-ainte d'ecoulement, qui devient alors superieure

a la contrainte critique de fibrillation.

Dans Ie systeme considere, 1'effet benefique de 1'ajout de nanoparticules

exfoliees est appamt etre limite a 1'augmentation de la rigidite. L'ajout de

nanoparticules pourrait difficilement augmenter la resistance a la propagation

de fissures. Une fa9on d'augmenter cette resistance poim-ait efa-e d'engendrer

des effets de pontage de la fissure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. 1 BASIC PHENOMENOLOGY OF FATIGUE

In materials science and engineering, the term fatigue refers to the phenomenon of

loss of strength or other important properties as a result of stressing over a period of time.

Even if fiacture resulting from the application of a monotonic or static stress is not

excluded from the definition, the term fatigue usually refers to the loss of properties as a

result of intermittent stressing. Fatigue can occur when the maximum cyclic stress

applied on the material is below the yield sta-ess, which is the stress at which the

macroscopic strain of a material starts to be incompletely recovered after loading and

unloading.

In order to account for the observed changes in properties, intenruttent sft-essing

leading to fatigue must induce microstmct. n-al changes. These changes occur during

fatigue as a result of irreversible relative movement of many atoms or molecules. The

average displacement of the atoms upon unloading can be of eqiial magnitude and

opposite in the direction to the average displacement upon loading. However, each atom

does not necessary return exactly to its original position. An accumulation of

microstructaral changes may eventually induce the initiation and propagation of crack(s).

The final effect of fatigue is fhe loss of functionality and/or ftacture of the specimen or

component even if the stress applied was well below the yield sfa-ess.

1.2 MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Much research and development efifort has been and is being devoted to the

improvement of mechanical properties of materials. From an engineering point of view,

an improvement in the properties of a material without increasmg its density allows either

to increase the load applied on a geometrical component or to decrease the size of that

component. For motorized vehicles, both mechanical design changes enable to decrease

the amount of energy required to carry a given load. According to Newton's accelemtion



law, the mechanical power required to accelerate a vehicle decreases linearly as the total

weight of that vehicle decreases.

Polymers are lightweight materials (density between 0.9 and 1.5 g/cm3) that

usually present good ductility. However, when compared to metals and ceramics, their

stif&iess and strength are low and highly sensitive to temperature. Many polymers deform

under load by creep at room temperature. Accordingly, polymers are good alternatives to

other materials for many but not all fa-ansportation vehicle applications. Metals, polymers

and ceramics will always have their own field of application in which they are the most

advantageous choice.

The stiffiiess and strength of polymers have been increased by the incorporation

of mineral or glass reinforcement. In the case of reinforcement by contmuous fibers, the

polymer composite generally has significantly higher mechanical properties than its non-

reinforced mata-bc. However, fhe density of this composite is increased, typically by 50%.

Also, parts made of continuous fiber reinforced polymer composites are much more

expensive to produce. Polymers that are not remforced with continuous fibers also fmd

industrial applications. Those polymers can be basically classed mto the following

categories: polymer blends, pardcle-fflled polymers and non-reinforced polymers. AH of

these polymers can be molded, which results in relatively low manufacturing costs.

Although fheir stiffoess/weight ratio is not necessarily competitive with most of the other

materials, other characteristics such as their low production costs, low thermal

conductivity, high damping capacity and good corrosion resistance make them suitable

for a variety of sfa-uctural applications.

In recent years, a new category of polymer reinforced with nuneral particles has

begun to be employed commercially: polymer-layered crystals nanocomposites

(PLCNC). The addition of niineral layered crystals, having a thickness in the nanometer

range, mto non-remforced polymer matrixes can induce an increase in stif&iess much

higher than that encountered with the same volume fi-action of micropardcles. These

improvements in mechanical properties have resulted in considerable research interest in

PLCNC.



Typically, adding 2-wt% of mineral layered crystals into a semiaystalline

polymer such as dry polyamide 6 (PA6) increases Young's modulus (E) and ultimate

tensile strength (UTS) by 50% and 35%, respectively. Structural materials also often need

to have sufficient ductility, toughness and fatigue resistance. Very few studies have been

published so far of the effect on the fatigue behavior and fatigue resistance of adding

mineral layered crystals into a semicrystalline polymer mataix.

1.3 THE MASTER DEGREE PROJECT

The main objective of this Master of Applied Science (M.A.SC.) research project

was to determine the effect of the addition of mineral layered crystals on the fatigue

behavior of a PA6 matrix. This fhesis covers the three principal aspects of the project: the

literahire review, the experimental methodology and results, and a general discussion.

The main objective of the literature review presented m this thesis was to only

cover the aspects potentially helpfal for the interpretation of the results. An important

part of this review focused on the microstmcture and the deformation behavior of

amorphous and semicrystalline pofymers. This part is followed by a review of the known

eflFects of the addition of mineral layered crystals on the microstructure and on the

mechanical behavior of the matrix as well as by a review of the fatigue behavior of

polymers.

The microstmcture and mechanical properties of the specimens produced are

presented before the description of the methodology employed for the characterization of

the fatigue behavior. The first results presented have been obtained employing non-

notched specimens. They describe the effect of fhe testmg and material conditions on the

macroscopic stress-sta^in-time response and on the fatigue life. The subsequent results

were obtained employing pre-cracked specunens. They indicate the resistance of the

materials to fatigue crack propagation. The last results presented are the observations of

the fi-acture surface and of the deformed microsfa-ucture located near the crack plan. Some



basis interpretation and references to literature data are included with the presentation of

the experimental results.

For this reason, the discussion presented in the last section of this thesis is

relatively general. The main objective of this general discussion was to integrate the

results and to establish relationships between the experimental results and concepts

presented in the literature review. The mechanisms leading to the accumulation of

homogeneous and heterogeneous fatigue damage are discussed. A discussion is also

made regarding the effect of the addition of mineral layered crystals on the fitigue life of

non-notched specimens and on the mechanisms of fatigue damage.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Fatigue properties and fatigue behavior depend on a wide variety of material

stmcture parameters and have some correlation with other aspects of the material

mechanical behavior. Hence, in this literature review, a summary of the structure of the

materials under consideration and of their behavior iinder monotonic or constant loading

precedes the summary related to fatigue. For generalities on polymeric materials and for a

literature review on the inelastic defonnation cracking mechanisms in amorphous

polymers, the reader is referred to the appendbc.

2. 1 SEMICRYSTALLINE POLYMERS

In semicrystalline polymers, there are three different levels of staiicture which

have an important effect on the material properties (Schultz, 1984).

2. 1. 1 Structure of Semic stalline Pol mers

2. 1. 1. 1 Molecular Level

At the first structural level, which will be called the molecular level (with a 0. 1-1

nm scale range), interactions between neighboring chain segments occur. This first

stoiictural level conti-ols the behavior within the amorphous phase and the crystallized

phase. The concepts on the stmcture and deformation behavior of amorphous polymers

presented in appendix (section A.2) are likely to apply to the stazicfaire and behavior

within the amorphous phase. The a crystal stiiicture of PA6 is shown in Figure 2. 1. The

macromolecules are aligned parallel to each other and retained together by hydrogen

bonds. The shear strength of such a stmcture depends on the crystalline stmcfau-e but also

on the fonn and density of the crystal defects. As observed through dark field

transmission electi-on microscopy (TEM), some of these defects are linear and present the



characteristics of screw and edge dislocations (Lin and Argon, 1994), which where

originally defined for metallic crystals. The molecular stmcture level is of importance in

determining the intoinsic resistance to deformation of the amorphous and crystallized

phases.
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Figure 2. 1: Crystalline a phase structure ofPA6 (Galeski, Argon and Cohen,
1991a).

2. 1. 1. 2 Phase Level

The second structural level will be called the phase level. Unless crystallization

occurs under extremely high strain conditions, the crystalline phase is a distribution of

thin plates or ribbons, which are stacked parallel to each ofher and are separated by thin

amorphous layers. A schematic view of such a stmcfcirc is shown in Figure 2.2(a). The

thickness of the crystallized plates or ribbons as well as that of the amorphous layers are

of the order of 10 nm (Schultz, 1984). The crystallized plates are often called crystallites.

Within each crystallite, the chain axis is oriented along the crystallite thickness direction
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(Schultz, 1984). Thi preferential orientation leads to anisotropy of the elastic and

inelastic deformation properties of the crystallites.

^

/

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Phase level of the semicrystalline polymer structure (from Schultz,
1984) and (b) Folded macromolecular chains in a crystal formed in a
dilute solution (from Ward and Hadley, 1993).

At this stinctural level, the sti-engfh of the interface between the crystallized phase

and the amorphous phase is of primary importance. Poor interface strength facilitates the

formation of cavities and cracks, thus directly affecting the overall resistance to inelastic

deformation. This can be related to the morphology of that interface. The interface

between the amorphous zone and the crystallites m bulk-solidified crystallites is difficult

to characterize fWard and Hadley, 1993). However, the crystal external surface of

crystallites formed in dilute solutions can be more easily observed by microscopy. Those

observations reveal that, for these idealized crystallization conditions, most of fhe

macromolecular chains are folded at the crystal external surfaces as shown schematically

in Figure 2.2(b). The situation however appears different when the polymer is crystallized

from a melt. Lin and Argon (1994) have extensively reviewed the sti-ucture and inelastic

deformation of semicrystalline polymers, while taking the case of high-density

polyethylene (HDPE) as a specific example (review paper of 30 pages with 301

references). In their discussion, they claimed as experimental evidence that crystallites in

bulk-solidified sphemlites are more the result of chain association than of chain folding.



A chain that is not folded at the interface has the following characteristic: one or many of

its segments arc in the crystallized phase while one or many other segments are situated

in the amorphous phase. Those chains are called tie molecules. They provide continuity

between the crystallites and the amorphous layers, which explains the stability of the

interfaces and the usual relatively high ductility of semicrystalline polymers. Therefore,

their concenta-ation directly influences the elastic modulus and the yield strength of

semicrystalline polymers (Schultz, 1984).

2. 1. 1.3 Entan lement Network

By comparing the rate of crystal growth and the relaxation time of the molecules

m rapidfy solidified melts, Flory and Yoon (1978) concluded that complete

rearrangement of a macromolecule is unlikely to occur. They proposed that the formation

of crystals involves only local conformational changes and that the entanglements present

in the melt are concentrated in the amorphous phase. This view is shared by another

group of researchers (Plummer, Menu, Cudre-Mauroux and Kausch, 1995). One can

imagine an intermediate sihiation where partial disentanglement would occur during

crystallization.

2. 1. 1.4 S herulite Level

After bulk solidtfication, semi-aystalline thermoplastics usually contain

sphemlites, which is the third and the roughest structural level. The size of a sphemlite in

non-oriented semicrystallme polymers varies in the range of 0. 1 to 1000 u.m (Schultz.

1984). Thus, sphemlites can be considered as similar to grains in metallic polycrystals

because of their size range and because they are the coarsest level of stmctural

arrangement. However, a spherulite is not a single ordered atomic structure. The central

zone of each spherulite corresponds to a nucleation site for crystallization. As one can

expect, the crystallites are generally preferentially oriented along the spherulite radius.



Figure 2.3: Spherulites at the native surface of PA6 films observed by atomic force
microscopy (ATM) where A is a topographic and B is an amplitude
image (adapted from Ferreiro, Pennec, Seguela and Coulon, 2000).

Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1987) employed TEM observations on samples

stained with heavy metal ions (e.g. from Os04 in solution) to characterize the

arrangement of the crystallites within the sphemlites within a buUc solidified PA6. They

have established fhat each ciystallite has a thickness and a width in the range of 5-6 nm

and 15-60 nm, respectively. They have also detemiined that the length of some

crystallites is relatively large and approaches the dimension of the sphemlites radius

while their orientation is often along fhe local sphemlite radii. Figure 2.4 is a schematic

representation of fheir model for the arrangement of crystallites within sphemlites. The

two-labeled squares are observation planes which are both perpendicular to the same

sphemlite radius. The difference between the two observation planes is that the one

labeled "2" is farther from the nucleus than the one labeled "I". The back color filled

crystallites shown in the square labeled "2" are the same as that shown in the square

labeled "I". This schematic representation is based on the observation that the crystallites

often extend from the pomt of their origin up to the sphemlite borders. The white color

filled crystallites shown in the square labeled "2" are not present in the square labeled

"I". Thus, these crystallites have their point of origin between the two observation
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plane . An increase in the number of crystallites over a same radial scanned angle occurs

because of the increasing volume available for crystallization when moving away finm

the nuclei. In both observation planes, three or four neighboring crystallites are stacked

parallel to each other. Each of these stacks can be called a crystalline domain.
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Figure 2.4 Model for the arrangement of crystallites within bulk solidified PA6
spherulites (adapted from Ferreiro, Pennec, Seguela and Coulon, 2000).

In their extensive review, Lin and Argon (1994) have reported some generally

accepted features for bulk solidified HDPE sphemlites. These are that crystallites grow

out from a common centa^l nucleus, that crystallites inay branch by developmg adjacent

crystallites making a small angle with each other to satisfy the necessity of filling the

space, that the macromolecular chains within the crystallites are perpendicular to the

sphemlite local radial direction and that the crystallites are present between two thin

disordered layers. These generally accepted features are similar to the conclusions of

Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1987) regarding the structure of PA6. A potential difference

between the PA6 and the HDPE resides in the form of the crystallites. The S-shaped form

is the most prevalent form in HDPE (Lin and Argon, 1994); while in PA6, crystallites are

plate-like and fonn crystalline domains (Galeski, Argon and Cohen, 1987). Although
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much material particularity certainly exists, the above description should be

representative of the general supermolecular structure ofsemicrystalline polymers.

The manner in which sphemUtes grow upon crystallization and fhe eflfect of the

processing parameters on the spherulite morphology remains a subject on which many

experimental results are controversial (Lin and Argon, 1994). Varga (1992), in an

extensive review of the supermolecular stmcture of isotactic polypropylene, has clarified

some of these controversial features. However, the knowledge about the semicrystalline

polymer stmcfau-e summarized above should be sufficient in the context of the present

project. This brief summary will serve as backgroimd for the description of the

deformation and cracking behavior.

2. 1.2 Inelastic Deformation Mechanisms in Semic stalline Pol mers

2. 1.2. 1 Local Inelastic Deformation Mechanisms

Experimental results employed in support of the following brief review of the

local deformation mechanisms in the crystalline and m the amorphous phases were taken

from the review by Lin and Argon (1994). In the crystalline phase, the deformation

mechanisms can be classed into two categories: crystallographic slip and twmning/stress

induced martensitic transformation. These categories are the same as for metallic crystals.

In polymers, the slip plane always contains the chain direction. In PE, crystallographic

slip can occur along the chain axis (chain slip) and/or along another close packing

du-ection (ti-ansverse slip). For PA6, the lattice resistance to (001)[010] chain slip is the

lowest (Lin and Argon, 1992). When crystallographic slip occurs in a crystallite segment,

there is a tendency for the crystal to orient the slip direction parallel to the tensile

direction. Thus, a preferential alignment in the crystalline phase of fhe chain axis parallel

to the tensile direction results firom the deformation, which has been measured

experimentaUy for PA6 by X-ray difi&action (Galeski, Argon and Cohen, 199 la).

Since the amorphous phase has lower strength than the crystalline phase, the

deformation is initially localized in the amorphous phase. In the amorphous layers
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located between the crystallites, three deformation modes have received some

experimental support: intercrystallite slip, intercrystallite separation and stack rotation. A

schematic representation of each of these is shown in Figure 2. 5. For HDPE, it has been

reported that intercrystallite shear is dominant in the early stage of deformation at room

temperature and that the deformation which occurs by this mechanism is fully reversible.

This complete reversibility is probably limited to a certain range of accumulated strain.

There appears to be two categories of intercrystallite separation deformation processes

based upon reported results for polyethylene (PE). These are processes in which

cavitation occurs and processes in which it does not. The latter category has been

demonstrated experimentally in single-texture low density polyethylene (LDPE) where

the intercrystallite separation was reversible. Cavitation during intercrystallite separation

can be expected from the presence of hydrostatic stresses in the amorphous phase. This

hydrostatic tension results from fhe high resistance of the crystalline phase to contraction.

Stack rotation has received much less experimental evidence in PE than the two other

mechanisms. In conclusion, the effective mode of deformation of fhe amorphous layers

depends on the relative orientation between the layer planes and the local sb-ess

orientation on these planes.

The proportion of the local deformation which occurs in the amorphous zone

depends on the defonnation mechanism and on the local amorphous phase content. After

approximately 25% of tme strain, the plastic deformation of HDPE is very well

characterized by the defomiation of the crystalline component alone (Lin and Argon,

1994). To conclude, the effective local deformation mechanism depends on the amount of

accumiilated stram and on the relative orientation between the microstmctural features

and the stress.
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Figure 2.5: Three deformation modes of the inter-crystallite amorphous layers with
some experimental support (from Lin and Argon, 1994): (a)
intercrystallite slip, (b) intercrystallite separation, and (c) stack
rotation.

2. 1.2.2 Hetero eneit of the Inelastic Deformation

The fact that a semicrystalline polymer is a made up of a three-dimensional array

of entities which are initially roughly spherical and internally mechanically anisotropic

has a primary effect on the overall deformation process. Basically, the two factors fhat

should control the magnitude and the nafaire of the dbformation in a given region wifhin a

sphemlite are the local stress field and the orientation of the microsti-ucture with respect

to Ihis stress field. The local stress is affected by the deformation of the other regions of

the same sphemlite and also by the necessity of maintaimng geometrical compatibility at

the snTierulite boundaries, since observations have shown that this compatibility is

maintained. In metals, compatibility at the grain boundaries must also be maintained but

the microstructure within each grain is more homogenous than in each sphemlite. The

microstmcture of the sphemlite can be simplified as a remforced composite in which the

crystallites act as the reinforcement. The length of fhe ciystallites is locally oriented along

the radial direction of the spherulite (c. f. section 2. 1. 1.4). Hence, the angle between the

reinforcement material orientation and the direction of the principal tensile stress varies
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from region to region. As a consequence, the effective local deformation mechanisms

also vary from region to region within a sphemlite.

2. 1.2.3 Deformation-lnduced Localized Cavitation

For the following disciission, three regions of each sphemlite in which the

efiFective local deformation mechanisms are different will be defmed: the equatorial disk,

the 45° domains and the polar fans. The equatorial disk is the region where the local

principal tensile stress is almost perpendicular to the sphemlite radius. The polar fans are

the two regions where the local principal tensile stress and the spherulite radius are

abnost parallel. The 45 domains are located between the equatorial disk and the polar

fans. Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988) have performed a detailed study in which dried

and humidity conditioned PA6 drawn samples were soaked under sta-ess in a solution

containing osmium ions (Os04 in solution), sectioned and further stained with

phosphotungstic acid (PTA) prior to TEM observations. The procedure of soaking under

stress was employed in order to prevent strain recovery of the samples as well as to reveal

the damage produced upon deformation. The most relevant resiilt from their TEM work is

the observation on transverse cross-sections of dark features mainly situated in the

equatorial disks but also found in the intersphemlitic regions where three sphemlites

meet. These dark features were not observed when the drawn samples were not soaked

under stress. Also, no dark spots were found in non-deformed specimens stained with

Os04. The dark features, observed due to preferential fixation of osmium ions, are

probably zones of localized deformation.

This postulate is also supported by the observation that immersion in

trifluoroethanol dissolved the deformed PA6 but not the dark feahues. Their staiicture

was observed by deposition on a carbon film of the isolated dark features obtained after

centrifagation of the solutions in which the remaining PA6 was dissolved. This stmcturc

was composed of 3 or 4 parallel rods of dimensions and arrangement clearly suggesting

that they were crystallite segments coming from the same crystallite domain (c.f. section
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2. 1 for definition and representation of the microstmctural features) surrounded by

chemically cross-linked PA6. This indicates that the local plastic deformation process in

the regions where dark features were observed introduced chemical changes to the PA6

macromolecules so that the deformed product reacted with Os04.

These experimental results clearly suggest that the dark features correspond to

regions where the material presents a high concentration of deformation-induced free

radicals. Also, since the concentration of dark spots was high in the intersphemlitic

regions in which three spherulites meet and since those latter regions are known to be

regions where voids are formed during the latter stages of crystallization (Galeski and

Piorkowska, 1983a and 1983b; Way, Atkinson and Nutting, 1974; Muccigresso and

Phillips, 1978), localized cavitation most probably occurred in these regions upon

deformation. The dark features observed in the micrographs will be called dark spots.

Dark spots are distinct entities of the defonned sphemlite sb-ucture.

These dark spots have an elongated shape with their preferential orientation being

along the local spherulite radius. Their aspect ratio observed on an equatorial plane was

approximately two or three, as estimated from stereographic observations of the dark

features. The concentration of the dark spots in the equatorial disks of the sphemlites was

higher in the case of the dried specimens then in the case of the 60% humidity

conditioned specimens. Water-soaked conditioned samples revealed only very few and

smaller dark spots. The glass ti^nsition temperature (Tg) shifts from below to above the

tensile stretching temperature when fhe humidity condition of the specimens is varied

from dried to water-soaked (Koham, 1995). Hence, the mechanism for dark spot

formation is progressively inhibited as the ductility of the amorphous phase increases.

The fonnation of dark spots therefore can be attributed to insufficient ductility of the

glassy amorphous mateix to accommodate the local defonnation without losing its

microstructural integrity.
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2. 1.2.4 Deformation of the S herulite Arra

In the necking region of dried PA6 tensile specimen where the drawing ratio was

approximately 2, Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988) have reported that the sphemlitic

sfaucture was still observable. Similar observations have been made in PE (references in

Lin and Argon, 1994). Sphemlites become elongated in the loading direction during

deformation but the interspherulitic boundaries are maintained. Therefore, the

deformation of the sphemlite arrays occiu-s by maintaining geometeical compatibility at

these interfaces.

Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988) have presented a possible sequence of events

for the early stage of deformation within sphemlites (Figure 2.6). The non-deformed

spherulite (Figure 2.6a) undergoes shear deformation in the 45 domains, which promotes

an intercrystallite shear deformation mechanism in the amorphoiis phase and chain slip in

the crystallites. As a result, there is a reorientation and elongation of the crystallites in the

45° domain and stress redistribution to the polar fans and the equatorial disk regions

(Figure 2.6b). Early deformation pr ses localized in the 45° domain appears to be a

reasonable assumption when considering that constant volume deformation must locally

occur through a shear mechanism, that the shear deformation mechanism having the

lowest yielding shear resistance is intercrystallite sUp (at sufficiently low strains and

straw, rates) and that intercrystallite slip is favored by a local orientation of the crystallit

length parallel to the local direction of maximum resolved shear stress. Before

deformation, all crystallites in the 45° domains have their length parallel to the local

direction of maximum resolved shear stress. Therefore, the assumption that early inelastic

defomiation processes are localized in the 45° domains will be considered as a fact in the

following discussion. After a certain deformation in the 45° domains, stasss redistribution

occurs because the geometrical compatibility between the sphemlites must be

maintamed. That stisss redisti-ibution affects the deformation mechanisms occurring in

the other regions of the sphemlite.
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Figure 2. 6: Possible sequence of events upon the early stage ofPA6 spherulite
deformation: (a) un-deformed material where the 45° domains are
schematized; (b) reorientation and elongation of the crystallites in the
45° domain due to shear deformation and stress redistribution to the

polar fans and the equatorial disk regions with the external stresses
acting on each spherulite region indicated by the arrows; (c) kinking of
the crystallites in the equatorial disk due to radial compression; (d)
shear instability due to chain slip in crystallites in polar regions (from
Galeski, Argon and Cohen,1988).

In the equatorial disk figure 2. 6e), the radial compression stresses as well as the

tensile stress in the loading direction are driving forces for lateral contraction of tihe

spherulite. However, the material is particularly rigid along the radial directions since

these directions correspond to the preferential orientation of the crystallites. It appears

reasonable to assume fhat the crystallites which have a length almost equal to the

sphemlite radius will not conserve their structural mtegrity upon lateral contraction.

Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988) have proposed, by analogy with fhe behavior of

continuous fiber composites, that the crystallites accommodate the required conti-action

by giving rise to imstable kinking. However, other processes such as fa^nsverse slip could

be considered.
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As pointed out by Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988), the amorphous regions in

the equatorial disk are not expected to have a high resistance to the initiation of cavities

since these regions must sustain the stress triaxiality induced by the mtercrystallite

separation defonnation process. Independently of the exact mechanism which leads to the

formation of cavities in the equatorial disk, the final eflfect of the perpendicularity

between the applied principal tensile sti-ess and the sphemlite radial local orientation

remains a high potential for the initiation and growth of cavities. This behavior can be

expected to have a strong effect on the cracking mechanisms.

In the polar fans (Figure 2. 6d), fhe stress redistribution coming from deformation

in the 45° domains also induces the presence of a lateral compression stress field. In these

regions, the chain fold plane is parallel to the applied principal tensile stress. Galeski,

Argon and Cohen (1988) proposed as a potential deformation process the radial extension

of the crystallites by segmentation. This segmentation of the crystallites could induce

cavitation, as in the case of segmentation in the equatorial disk. However, since one

cannot expect stress toiaxiality in the amorphous phase located in the polar fans, the

amorphous phase can be expected to heal any formed cavity during the segmentation

process. Therefore, the polar fans are not expected to be regions of preferential crack

mitiabon.

Heterogeneous deformation by shear banding in thin films of PA6 stiained above

and below Tg (c.f. section 2. 1.3. 1) have been observed by atomic force microscopy

(AFM) by Ferreiro, Pennec, Seguela and Coulon (2000). They reported that "Below the

glass transition temperafaj re Tg = 32°C Q, the spreading of fhe shear bands within the

sphemlites is heterogeneous. The number of shear bands per unit area is maximum near

the equatorial zone and decreases regularly towards the polar zones. ". Their observations

were carried out on 10% strained films. No figures were included in their paper. The

observed deformed sphemlites were those native from the heterogeneous crystallization

initiation at the mold-melt interface. Thus, most of the spherulites had their nuclei located

in the observation plane (Figure 2.3). Shear bands were observed but their contribution to

the overall defonnation appears unknown.
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Assuming that Ferreiro, Pennec, Seguela and Coulon (2000) have the same

definition of the equatorial zone, it is of interest to determine if fheir observations conflict

with the possible sequence of deformation events in bulk deformed PA6 proposed by

Galeski, Argon and Cohen (1988). Although both materials were made of PA6

sphemlites in which the crystallites were oriented along the sphemlite radius, the

geometrical constraints for the deformation of a given sphemlite located in the bulk and

at the surface are quite difiFerent. In the experiments performed by Ferreiro, Pennec,

Seguela and Coulon (2000), there is no compressive sfress along the fitai thickness

direction since there is no geometrical constraint along this direction at the free surface.

Also, shear banding may occur in the 45 domains without being observable

microscopically since the deformation process does not, at a low drawing ratio, desfa-oy

the low magnification appearance of the origmal crystallites. The results of Ferreiro,

Pennec, Seguela and Coulon (2000) on thin fibns do not mle out the sequence of

deformation events in bulk deformed PA6 proposed by Galeski, Argon and Cohen

(1988).

2. 1.2.5 Transformation durin Drawin

In the previous section, fhe discussion was mainly oriented towards the initiation

of plastic deformation. Although the spherulite boundaries are maintained up to a certain

pomt upon deformation, high drawing ratios are known to destroy ataiost completely the

original sphenditic stmcfaire. As measured by X-ray diffeaction (XRD), defonnation

induces an alignment of the chain direction in fhe crystals parallel to the tensile or flow

direction (e.g. studies on uniaxial extension and compression of PA6 by Galeski, Argon

andCohen, 1991a and 1991b).

Peteriin (1973, 1975) was among the first to study extensively the microsta-uctural

transformation in a propagating neck zone during uniaxial extension. He proposed a

general model in which drawing induces micro-neckmg that results in fibrillation of the

originally spherulitic structure. In this model, Ae crystallites are broken-up during micro-
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necking and incorporated into the micro-fibrils, which therefore consist of alternating

crystallites and amorphous regions. Peterlin (1973) observed fibrils with a width of

approximately Ifim on surface replicas of drawn PA6 specimens. Each of these fibrils

was thought to contain several micro-fibrils. Further deformation of drawn specimens

was believed to occur by a relative displacement of the micro-fibnls along the tensile

direction. This displacement requires shear deformation at the interfaces between the

fibrils (Peteriin, 1975).

Zhou and Wilkes (1998) studied the deformation of melt-extmded HDPE

specimens in which the crystallites were all oriented perpendicularly to the melt flow

direction. Depending on the angle between the melt flow and the tensUe loading

direction, they observed different stress-strain behavior (Figure 2.7). Based on this

behavior, on XRD measurements and on TEM observations, they suggested that three

different previoiisly developed models were likely to describe adequately the orientation

processes in bulk crystallized sphemlitic samples: intercrystallite separation and

crystallite fi-agmentation by chain slip when the angle between the chain axis and the

tensile axis is 0° (Figure 2.7a), break up of the crystallites and re-crystallization when the

angle is 90° (Figure 2.7e), and an intermediate deformation mechanism when the angle is

45° (Figure 2.7e). Adams, Yang and Thomas (1986) provided strong experimental

evidence for the process of intercrystallite separation and ciystalhte iragmentation by

chain slip in oriented thin films ofPE.
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Figure 2.7: Stress-strain response (b, d and f) associated with models of
transformation during uniaxial extension when the angle between the
chain axis and the tensile axis is (a) 0°, (c) 45° and (e) 90 °, respectively
(from Zhou and WUkes, 1998).

Galeski, Bartczak, Argon and Cohen (1992) observed a sequence of events in

which high amplihide deformation occurs when the crystallite thickness direction is at an

angle to fhe principal elongation direction during plane strain compression. As shown in

Figure 2. 8, the sequence involves: interciystallite shear and intra-crystallite slip,

fragmentation of the crystallite into blocks, rotation, and recon-ibination of the blocks.

From this mechanism obser/ed in plane strain compression, fibrillation is not observed

on the micrometer scale so it cannot be considered as an essential step in producing a

highly oriented stmcture (Galeski, Bartczak, Argon and Cohen, 1992).
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Figure 2.8: Sequence of events for high amplitude deformation in semicrystalline
polymers when, as shown in a), the initial orientation between the flow
direction (FD) and the crystallite orientation is 45°: b) and c)
intercrystallite shear and intra-crystaUite slip, d) fragmentation, e)
rotation and f) recombination of crystallite blocks. The process in
HDPE is completed in g) at a compression ratio (CR) of 6.44 where the
newly formed crystallites have their length perpendicular to the flow
direction (based upon experiments in plane strain compression, from
Galeski, Bartczak, Argon and Cohen, 1992).

The models summarized in this section were obtained from experiments mosdy

carried out on HDPE. At relatively small tensile strain in bidk solidified semicrystalline

polymers in which the amorphous phase is in a glassy state, the regions of a sphemlite

most susceptible to the mitiation of cavitation are the equatorial disk and the

interspherulitic regions. These relatively weak regions could have an effect on the

cracking mechanisms.
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2. 1.3 Hetero eneous Deformation

2. 1. 3. 1 Shear Bandin

Shear bands similar to those found in glassy polymers have been observed after

compressive defonnation well below Tg in semicrystalline polypropylene (PP) and in

HDPE (Friedrich, 1983). These bands can either follow he sphemlite boundaries or be

present in the sphemlites. In PP, coarse shear bands are formed at a notch tip only well

below -70°C (T/Tg = 0.75). However, diffuse shear zones are observed in PP at higher

temperatures. Shear bands have also been observed by AFM at the surfaces of PA6

specimens (Ferreiro, Pemiec, Seguela and Coulon, 2000). Shear bands intersecting each

other can promote void nucleation.

2. 1.3. 2 Crazing

As in amorphous polymers, heterogeneous deformation localized in a planar area

nearly perpendiciriar to the tensile direction has been reported in semicrystalline

polymers. These planar areas also contain voids and fibrils in which the entanglement

network is highly staained. Unlike crazes in amorphous polymers (c.f. appendbc, section

A.2.4. 1), these planar areas can be classified into two categories (Friedrich, 1983;

Narisawa and Ishikawa, 1990). Under conditions where amorphous polymers would

generally fonn crazes through chain scission (craze thickening mechanism applicable at

low temperature), the morphology of the crazes in semiciystalline polymers are generally

similar to those formed in amorphous polymers. This type of crazes are designated here

as low temperature crazes. Unlike in amorphous polymers, craze-like features are also

formed in semicrystalline polymers under conditions of relatively high ductility and at

temperatures well above Tg. These craze-like feaftires are designated here as fibrillated

deformation zones. Before the proposed growth mechanisms of low tenperature crazes

and of fibrillated deformation zones are presented, the potential effect of crystallinity on

the mechanism of chain disentanglement wiU be outlined.
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a) Effect of Strain-Induced Crystallization

In polymers presenting a certain tendency to crystallize, it has been suggested that

strain-induced crystallization could inhibit crazing. This suggestion is supported by

experimental results reported by Gensler, Plummer, Kausch and Munstedt (1997) on

blends of polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and polyefher imide (PEI). PEEK is a

semicrystallme polymer that can be amorphous if rapidly solidified; whereas, PEI is an

amorphous polymer. The addition of PEI in a melt of PEEK reduces the rate of

ciystallization. Tensile testing over a wide range of temperatures on amorphous ftiin films

of different PEI/PEEK blends showed that the temperature range over which crazing

occurred decreased from approximately 100°C to 30°C as the PEEK content increased

from 0 to 60%. For a PEEK content equal to or greater than 80%, crazing was completely

inhibited. A similar inhibition of crazing was observed in bulk specimens. PEEK and PEI

are expected to have similar entanglement densities. Disentanglement crazing is observed

at temperaftires up to 100°C below Tg for another amorphous polymer with similar

entanglement density (Gensler, Plummer, Kausch and Munstedt, 1997). For this reason, it

is assumed that crazing in the PEI/PEEK blends occurred also by chain disentanglement.

In the microneck of thin films of PEEK, crystallized arrangements were detected by low

angle electa-on difi&action (LAED). Sta-ain-induced crystallization was thought to be the

principal reason for the inhibition ofdisentanglement crazing.

The inhibition of crazing correlated with an increased tendency to crystallize has

also been reported in polystyrene (PS) (Morel and Gmbb, 1984; Plummer and ICausch,

1993a). Amorphous thin films of atactic PS and isoatactic PS of the same molecular

weight both crazed during tensile elongation at room temperature while only atactic PS

crazed at low strain rate and at a temperature of 20°C or less below ^ (Plummer and

Kausch, 1993a). In polymers with an entanglement density similar to PS (PES), the

transition from scission crazing to disentanglement crazing occurred near Tg (Plummer

and Donald, 1989). As for the PEI/PEEK blends, fhe inhibition of crazing correlated with

a higher tendency of the material to crystallize has been observed when chain

disentanglement was expected to be the principal mechanism of separation between the

macromolecules.
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b) Morphology and Growth Mechanism of Low Temperature Crazes

The effect of crystallites on the craze growth mechanism can be evaluated by

comparing fhe morphology of crazes formed in the completely amorphous stmcture and

in a semicryslaUine structure of the same polymer. The induction of crystallinity, by heat

and chemical fc^eatment or by producing macromolecules of higher regular arrangement

of the side groups, has been reported to have little efifect on the size and spacing of low

temperature craze fibrils in the following polymers:

atactic and isotactic PS (Brady and Yeh, 1973; Morel and Gmbb, 1984;
Plummer, Cudre-Mauroux and Kausch, 1994);

amorphous and solvent crystallized polycarbonate (PC) (Yee, Plummer, Soles,
Xiao, Wu and Kausch, 1995; Plummer and Kausch, 1996a).

Based on these results, the models for craze advance and thickening mechanisms

well developed for amorphous polymers (c.f. appendix, section 1A.2.4. 1) may also apply

to low temperature crazes in semicrystalline polymers. For example, Argon and Hanoosh

(1977) hypothesized that craze-tip advance in semicrystalline isotactic PS occurs by a

meniscus instability mechanism. However, local variations in the thickness of the crazes

have been observed in isotactic PS (Morel and Gmbb, 1984 and Plummer, Cudre-

Mauroux and Kausch, 1994). When compared to amorphous regions, the craze fibril

extension ratios were generally higher when the thickness direction of the crystallites was

perpendicular to the tensile axis and lower when the thickness direction was parallel to

the tensile axis (Morel and Gmbb, 1984). Morel and Gmbb (1984) demonsti-ated that

crystallites are substantially desb-oyed during surface drawing m the active zone. It

remains to be clarified whether such a destruction affects the time or energy required to

promote the aligmnent along the tensile axis of macromolecular segments. The tihickness

of the active zone in PS at room temperature (approximately 20 nm, c.f. appendbc, section

1A.2. 4. 1) is not much larger than the typical crystallite thickness (of the order of 10 nm,

c.f. section 2. 1).
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c) Morphology and Mechanism of Formation and Growth of Fibrillated Deformation Zones

When the testing temperature is increased, a fa-ansition firom low temperature

crazes to fibrillated deformation zones is observed in thin films of PS (Plummer, Cudre-

Mauroux and Kausch, 1994), PP (Plummer and Kausch, 1996b), PA66 (Plummer and

Kausch, 1996a), and solvent crystallized PC (Yee, Plummer, Soles, Xiao, Wu and

Kausch, 1995; Plummer and Kausch, 1996a). As shown in Figure 2. 9, the approximate

conditions for which the fa-ansition is observed in several polymers appear to depend on

the entanglement density and on the testing temperafaj re relative to Tg. The apparent

linear relationship suggests that the molecular weight has no effect on the temperature at

which the transition is observed, which coidd suggest that the transition in the mechanism

is really from scission crazing to shear deformation since both of these mechanisms do

not depend on molecular weight.

For fibrillated deformation zones in thin films of PP crystallized at low

temperature, Plummer and Kausch (1996b) reported an extension ratio independent of the

testing temperature in the range from -60 to 120 C. This ratio was almost equal to the

maximum extension ratio of the entanglement network (ke) calculated from molecular

weight between entanglements (Me) using an equivalent of Equation A.24 by assummg

that the entanglement network was maintained during crystallization. This assumption

can apply for rapidly crystallized polymers since in this case the formation of crystals

involves only local conformational changes which do not affect the entanglement

structure present in the melt (c. f. section 2. 1. 1. 3). However, as the crystallization

temperature was increased, the extension ratio of the craze-like deformation zones

increased but still remained indqi endent of the testing temperature. To explain this result,

Plummer and Kausch (1996b) suggested that some disentanglement occurred during

crystallization at high temperature. In summary, it appears that the maximum extension

of fibrillated deformation zones is, as in the case of amorphous polymers, controlled by

the stmcture of the entanglement network.
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Figure 2.9: Conditions for which deformation of semicrystalline thin fihns induces
either low temperature crazes or fibrillated deformation zones
(Plummer and Kausch, 1996a).

Swapan, Bhattacharyn and Brown (1984) studied the evolution of damage during

stable crack propagation from a notch in PE. They observed fhat fibril fracture consisted

of a slow process of thinning by shear followed by rapid fracture.

A particular feature of fibrillated deformation zones when compared to crazes in

amorphous polymers is that they can contain thin and elongated zones of non-deformed

material. Above the glass transidon temperature, this feature was reported in thin films of

isotactic PS (Plummer, Cudre-Mauroux and Kausch, 1994) and PP (Kausch, Gensler,

Grein, Plunimer and Scaramuzzino, 1999). In the case of PP, it was reported that fiMher

stretching of fhe films leads to the breakup of the non-defomied regions present in the

fibrillated deformation zone. The morphology and preferential orientation of the non-

deformed region suggest that they contain crystallites which are oriented perpendicularly

to the strain axis. Accordingly, the mechanism of fibrillated deformation zones in the

equatorial disks appears to result from interlamellar separation and voiding.
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Friedrich (1983) was the first to propose a three stage mechanism of craze

initiation in semiaystalline polymers. These stages are as follow:

I. defomnation in the amorphous phase: local interlamellar slip in regions of sto-ess
concentration (e.g. preexisting voids) or at sites where fhe angle between the
crystallite thickness direction and the local maximum principal tensile stress
direction is nearly 45 ;

II. segmentation of the crystallites accompanied by the formation ofmicrovoids;

III. complete extension of the stretched fibrils followed by fibril coalescence.

The combination of stages I and D, excluding void formation, is similar to the mechanism

of high amplitude deformation, when the direction of the crystallite thickness and the

loading direction are at a high angle (c.f. section 2. 1.2. 5). The mechanism of void

mitiation has not been observed or proved. In light of the recent observations previously

mentioned (difference in the mechanism of growth of low temperature crazes and of

fibrillated deformation zones), the details of the model of Friedrich (1983) cannot be

considered for all circumstances. Although Friedrich (1983) attempted to describe the

formation of low temperafau-e crazes, it is now believed that the description is more

appropriate to the formation of fibrillated deformation zones (More and Donald, 1992;

Plimimer and Kausch, 1996b). Although More and Donald (1992) agreed with the first

two stages, they reported that stage DI was not observed in thin fihns ofPA6 or PA66.

Fibrillated deformation zones are also reported in bulk specimens and are often

called crazes. However, such crazes present similarities with the fibrillated deformatiion

zones observed in thin fihns. In specunens of PP staained at room temperature, Narisawa

and Ishikawa (1990) reported crazes 15 (im thick containing a few non-defonned zones.

Sinular non-deformed zones have also been observed in a 1 p.m thick craze formed in

non-notched PP at -60 C (Jang, UUmann and Vander Sande, 1985) and in buUc

specimens of polyoxymethylene (POM) defonned in creep (Plummer, Scaramuzzino,

Kausch and Philippoz, 2000). In the case of non-notched PP, the relative temperature

(T/Tg) was 0. 85. According to Plummer and Kausch (1996b), fibrillated deformation

zones are formed in thin fibns of PP tested at fhis temperature (c.f. Figure 2.9). In both
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studies, cross-tie fibrils oriented randomly were observed. However, since at least Jang,

Uhlmann and Vander Sande (1985) employed solvents in order to reveal the internal

stmcture of the crazes, it is possible that artifacts resulted from preferential dissolution of

one of the craze components. The most reliable result from the observation of the craze

morphology is probably the presence of non-deformed zones within the craze. Narisawa

and Ishikawa (1990) proposed that craze thickening occurred by separation of small

portions of the non-deformed matrix which are then broken to form fibrils.

d) Effect of the Crystallinity on Crazing

The deformation properties of the crystallites are highly anisotropic (high rigidity

along the chain direction and lower rigidity in the other directions). Also, the crystallites

present a higher stifl&iess in average than the amorphous regions. For these reasons, one

could expect the presence of crystallites in an amorphous glassy matoix material to favor

craze mitiation by promoting flucfciatbns in the stress intensity at the microscopic scale.

The role of the spherulite stmcture on the initiation and growth of low temperature crazes

will be first presented.

The effect of the crystallites on this type of crazes is observed experimentally. In

isotactic PS, Morel and Gmbb (1984) observed local deviations in the craze plane toward

the center of the spherulites. ]V[ultiple craze mitiation from sphemlite nuclei has been

reported by Gif and Peterlin (1974) for thin films of PP tested at -196°C. In general, the

crazes were found to be oriented along the local spherulite radius rather than

perpendicular to the principal maximum tensile stress. Also, their length was limited to

the sphemlite radii. The same crazing behavior was observed up to room tenperaftu-e. Olf

and Peteriin (1974) also studied the crazing behavior of non-spheruUtic but crystallized

(smectic) PP. The initial crazing sti'ess was similar for both fhe spherulitic and the non-

sphemlitic forms but the extension at fiacture was higher in the latter case. To compare

these results with others studies, Plummer and Kausch (1996a) reported a disto-ibution of

small low temperature crazes not correlated with the spherulite structure in fhin fihns of

PP defonned at -100°C. However, the difference ii the results from both investigations
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could be attributed to an important difference in fhe entanglement density resulting from

different crystallization kinetics. The specimens of Olf and Peterlin (1974) were

compression molded by pressing and turning off the press heater, thus allowing slow

cooling from the melt. Those of Plummer and Kausch (1996a) were isofhermally

crystallized at low temperatire. Accordingly, crystallization in this latter case might have

resulted in less loss of entanglements.

As Olf and Peterlin (1974), Plummer and Kausch (1993b) reported an efiFect of

tihe crystalline phase on the location, orientation and length of craze-like features. They

employed an identical grade of PEEK to produce thin films in tihrce different fonns

through proper thermal treatment. The conclusions from the observations were as

follows: no craze-like features were present in amorphous fihns, long and straight

fibrillated deformation zones were present in the non-sphemlitic films, and fibrillated

deformation zones aligned parallel to the local sphemlite mdii and liniited to the

sphemlite diameter were present in the sphemlitic films. Although these tests on thin

films of PEEK were performed well below Tg, heterogeneous deformation resulted in

fibrillated deformation zones presumably because the entanglement density was too high

to promote low temperature crazes (c. f. section 2. 1.3.2.e).

FibriUated defonnation zones running preferentially through the radii of the

sphemlites have also been reported in thin fikns of POM tested above ^ (Plummer and

Kausch, 1996a). From the results described above, it can be stated that, under several but

not all conditions, fhe growth of both low temperature crazes and fibrillated deformation

zones in thin fihns occurs preferentially in fhe equatorial disks.

The above conclusion can be extended to heterogeneous deformation in bulk

specimens. In polyhydroxybutyrate tested at room temperature (Tg ~ (fC), an increased

occurrence of fracftjre initiation in the sphemlite cores after high temperature annealing

was observed (Hobbs and Barham, 1999). This fracture initiation was thought to facilitate

craze-tip advance. Local deviations of approximately 15° in Ae craze plane have been

reported in non-notched PP at -60°C (Jang, Uhlmami and Vander Sande, 1985) under

conditions where crazing was not interspherulitic. With notched specmiens of PA6,
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similar deviations were observed with small crazes formed near Tg (Narisawa and

Ishikawa, 1990). In this case, etching to reveal the spherulite boundaries clearly indicated

preferential growth along the crystallite length.

The results of Snyder, Hiltner and Baer (1994) indicated that the sphemlitic

stmcture could be more susceptible to crack tip advance than oriented stmctures. Using

notched tensile specimens of PP, they compared the morphology of the damage zone

produced in specimens with different degrees of bia?dal orientation infa-oduced by rolUng.

The specimens with thickness reduced by a ratio of 5 showed an approximately

cylindrical damage zone, while this zone was elongated for lower degrees of orientation.

For this change in the shape of the volume of the damage zone, fhe effect of global

macromolecular orientation probably needs to be taken into account.

In bulk specimens of PP tested below Tg, Friedrich (1983) studied the effect of the

different sphemlite structures on the position where the crazes initiate and grow

preferentially. In a fine sphemlitic stmcturc, the orientation of large crazes was found to

be independent of the stmcture, which can be attributed to the fact that the craze

thickness was larger than the sphemlite radii. In a partially coarse sphemlitic stmcture,

similar large crazes were found to grow preferentially in the fine spherulitic structure and

to be stopped in non-equatorial zones of coarse sphemlites. In a completely coarse

sfaiicture, the sphemlites did not grow preferentially in the equatorial planes. From the

published photomicrographs, the density of the crazes in the latter case appears higher

near the sphemlite boundaries. Based on these results, the effect of the spherulite

sfructure on crazing depends on the size distribution of the crazes.

For several polymers and testing conditions, it has been observed that crazing in

thin films as well as in bulk specimens is favored when crazes can advance along the

local radii of the sphemlites. By doing so, the advancing crazes avoid crossing thick

crystallites which are not oriented in their plane. This result could be correlated with a

higher facility to draw portioiis of crystallites or to promote chain unfolding and/or the

presence of a higher level of hydrostatic tension, which can result from prior

inhomogeneous inelastic deformation of the spherulites.
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e) Effect of Crystallinity on Properties

The efFect of ciystallinity on fhe properties is different below and above Tg.

Below Tg, ductility and toughness decrease when an amorphous polymer is crystallized.

Foot and Ward (1972) compared the notched tensile behavior of amorphoiis and

semiciystalline polyethylene terephthalalte (PET). For high molecular weight specimens,

the seniicrystalline polymers failed without the development of multiple crazes that

formed in the amorphous specimens. Jones, Carriere, Dineen and Balwinski (1997)

compared the frachu-e properties of atactic and syndiotactic PS of similar molecular

weights at room temperature. During tensile loading, syndiotactic PS samples failed in

the qiiasi-linear regime at a stress level approximately equal to that where pronoimced

deviations from linearity were observed in atactic PS samples. The presence of crystals

reduced the critical stress intensity factor in the crack opening mode (K]c) and the critical

energy release rate in mode I (Qic) by 35% and 77%, respectively. This effect was

accompanied by an increase in the shear yield sfa-ess, which should result in a decrease in

the plastic zone size. On the fracture surfaces, a rough correspondence was observed

between the sphemlite size and the average dimple size. The authors suggested that

crazes formed between crystalline lamellae and grew in the equatorial disk until they met

in the intersphemUtic zones.

Above Tg, no direct comparison between crystallized and amorphous polymers

with surular macromolecular stmcture has been found in the open literature. However,

the effect of the crystallization temperafaire on Kic of POM was studied by Plummer,

Menu, Cudre-Mauroux and Kausch (1995). Generally, an increase in the crystallization

temperature increases fhe crystallite thickness as well as Isc. The decrease in Kie wifh an

increase in the crystallization temperature above a critical value was interpreted as caused

by a loss of entanglements during crystallization.
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2. 1.4 Summar

Within the amorphous phase of a semicrystalline polymer, the concepts on the

structure and deformation behavior of amorphous polymers are likely to apply. For the

crystalline phase, the shear strength depends on the crystal sfa-ucture but also on the form

and density of the defects. In a bulk solidified semicrystallme polymer, the crystalline

phase is generally distributed in thin elongated plates called crystallites which are the

result of chain association. Crystallites can form microdomaiiis in which a few of them

are stacked parallel to each other and are separated by thin amorphous layers. It is

suggested that the entanglements present in the melt are concentrated in the amorphous

phase during crystallization. Many tie molecules retam the amorphous and crystalline

regions together. At the highest stmctural level, the microstiucture is generally an array

of spherulites.

Because of its lower stifiBiess and sti-ength, fhe deformation is initially localized m

the amorphous phase. In such a case, the principal deformation modes are intercrystallite

slip, intercrystalhte deformation and stack rotation. After 25% of deformation in HDPE,

plastic deformation was found to be well characterized by the behavior of the crystalline

component alone. In such a case, deformation results fi-om crystallographic slip and

twinning/'stress induced localized cavitation. The sphemlite structure is reported to be

maintained in dried PA6 drawn to a ratio of 2. Because of changes in the local stress field

and in the orientation of the microstructure with respect to this sfaess field, the local

deformation mechanisnis are different in the equatorial disk, the 45 domains and the

polar fans of a spherulite.

A possible sequence of events for the early stages of defonnation within each

spherulite of PA6 involves shear deformation in the 45° domains followed by

intercrystallite separation in the equatorial disks and by segmentation of the crystallites in

the polar fans. From the deformation mode and sta-ess redisti-ibution expected as well as

from the observation of dark spots in dried PA6, the eqiiatorial disk should be a
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preferential site for the nucleation of voids. In thin films of PA6, heterogeneous

deformation by shear banding has been reported.

Upon drawing, the sphemlite stancture can be tagnsformed into an oriented

stmcture. Depending on the local orientation between the chain direction and the How

direction, such transformation is expected to involve fragmentation of the crystallites and

rotation of the fragments or break up of crystallites and re-crystallization. Transformation

by drawing in tension produces an array of parallel fibrils that can contains microfibrils.

This arrangement is thought to be the result of micro-necking. Compressive deformation

can produce stanctures with similar orientations as those produced in tension. For this

reason, micro necking is not a necessary condition for the formation of an oriented

stmcture but it could facilitate and accelerate the process. Further deformation of a

fibrillated stizicture is believed to occur by a relative displacement of the fibrils or

microfibrils.

Heterogeneous deformation by shear banding has also been observed in

sermcrysfalline polymers for a limited set of testing conditions. Craze-like features can

be classified into two categories. The low temperature crazes are generally similar to the

crazes formed in amorphous polymers. The fibril size and spacing in these crazes arc

found to be independent of the crystalline structure but local variations in the thickness of

the crazes have been correlated wifh the local orientation of the crystallites. In polymers

presenting an increasing tendency to crystallize, crazing assisted by chain

disentanglement is found to be gradually inhibited. In thin fiilins of several polymers, a

ta-ansition from low temperature crazing assisted by chain scission to micro necking is

observed and found to depend on the entanglement density. These fibrillated deformation

zones are the second category of craze-like feataires. They are expected to result from

processes similar to those observed during homogeneous tensile drawing. Their fibril

extension ratio was found to be controlled by the maximum extension ratio of the

entanglement network and mdependent of temperature.

Crystallinity has several effects on the crazing behavior and properties. Slow

crystallization is likely to result in a toss of entanglement density, which can explain an
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increase in the extension ratio of the fibrils in fibrillated defonnation zones. Under

several but not all conditions, the growth of both low temperature crazes and fibrillated

deformation zones in thin fihns and bulk specimens occurs preferentially in the equatorial

disks. The effect of crystallinity on properties depends on the ductility. Below Tg,

ductility and toughness decrease when an amorphous polymer is crystallized. Above Tg

and in conditions where crystallization did not resulted in a lost of entanglements, an

increase in the crystallization temperature has been reported to increase the Kjc.

2.2 POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES

The term polymer nanocomposites refers to a class of polymer composites in

which at least one dunension of the dispersed particles is in the nanometer range

(Alexandre and Dubois, 2000). Polymer nanocomposites can be classified into three

categories according to the number of dimensions of the dispersed particles which are in

fhis dimensbnal range. For isodmiensional polymer nanocomposites, all three

dimensions of the filler are in the nanometer range. For nanotubes or whiskers, two

dimensions are in the nanometer range. For polymer-layered crystal nanocomposites

(PLOSTC), only the thickness of the particles is in the nanometer range. Depending on the

nature of the two components and on the process employed to associate these two

components, a microcomposite, an intercalated nanocomposite or an exfoliated

nanocomposite can result. These different types of composites are schematized in Figure

2. 10. If no polymer is present between fhe crystal layers, the product is called a phase

separated microcomposite and it has properties in the range of ta-aditional

microcomposites. An intercalated strucfau-e is characterized by a well ordered build up of

alternating polymeric and crystal layers. An exfoliated stoncfan-e is characterized by a

uniform dispersion of the crystal layers in a continuous mataix.
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In the next subsections, a few important aspects related to the processing and

stmdure of intercalated and exfoliated PLCNC are summarized. Some known features

specific to PA6NC are included. Most of the known effects of the addition of

nanoparticles on the microstmcture and mechanical properties of PLCNC are highlighted.

Furthermore, the current knowledge and proposals on the mechanisms of deformation

and cracking of this new class of material are described and discussed.
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Figure 2. 11: Structure of 2:1 phyllosilicates layered crystals (adapted from
Giannelis, Krishnamoorti and Manias, 1999).
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The raw material commonly employed to produce the filler for PLCNC belongs to

the family of the 2:1 phyllosilicates (Alexandre and Dubois, 2000). In their natural form,

these phyllosilicates consist of a stacking of layered crystals. As shown in Figure 2. 11,

the structure of each layered crystal is a stacking of one octahedral sheet of alumina or

magnesia between two tetrahedron sheets of silica. These layered crystals, which are

approximately 1 nm thick with lateral dimensions from 30 nm to several microns, arc

stacked parallel to each other and are bonded by van der Walls forces. The gap between

layered crystals is called the interlayer or the gallery. The interlayer is an important

characteristic of the 2:1 phyllosilicates family allowmg intercalation of polymers between

the layered crystals and exfoliation of these crystals. During PLCNC processing, the

interlayer chemistry can be modified in order to promote chemical bonding between the

polymer and the layered crystals, which is responsible of some of the effects of the

addition ofnanoparticles on the microstazicture and mechanical properties.

2.2. 1 Pre aration of PLCNC

Like their unfilled polymer matrix, thermoplastic PLCNC can be molded using

pellets in which the filler is ah-eady bended. This subsection intends to briefly describe

how those pellets are produced. Although special attention is paid to the PA6 /

montanorillonite nanocomposite (PA6NC) of commercial grade 1015C2 produced by Ube

Industries, the two others processes currently employed to produce PLCNC are also

briefly introduced.

The process employed for the preparation of PA6NC of commercial grade

1015C2 lies in the category of the in situ intercalative polymerization processes. The

process steps are summarized in Figure 2. 12.
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The starting material is a layered crystal member of the 2:1 phyllosilicate family.

It is a montinorillonite, which has the chemical composition Mx(Al(-xMgx)Si802o(OH)4

where x varies between 0. 5 and 1.3 and M represents exchangeable cations. The

exchangeable cations (M) located in the interlayers are sodium cations. This specific type

of montmorillonite is called Na-montmorillonite. This Na-montmorillonite is initially

hydrophilic (the antonym of hydrophobic), since it has a good alfinity for water. The

interiayers of the Na-montmorillonite are modified through a first processing step. Na-

montmorillonite is hydrated in the presence of hydrochloric acid (HC1) and aminolauric

acid (+H3N-(CH2)ii-COOH) (ALA). During this submersion, the cations of sodiiun

located in the interlayers are substituted by the cations of the ALA. The resulting material
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can be called ALA-monbnorillonite when referring to Figure 2. 12. As a second

processing step, the ALA-monfanoriUonite is mixed with E-caprolactam polymer

monomers. A small amount of polymerization accelerator is added and the rmxture is

stirred and heated up. The cooled and solidified product is cmshed, washed and dried.

For less than 15 wt% of ALA-montmorillonite, an exfoliated stmcture is obtained as

evidenced by XRD and TEM measurements (Usuki, Kojima, Kawasumi, Okada,

Fukushima, Kurauchi and Kamigaito, 1993). Using XRD, the proportion of particles that

are intercalated but not exfoliated can be estimated by the diffraction peak associated

with the regularly spaced crystals.

The two other categories of processes widely employed for the preparation of

PLCNC are exfoliation-adsoiption and melt intercalation (Alexandre and Dubois, 2000).

In the exfoliation-adsorption processes, the layered crystals are exfoliated into single

layers iising a solvent m which the polymer or the prepolymer is soluble. The polymer

added to the solvent is then adsorbed onto the delaminated sheets. In the melt

intercalation processes, the layered crystals are mbced with the polymer matrix in the

molten state and the polymer extends into the interlayer space if the compatibility

between the interlayer treated surfaces and the polymer is sufficient.

2.2.2 Microstructure and Mechanical Pro erties

In PLCNC, the critical microstmctural parameter is the level of exfoliation. The

level of exfoliation depends on the processing conditions as well as on the concentration

of clay. For the efifect of the processing conditions on the exfoliation process, fhe reader

is referred to the review of Alexandre and Dubois (2000). In general terms, the swelling

behavior of the treated or un-ta-eated clays with the solvents and/or polymer is an

important parameter. As the clay concentration increases above a critical value (generally

in the range of 5 to 10 wt%), exfoliation is progressively inhibited. The level of

exfoliation appears to have a confa-ollmg effect on the improvement in stifhess. A

significant increase m E associated with the presence of less than 10 wt% of partially or
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completely exfoliated nanoparticles has been reported in matnx systems of elastomers,

epoxies, PP and PA6 (Alexandre and Dubois, 2000).

PP-based PLCNC have also been sfaidied widely but exfoliation of the nanoclays

appears to be more diflficult to achieve than in the case of polyamides. Ton-That, Perrin,

Lacand, Cole, Denault and Ennght (2001) reported an increase in Young's modulus and

tensile strength of approximately respectively 24 and 7 % as a result of the addition of 6

wt% of nanoclays and partially optimized melt intercalation conditions. Similarly,

Krishna, Bulakh and Jog (2001) reported increases in Young's modulus and tensile

sb-ength of approximately 40 and 10%, respectively, as a result of the addition of 5 wt%

of nanoclays. These increases are relatively low when taking into consideration that the

properties are evaluated above Tg. The low level of exfoliation of the nanoclays, that was

deduced from the diffraction peak of the original intercalated structure still observed after

bending, could be the main reason for the small increase in properties.

Polyamide-based PLCNC are fi-equently encountered thermoplastic systems in

which both Young's modulus and the UTS are largely increased when compared to the

unfilled matrix (Okada and Usuki, 1995; Yang, Ou and Yu, 1998; Liu, Qi and Zhu, 1999;

Bureau, Glowacz and Denault, 2001). In these systems, a large proportion of the

nanoclays are generally exfoliated. Increases ofE in the dry state (Tg above test

temperature) and in the conditioned state (Tg slightly below test temperature) of 40 and

125% respectively are reported for injection-molded PA6 filled with 2 wt% of nanoclays

(Bureau, Glowacz and Denault, 2001). The increases in the tensile strength were of

approximately 25 and 35% for the dry and conditioned states, respectively. These results

indicate that the increase in stiffaess can be much more pronounced above than below Tg

while it appears that the increase m strength can be less dependent on the viscoelastic

state. According to Nair, Goettler and Lysek (2001), a modulus increase by a factor of 1.4

is well within the bounds of conventional composite models, such as the Halpin-Tsai

model, using an acceptable clay modulus value of 170 MPa. The increase in strength is

usually explained by the presence of strong (ionic) interactions between the nanoparticles

and the matrix (Alexandre and Dubois, 2000). Few other tensile strength data have been
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reported for thermoplastic systems in which high levels of exfoliation have been

achieved. However, Kalgaonkar and Jog (2001) reported increases in E and tensile

strength of 50 and 17% respectively in laigely exfoliated polybutylene terephthalalte

(PBT)-based PLCNC. The level of exfoliation could also be the main reason for the

exceptional increase in stoength m the polyamide systems.

Apart from the effect of exfoliation, an effect of the processing conditions needs

to be considered. For instance, the increases in Young's modulus and tensile strength of

dried PA6 reported above for injection-molded specimens appear to be both diminished

to approximately 15% when the same PLCNC pellets are compression molded (Bureau,

Denault, Cole and Enright, 2001). Through TEM observations and XRD measurements

on molded polyamides-based PLCNC, it has been showed that the nanoclays are

preferentially aligned along the shear deformation plane during injection molding

(Kojima, Usuki, Kawasumi, Okada, Fukushima, Kurauchi and Kamigaito, 1993; Varlot,

Reynaud, Kloppfer, Vigier and Varlet, 2001; Kim, Lee, Hof&nann, Kressler and

Stoppelmann, 2001). Factors such as a change in the level of preferential orientation of

the nanoclays or in the crystallization conditions could explain this discrepancy.

A fine dispersion of particles m the PA6 matoix could favor the nucleation phase

of crystallization and lead to higher level of crystallinity. Reynauld, Jouen, Gautiiier,

Vigier and Varlet (2001) reported no significant efifect of the presence of spherical

nanoparticles in the size range from 12 to 50 nm on the overall crystallinity and on the

proportion of a and y phases. In compression-molded samples, Bureau, Denault, Cole

and Enright (2001) even reported crystallinity indexes respectively of 31 and 25 % for

PA6 and PA6NC compression molded under the same conditions. Contrary to the effect

of spherical nanoparticles, fhe presence of nanoclays appears to affect the proportions of

each form of crystals formed. An increase in the proportion of the y phase is generally

observed even in conditions where the samples are compression molded from PA6NC

pellets (Bureau, Denault, Cole and Enright, 2001). Medellin-Rodriguez, Burger, Hsiao,

Chu, Vaia and Philips (2001) employed PA6NC films and showed that shear deformation

in fhe melt state followed by non-isofhermal crystallization further increased the
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proportion of y phase. The authors suggested that this behavior could be attributed to

crystallization under conditions where the chains are locally extended. As shown by

Bureau, Denault, Cole and Enright (2001), the increases in stiffness and strength

associated with the addition of nanoclays cannot be attributed to the change in the

proportion of each phase since the y phase has an inherent lower strength.

200nm

Figure 2.13: TEM micrograph of a PA12-based PLCNC in which the crystallites
have their length preferentially oriented perpendicularly to the
preferential plane of the nanoparticles (the arrow indicates the injection
direction) (Kim, Lee, HofFmann, Kressler and Stoppelmann, 2001).

Specimens produced by injection molding generally presents three different

regions: a skin, a subskin and a core (c. f. appenduc, section 1A. 1. 1). The addition of

nanoclay can affect the microstaucture differently dependmg on the region considered.

For a specimen thickness range of 0.75 to 3.25 mm, Akkapeddi (1999) measured the

crystallinity index in the skin and in the core of specimens of PA6 and melt compounded

PA6NC (tensile strength of 98 MPa). In PA6, the crystallinity was always higher in the

core than in the skin. PA6NC presented the opposite trend. Also, the difference between
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the ciystallinity in both regions was lower in the case of PA6NC. Finally, for a thickness

of 3.25 mm, the crystallinity index in the core and skin of PA6NC was respectively 38

and 44 %, which is significantly higher than the values of 30 and 18 % reported for PA6.

Crystallites with their length preferentially oriented perpendicularly to the

preferential plane of the nanoparticles have been reported by Kim, Lee, Hof&nann,

Kressler and Stoppebnann (2001) in injected-molded PA 12 (Figure 2. 13). Also,

thermodynamic and kinetic calculations suggested that exfoliated clays in PE induce a bi-

dimensional crystallization process (Lee, Gopakumar, Kontopoulou and Parent, 2002). If

the microsti-ucfaire of PA6NC specimens presents locally a similar anisob'opic

arrangement, one could expect an effect on the mechanism of deformation of the matrix.

The increase in the yield stress could be through a direct reinforcing efiFect and/or an

indirect effect originating from the change in the supermolecular structure of the matrix.

Also, whether the properties of the interface between exfoliated nanoclays and the matrix

play a decisive role in the properties of the composite still remains to be established.

2.2.3 Deformation and Crackin Behavior

Few studies on the efFect of the addition of nanoparticles on the deformation and

fracture mechanisms in polymer systems have been reported. Their addition to PA6

induces an important dilatational component to the overall inelastic deformation of

specimens tested above Tg (Gloaguen and Lefebvre, 2001; Figure A.4). Kim, Lee,

Hoffmann, Kressler and Stoppelmann (2001) showed that intercalated layered silicates

are preferential sites for the initiation of voids. These authors proposed different

mechanisms of deformation of the intercalated clusters depending on the relative

orientation between the stacking plane and the tensile direction. In an epoxy/intercalated

clay nanocomposite, Zerda and Lesser (2001) reported an important increase in fi-acfan-e

tougtoi ess over a limited concentration range of filler. The improved toughness measured

was correlated with a higher fecture surface roughness, which suggests a change in
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cracking mechanism. From these few studies, it is clear that intercalated cluster enhance

void nucleation during defonnation.

The effect of exfoliated nanoclays have not been directly observed. Below Tg,

PA6NC in which a large proportion of the nanoclays are exfoliated presents a higMy

reduced ductility when compared to the non-filled PA6 (Gloaguen and Lefebvre, 2001;

Bureau, Denault, Cole and Enright, 2001; Bureau, Glowacz and Denault, 2001). In all

reported cases, fracture occurred before the formation and stabilization of a neck. The

reduced ductility measured through tensile testing is probably a consequence of the

increase in the yield stress, which favors craze initiation and propagation prior to

yielding.

A direct consequence of the increased yield stress and/or reduced ductility is an

important decrease in the fracture toughness. This decrease has been reported m dried and

conditioned PA6NC (Bureau, Glowacz and Denault, 2001; Nair, Goettler and Lysek,

2001). Nair, Goettler and Lysek (2001) reported a linear relationship between the plastic

zone size, which was m the range from 1 to 5 mm, and the value of the J-integral fiacture

toughness. This behavior infers that the critical plastic zone size is reduced as the yield

stress is increased.

In comparing dried PA6 and dried PA6NC, Bureau, Glowacz and Denault (2001)

reported a change in the crack propagation mechanism from shear to crazing. Many

microstauctural factors could have conto-ibuted to this change.

2.3 CREEP AND FATIGUE

Both creep and fatigue are treated sunultaneously becaiise the response of

polymers to these types of loading presents similarities. In the textbook by Hertzberg and

Manson (1980), the topic of fatigue in polymers has been reviewed. Although not recent,

the reader is directly referred to this textbook for generalities on the testing techniques

and for the effect of testmg parameters. While a few references will be made to fhe
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behavior of amorphoiis polymers, the main objective here is to present the current

knowledge m the case of semicrystalline polymers. Since crack propagation has been

more extensively studied and is better understood than changes m the bulk during and

prior to crack initiation, this aspect will be ti-eated first.

2. 3. 1 Crack Pro a ation

Between crack initiation and final fracture, discontinuous and/or continuoiis slow

crack growth generally occurs over a significant proportion of the lifetime. Crack

propagation is easier to characterize and is generally more dependent than crack initiation

on parameters which are intrinsic to the material. In this section, a general description of

the damage zone ahead of a crack will be first presented. The results and interpretation of

recent experiments on fatigue and creep crack propagation in PE will then be presented.

Finally, the topic of crack propagation in other semicrystalline polymers will be

addressed.

2. 3. 1. 1 Dama e Zone ahead of a Crack

In fi-ont of the tip of a growing creep or fatigue crack, localized homogeneous

shear yielding, shear banding, voiding, fibrillation and/or crazing occur. These

deformation processes are confined in a relatively small volume which is referred to as

the damage zone. In cases where crazing or fibrillation occurs, the size and morphology

of the damage zone can generally be predicted by the Dugdale model. This n»del

considers a flat elliptical hole of length 2c in an infinite plate loaded in tension (Figure

2. 14). The boundaries of the plastic zones located at each end offhis ellipse are assumed

to be under a uniform internal compressive stress (c?c).
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Figure 2.14: Dugdale model for the plastic zone ahead of a crack tip formed by
normal yielding.

For small-scale yielding (smaU plastic zone confined in a large elastic field) and by

assuming a flat ellipse (a crack), the length of the plastic zone (s) can be estimated as

(Dugdale, 1960; Doll andKonczol, 1990)

Equation 2.1

A linear dependence with (Ki/c?c) is also diaracteristic of the well-known L-win equation

for the radius of the plastic zone, estimated by the distribution of the stress field at the

head of an infinitely sharp crack tip and a yield criteria, in shear yielding materials. The

length to thickness ratio of the damage zone is larger in normal yielding than in shear

yielding.

Since plastic deformation and damage accumulation by the fonnation of voids or

nucrocracks absorb energy, the events occurring in the damage zone afifect the resistance

of a material to crack propagation. The nature and extent of these events can vary widely

depending on fhe material considered. Three different particular situations observed in

fatigue -will be outlined.

In ductile polymers such as PC, it has been showed that the enthalpy of damage

(energy per unit volume of material in the damage zone) is independent of the specimen
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thickness and stress intensity factor (Sehanobish, Haddaoui and Moet, 1993). These

results indicate that fhe local accumulated strain is constant throughout the damage zone,

which clearly suggests that the deformation occurs at the interface between the damaged

material and the non-deformed bulk material. Based on this inference, fhe damage zone

in this ductile polymer would grow similarly to a shear band.

During fatigue in the discontinuous crack growth regime, the damage zone can

have an epsilon shape formed by three heterogeneous deformation zones emerging from

the crack tip: two shear bands and a craze. This phenomenon has been widely reported in

PC and has been reviewed by Takemori (1990). More recently, it has been reported in PE

(c. f. section 2. 3. 1.2). The shear bands appear to stabilize the crack front and to promote

the formation and growth of a thick membrane that can remain unbroken even after

breakdown of the fibrils ahead of the crack tip (c.f. section 2.3. 1.2).

During fatigue in PS, multiple crazing can occur in the damage zone. Botsis,

Chudnovsky and Moet (1987) studied the effect of the initial stress intensity at the tip of a

notch on the fatigue crack growth behavior. The tests were performed imder a constant

nominal stress. They observed a higher density of crazes at crack initiation for the

conditions of lower nominal stress. This higher density was shown to be partially

maintained after crack initiation. This observation was employed to explain the difference

in the crack growth resistance expressed in terms of the energy release rate between the

specimens tested at different nominal stresses. Multiple crazing has also been observed in

PP (Chudnovsky, Moet, Bankert and Takemori, 1983). The variations in the crack growfh

rate were correlated with changes in the shape and size of the damage zone during crack

propagation.

For the three cases outlined above, the Dugdale model may not be of particular

help. The idea that the damage zone morphology may depend on the previous loading

history should be kept in niuid when comparing results obtained for conditions where the

initial stress intensity factor or its rate of increase are different.
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In semicrystalline polymers, the deformation of the sphemlitic stmcture ahead of

a crack has been studied for two different fatigue conditions. At high stress intensity or

when the ductility of the material is important, the size of the damage zone can be larger

than the size of the sphemlites. In such a case, elongation of the sphemlites in the crack

propagation direction was observed on transverse cross-sections (Andrews and Walker,

1971; Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson, 198 la). By observing on the fracture siirfaces an

elongated ribbon-like structure of width similar to the sphemlite diameter, these surfaces

also suggested such elongation of the sphemlites (Teh and White, 1979; Bretz, Hertzberg

and Manson, 198 la). Teh and White proposed that the spherulites were drawn out in the

direction of crack growth while Bretz et al. suggested that the elongation was a

consequence of deformation in compression (even though the loading ratio R was

maintained at zero). Bretz et al. proposed the following sequence of events in the damage

zone when the damage zone size is much larger than the spherulite diameter:

crazing in the local equatorial disks and in the intersphemlitic regions, with
the size of these crazes being of the order of the sphemlite diameter;

coalescence of the crazes, with the cyclic tensile deformation being mamly
accommodated by the fibrils;

deformation of the crazed spherulite stmcturc, this defonnation is stated as
occurring in the region just ahead of the crack tip called the reversed plastic
zone;

the fatigue crack passes through the heavily deformed region which is
interpreted as apparently between the reversed plastic zone and the monotonic
plastic zone.

The observations employed by Bretz et d. to elaborate this model were made on FCP

specimens of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Tg = -35 C) and PA66 conditioned at 2.2

wt% Ii0 (Tg = 37 °C). Whether compression forces are at the origin of the elongation of

fhe sb-ucture along the tensile directbn remains to be detennined.

High local elongation along the crack propagation direction has also been

observed below the crack surface during impact fracture toughness tests in mbber-

toughened PA6 (Muratoglu, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg, 1995) and in mbber- and
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calcium carbonate-toughened HDPE (Bartczak, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg, 1999a and

1999b). In these systems, a large increase in the energy to fracture is observed at low

temperature and/or high sta-ain rates. In these conditions, the amorphous matrix is in the

glassy state. For the filled systems mentioned above, it has been demonstrated that

ciystallites are aligned with their approximate 0.3 jim length perpendicular to the particle

matrix mterface. In their preferential shear plane, the local resistance to plastic flow of

this layer of anisotropic material is approximately half of that of randomly oriented

crystallites (Bartczak, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg, 1999a). When the distance between

adjacent particles is of the order of 0.6 (im, cavitation around the particles favors the

initiation of elastic flow in the lisaments between the oarticles. The model of critical

matrix ligament thickness initially proposed and demonstrated experimentally by Wu

(1988) can be well explained through this mechanism. In order to explain the occurrence

of striations parallel to the crack front m mbber particle filled-PA6, a detailed

characterization of the microsfaTJcture in the damage zone has been performed by

Muratoglu, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg (1995). The prime damage parameter employed

was the aspect ratio of the internal voids (?i) and the orientation of the long axis of the

pores relative to the crack propagation direction (F). These parameters were measured as

a function of the distance to the crack plane (Figure 2. 15). The authors suggested that

aspect ratio of the pores was a direct measure of the local plastic strain. The presence of

sfa-iations was attributed to buckling of the previoiis highly sti-ained material upon pardal

strain recovery behind the crack propagation front. This buckling is believed to be

favored by a large compliance in the direction perpendicular to the crack plane of the

porous material. The authors expected that this same mechanism could explain the

presence of sta^ations uncorrelated with the crack growth rate previously reported for high

FCP rate in mbber-toughened PA6 (Hahn, Hertzberg and Manson, 1986). Unfortunately,

no suggestion was made on the sequence of deformation leading to a sfaiicture highly

stretched along the crack propagation direction.
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Figure 2. 15: Deformation in a damaged zone: Distribution of the aspect ratio X of
the pores (+) and of the angle Y between the long axis of the pores and
the direction of crack propagation (o) plotted as a function of the depth
below fracture surface (Muratoglu, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg, 1995).

Under lower stress intensity or in the case of decreased ductility, the thickness of

the damage zone might be smaller than the sphemlite diameter. In such a case, the crack

propagation path and the morphology of the damage zone are different. Intersphemlitic

cracking was reported by Andrews and WaUcer (1971) in PE. Cracking revealing the

radial orientation of the crystallites on the fracture surface has also been reported m

polyacetal (Hertzberg, Skibo and Manson, 1978; Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson, 198Ib).

In an intermediate regime between the two discussed above, the crack can grow

through a combination of surface separation by shear deformation and propagation

through preexisting voids or crazes. This mode of crack propagation, leading to a

distribution of half dunples or craters, has been reported m polybutylene terephthalate

(PBT, Tg ~ 50°C) (Morelli and Takemori, 1984), in PEEK (Said, Evans and Isaac, 1993)

and in polyamides (Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson, 1979, 1981b and 1982). The presence

of half dimples indicates void nucleation and growfh occur ahead of the crack.

Indq)endently of the mechanism of crack propagation, it is evident that a crack in a

semicrystalline polymer may propagate through a struchire highly different than the non-

deformed sphemlitic stmcture.
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2. 3. 1. 2 Mechanisms of Fati ue Crack Pro a ation in Pol eth lene

Particular attention will now be given to the subject of fatigue crack propagation

(FCP) in polyethylene. The fractographic features of a fracture surface produced at

relatively high range of stress intensity factor (AK) can present a to-ansition from

discontinuous crack growth through fibrillation to the formation of half dimples (Reynold

and Lawrence, 1993). During FCP tests in polyethylene, Andrews and Walker (1971)

also observed a fa^nsition from a first regime (termed regime 1) where the fracture

surface was microscopically brittle to a last regime (termed regime 3) where it was

microscopically ductile. In regime 1, the surface was stated to be finely granulated;

whereas in regime 3, it was much rougher and presented "parabolic secondary fi^cture

markings". Optical observation of the vicinity of the crack tip on etched transverse cross-

sections revealed that the elongation of the spherulites along the crack propagation

du-ection was observed in regime 3 but not in regime 1. On a Paris type of plot (crack

propagation rate versus the stress intensity factor on a log-log scale), the transition in the

fracture surface morphology corresponded to a plateau called regime 2 between two

linear regimes. Similar fmdings were reported in a subsequent sfaidy (Teh, White and

Andrews, 1979b). This result suggests that the crack growth kinetics are changed when

the mechanism of crack propagation changes from fibrillation to a regime where the

separation of the surfaces does not involve microscopic fibrillation by normal yielding.

In experiments where the maximum tensile stress was maintained constant, the

rate of crack growth in regime 2 was found to decrease wifh an increase in the absolute

value of the maxmium comprcssive stress, with R varying from -0. 7 to - 1.9 (Teh, White

and Andrews, 1979a). The enhancement of the fatigue resistance while applying a

compression load in regime 2 is contraiy to the effect expected when fibrillation occurs

(c.f. end of this section) and could be possibly related to an increase in the size of the

plastic zone.

In the remaining portion of this section, the discussion will be limited to situations

where fibrillation occurred. FCP accompanied with fibrillation is frequently reported
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ahead of a notch in PE specimens. A fa^nsition fi-om quasi-continuoiis to a discontinuous

crack propagation mechanism has been observed at 80 C at R = 0. 1 when the initial stress

intensity factor increased from 0.2 to 0.3 MPa.m (Favier, Giroud, Staijko, Hiver, G'Sell,

Hellincbc, and Goldberg, 2002). In the quasi-continuous regmie, there was no evidence

of voiding ahead of the crack tip. Also, the fibrils appeared to be very thin with a

cylindrical morphology. In fhe discontinuous regime, coarse lamellar microfibrils in the

crack and cavitation ahead of the crack tip were observed, as shown in Figure 2. 16. It

should be noted that the specimens employed in fhis study were compression molded.

d)

b)

^

Figure 2. 16: Observation of a fatigue crack in PE at 80°C under Kmax = 0.3
MPa.ml/2 and R == 0.1: (a) overall view of the crack and the damage
zone, (b) coarse microfibrils within the crack, and (c) cavitation ahead
of the crack tip (from Favier, Giroud, Strijko, Hiver, G'Sell, Hellinckx,
and Goldberg, 2002).
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Discontinuous fatigue crack growth has also been observed at room teinperature

by Shah, Stepanov, Capaccio, Hiltner and Baer (1998) and by Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner

and Baer (1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2001) in various grades ofPE. By observing the evolution

of the damage zone before the first jump in a medium density polyethylene (MDPE),

Shah et al. (1998) showed that fibril breakdown initiated ahead of the crack tip. At the

crack tip, a thick continuous ligament called the membrane and a pair of shear-crazes,

which are zones of localized plastic deformation oriented at an angle (very approximately

45°) from the crack plane, were observed. When voids appeared in the membrane, the

next membrane was observed employing a video-camera. The last fibrils to break down

during a crack advance step appeared to be those formed at the position of the membrane.

The thickness of the membrane remained approximately constant during its extension by

a factor of two. For this reason, the pair of shear-crazes originating firom the crack tip are

thought to be a source of material for the extension of the membrane.

As in the Dugdale model, the distance between striations in the discontinuoiis

growth regime is found to be proportional to (Ki,Max) (Shah, Stepanov, Hiltner, Baer and

Klein, 1997; Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer, 2001), where Ki,Max is fhe maximum

cyclic stress intensity factor in mode I. However, this proportionality can also be

expected from the stress field in an elastic continuous solid (c.f. 2.3. 1. 1). Parsons,

Stepanov, Hiltaer and Baer (2001) compared the damage zone ahead of a notch in HDPE

and MDPE. Although in both cases the propagation was discontinuous (Figure 2. 17h),

shear-crazes were observed only in MDPE figure 2. 17a). On the fracture surfaces, small

approximately cylindrical fibrils were observed in HDPE; whereas, MDPE presented

biaxially oriented sheets (Figure 2. 17e). Viewed from transverse cross-sections, the

stmcture appeared to be fibrillar in HDPE and cellular in MDPE (Figure 2. 17d). The

origin of these differences was not discussed. The fractographic and transverse cross-

section observations of Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer (2001) are very sunilar to

those of Sta-ebel and Moet (1991). These last authors proposed that the voided area in

front of the crack tip consists of a large yielded membrane oriented along the crack front

followed by a network of randomly oriented membranes.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of the discontinuous crack growth process between HDPE
(left) and MDPE (right) during fatigue at room temperature with Ki,Max
=1. 3 MPa. m172 and R = 0. 1 (Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer,
2001): (a) wedge shaped and epsilon damage zones, (b) striations
indicating the discontinuous crack growth mode, (c) detafls of the
fracture surface between the striations and (d) transverse view of
extended fibrils.
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At lower I^,Max in MDPE, the shear-crazes disappeared and the number of bading

cycles between the first and the second crack jump decreased (Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner

and Baer 2001). However, the length of each jump continued to follow the same

proportionality relative to (Ki,Max)2. Therefore, the shear-crazes absorbed additional

deformation energy but do not seem to directly change the length of the zone of

fibrillation ahead of the crack tip.

As can be seen from the above discussion, fatigue crack growth accompanied by

some type of void formation can occur during continuous or discontinuous crack growth

with or without fhe presence of shear-crazes. Void formation can result in an array of

fibrils in a network of interconnected voids or alternatively in an array of voids in a

network of interconnected lamellar fibrils. At least in the latter case, the craze tip is

unlikely to advance through the meniscus instability mechanism (c.f. appendk, section

1A.2.4. 1).

No discussion about the mechanism by which the fibrils extend during fatigue

crack growth of PE has been found in the open literature. However, some concepts to

determine how the loading parameters affect the craze stability have been proposed. Zhou

and Brown (1989, 1992, 1995) suggested two mechanisms responsible for the damage of

the fibrils: disentanglement of fibrils near the maximum stress and bending of fibrils near

the minimum sti-ess. They observed that fiibril breakdown occurs m the midrib for R<0

and at the end of the fibrils for R>0. This result was interpreted by a difference in the

position where the fibrils are locally subjected to the highest bending moment. Bending

of fhe fibrils is proposed to enhance the rate ofdisentanglement.

Employing a square waveform with a loading frequency of 0. 1 Hz and a loading

ratio of R = -1, Zhou and Brown (1992) studied the effect of varying the time under

maximum stress (tmax) and the time under minimum stress, 10s - tmax. tnax was varied

from 0 to 10s. They found a maximum damage rate for a symmetrical waveform

(tmax=5s). This result indicates that damage occurs under the compression part of the

loading cycle. For the same loading ratio of R = -1, Harcup, Duckrett, Ward and

Capaccio (2000a) found an inversion m the ranking of diflFerent PE resins based on the
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fatigue crack propagation resistance when compared to the resistance to slow crack

growth. Based on these results, the mechanism and/or mechanics of damage under

mmimiim and maximum loads can be expected to be different.

As for the tensile-compression loading cycles, an important effect of the

unloading time during testing at R = 0 has been reported by Harcup, Duckett, Ward and

Capaccio (2000b). It was proposed that the crazes are also compressed under these

conditions. By keeping the maximum cyclic stress constant and varying the load ratio R

fi-om -1.5 to 1, Zhou and Brown (1989) recorded a maximum in the fatigue life of

notched specimens cycled at R = 0. 1 when the waveform was sinusoidal and at R = 0.5

when the waveform was trapezoidal. These results were interpreted as supporting their

proposed mechanism of fatigue damage fhrough bending.

2.3. 1.3 Crack Growth in Pol eth lene durin Fati ue versus Cree

Because the rate of discontinuous crack growth is higher in fatigue than in creep,

efforts have been devoted to correlate the kinetics and mechanisms of damage under

these two fundamentally different modes of loading.

Lu, Qian and Brown (1991) observed in a PE copolymer the mechanism of

discontinuous crack growth already discussed for MDPE in the previous section. During

continuous slow crack propagation, Chan and Williams (1983) showed that fhe size of the

fibrils and of the cavities increased with increasing sfaiess mtensity factor. This increase

can be interpreted as an effect of the reduced time for void nucleation. As in almost

constant stress conditions, Duan and Williams (1998) showed that fibril breakdown does

not occur by micronecking in creep-resistant MDPE. Indeed, the fibrils appeared to

fi^cture either near the mid-length or near the interface between the fibrils and the bulk

material. Although its cross-section might be larger in the latter case, the material at the

latter position contained microvoids and its microstoiicture could be in a relatively

imstable state.
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Kasakevich, Moet and Chudnovsky (1990) compared the damage in fatigue and

creep loading using the crack layer approach. They found specific enthalpies of damage

r* of 2.2 and 1.3 caVg, respectively. This difference was interpreted as within the luruts

of the experimental errors and assumptions made diiring fhe computation. Zhou, Lu and

Brown (1993) studied the fatigue and creep resistance of 17 different commercial grades

of efhylene-hexene copolymers. The ratio between the fatigue and creep lifetimes varied

widely. A weak correlation was observed between these lifetimes on a log-log scale.

Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer (1999, 2000a, 2000b) carried out extensive

studies employing both HDPE and MDPE on the effect of the loading ratio on the crack

growth rate and firacture surface morphology. For MDPE at five different temperatures m

the range from 21 to 80° C, they foimd the crack growth rate to be proportional to the

factor Kj, max (1+R) . In this study, was varied from 0. 1 to 1. A similar correlation was

observed in HDPE with the difference that the proportionality factor employed was

Kl,max Kl,mean . This factor is analytically equivalent to K^max (1+R) 5. In both cases,

the tenn (1+R)'" can be viewed as an acceleration factor due to fatigue. The exponent n is

then a measure of the sensitivity offhe material to fatigue.

In a parallel analysis for HDPE, Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer (2000a,

2000b) employed the proportionality factor B[Kj4(t)]T P, where B[Ki4(t)]T is the creep

component calculated by averaging the known dependence of creep crack growth rate on

K] over the period T of a loading cycle and (3 is the fatigue component which is a function

only of the average strain rate. They presented a relatively good jRit of data obtained at

frequencies ranging from 0.01 to 1 Hz. They suggested that the acceleration due to

fatigue could be a consequence of only the average sti-ain rate.

The fractographic observations of Parsons, Stepanov, Hiltner and Baer (1999,

2000a, 2000b) generally indicate very similar broken fibrils produced in creep and in

fatigue for R values in the range from 0.4 to 1 (comparisons generally made at the same

K.i,max). However, from the micrographs published, the remnants of the fibrils at R = 0.1

were less extended than at higher R values and appeared to be bent.
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As in creep, the breakdown of fibrils during fatigue is suggested to be largely

controlled by chain disentanglement (Zhou and Brown, 1992#199; Parsons, Stepanov,

Hiltner and Baer 2000b). This suggestion could possibly be supported by the effect of the

stmcture on the crack growth resistance in creep (c. f. section 2. 3. 1.4) and in fatigue (c. f.

section 2. 3. 1. 5). Apart from the bending effect proposed by Zhou and Brown (1992#369

and 1995), no discussion on how a variation of the load can promote disentanglement

was found in the present literature survey.

When the fibrils arc bent under minimum load during fatigue, the mechanism of

fibril breakdown could be somewhat different than in creep. Zhou and Brown (1995)

observed fibril breakdown by shear thinning in aeep and a different fracture mode in

fatigue. The latter fi^cturc requires complete separation of the fibrils along a particular

plane and might involve both chain disentanglement and scission. As proposed by Zhou

and Brown (1995), this difference in the fibril breakdown process could explain the more

important influence of molecular weight in fatigue.

2. 3. 1.4 Structure and Slow Crack Growth under Constant Load in PE

Little work has been devoted to the efiFect of the sphemlitic arrangement on the

resistance to slow crack growth under constant load. Plummer, Goldberg and Ghanem

(2001) reported interlamellar cavitation ahead of the crack tip in highly crack resistant PE

pipe material when the tests were performed in a solvent (solution of Igepal). However,

this behavior was not observed in air and in less resistant PE. As in the case of uniaxial

extension (c. f. section 2. 1.3.2), the effect of the spherulite stmchu-e may depend on the

material and testing conditions.

It is diflficult to differentiate between the effect of the microstructure on the yield

stress, which affects the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip (c. f. section 2. 3. 1. 1), and

the resistance to disentanglement of the material, which should afiFect the stability of the

fibrils (Lu and Brown, 1987; Zhou and Brown, 1994; Zhou, Brown and Crist, 1995;
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Plummer, Goldberg and Ghanem, 2001). Plummer, Scaramuzzino and Kausch (2000)

also proposed that chain disentanglement was a controlling factor during creep in POM.

It is reported that annealing of quenched PE specimens in the temperature regime

where lamellae thickening is observed reduces the resistance to slow crack growth (Lu,

Mcghie and Brown, 1992). In this study, the resistance was characterized only m tenns of

lifetime. Whether this effect originates from a change in the yield sfa-ess or in the

resistance to disentanglement is not clear. Barry and Delatycki (1987) proposed that the

size of the amorphous regions could be an important factor in determining the resistance

to voiding. However, the size of the amorphous regions varied simultaneously with the

total crystallinity and hence with the yield sta^ess and with other parameters. Accordingly,

their proposal is not unambiguously supported by their results.

In a study in which eleven difiTerent microstmctures were prepared from the same

material by employing a variety of thermal treatments, a linear correlation was observed

between the yield stress and the initial rate of notch opening (Lu and Brown, 1987). As

the yield sta-ess increased, the initial rate of notch opening under the same sto-ess and at the

same temperature increased. Since in these experiments the molecular parameters were

maintained constant, the variations in resistance were probably a consequence of changes

m the plastic zone size rather than a change in the resistance to disentanglement.

An increase in the branch density is reported to increase the resistance to slow

crack growth (Kadota, Chum and Chudnovsky, 1993; Zhou, Brown and Crist, 1995; Egan

and Delatycki, 1995). However, it should be noted that the increase in fhe branch density

can be accompanied by a small decrease in the yield sfa^ss, Yoimg's modulus and

temperature of crystallization. When this is the case, branching could have a double

efiTect in lowering the yield stress and in enhancing the resistance to disentanglement.

Zhou and Brown (1994) shidied the effect of blending a high density PE (HDPE)

and a linear LDPE on the low crack growth resistance. The molecular weight of HDPE

and linear LDPE were 66800 and 192000, respectively, and the linear LDPE was

branched. This linear LDPE presented a much higher resistance to slow crack growth
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than the HDPE. For a given composition, the crystal thickness was also estimated by

comparing the resistance of slowly cooled and quenched samples. The efifect was

relatively small when compared to the efiFect of composition. The authors proposed a

model in which the density of tie molecules would have an important effect on the

resistance to slow crack growth. Strebel and Moet (1995) also proposed an important

effect of the tie molecules. In both cases, tihe effect of molecular staiicturc and thermal

treatments on the yield stress appeared to have been neglected. Furthermore, an efFect of

molecular weight could originate from an increase in fhe resistance to disentanglement

rather than to an efiTect on the tie molecule density.

Yeh, Chen and Hong (1994) produced specimens of PE with different branch

lengths but which were expected to have the same supermolecular stmcture (degree of

ciystallinity, sphemlite stmcture, tie molecule density and lamellar thickness), molecular

weight and branch fi-equency. With increasing branch length, an improvement in creep

crack propagation resistance was noted and attributed to the increased sliding resistance

of the polymer chains through the crystal and through entanglements in the amorphous

region. The yield stress of the three different materials studied was approximately the

same and was not correlated wifh the increase in the creep resistance.

From the knowledge on the development of crazes during static loading in thin

fihns of semicrystalline polymers (c.f. section 2. 1.3.2), the belief that chain

disentanglement controls the craze stability during slow crack growth seems reasonable.

However, this efifect appears to have been demonstrated in only one study.

2.3. 1.5 Effects of Structure on Fati ue Crack Pro a ation in PE and POM

As for creep loading, Zok and Shmozaki (1994) showed that environmental

fatigue cracking in PE can be accompanied by interciystallite voiding ahead of the crack

tip. Also as in the case of creep, such voiding has not been reported for fatigue cracking

m air.
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For a given polymer, variations in the crystallization conditions or heat treatment

can affect the resistance to FCP. In the discontinuous regime, Shah et al. (1998) showed a

decreased resistance as the material conditions varied from slowly cooled to rapidly

cooled to quenched. A decreased resistance has also been reported by Sfa'ebel and Moet

(1995) when comparing slowly cooled and annealed with quenched specimens.

Employing quenched specimens, Runt and Jacq (1989) studied the effect of the

annealing temperature on the resistance to FCP. As the annealing temperature increased,

the FCP resistance increased even though no noticeable change was noticed in tensile

elongation. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements also indicated an

increase in crystallinity, which was suggested to be the cause of the increase in resistance.

A similar efiFect was later reported for POM (Runt and Gallagher. 1991). Runt and Jacq

(1989) also studied the effect of the isothermal crystallization treatment temperature on

the resistance of PE to FCP. They found that an increase in the crystallization treatment

temperature from 120 to 126 C increases the FCP resistance. This increase was

associated with an increase in yield stress, which shoiild have caused a deleterious effect

on the crack propagation resistance. The authors concluded fhat the origin of the change

was unknown. From the above results, it appears that increased ciystallmity and

increased crystallite thickness can induce an increased resistance to crack propagation in

semiciystalline polymers tested above Tg.

As in slow crack growth, an increase in the branch density increases the FCP

resistance (Shah et al., 1998). This result is interpreted in terms of an increase in the

resistance to disentanglement and as an increase in the density of tie molecules. However.

the effect on the yield stress should also be considered.

By employing nucleatmg agents and thermal treatonents. Runt and Gallagher

(1991) produced different structures with similar crystallinity levels but different

sphemlite diameters. They concluded that the sphemlite diameter had no effect on the

crack propagation resistance. Experimental results were however not included in their

publication. In some cases, the heterogeneous nahire of the frarture surfaces suggest an

effect of the supennolecular stmcture. As an example. Figure 2. 18 presents irregularities
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in the morphology of the fibrils that could be related to the sphemlite sfancture.

Unfortunately, no studies in which the fractographic features were compared to the

deformation of the sphemlites ahead of the crack appear to be present in the open

literature. Such a comparison could allow to determine if craze thickening in the dififerent

fractographic regimes consumes defonned or non-defonned material.
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Figure 2. 18: Fracture surface produced during fatigue crack propagation in HDPE
(Strebel and Moet, 1991).

2.3. 1.6 Fati ue Crack Pro a ation in Pol amides

A few studies have been reported on fatigue crack propagation in polyamides.

The glass toansition temperatoe of these semicrystalline polymers typically varies from

60 C to -10 C, depending on the moisture content. The changes observed on the fracture

surface by increasing fhe water content were found to correlate with an increase in fhe

level of plastic deformation in the damage zone (Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson, 1981b).

At a given sta-ess intensity factor, the variations in fhe crack propagation resistance

measured by Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson (1981c) have been interpreted as a

competitive effect between lowering the elastic modulus and enhancing crack tip
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blunting. In a subsequent study (Hahn, Hertzberg, Manson and Sperling, 1986), the crack

growth rates at a AK value of 2. 5 MPa. ml/2 were measured for different temperahires and

water contents. The data suggested the presence of an optimum in the viscoelastic state

that minimized the crack propagation rate. This optimum was observed at a temperature

of approximately 50 C below the glass transition temperature. Interestingly, the mobility

of the chains is highly reduced aroimd this temperature (c. f. appendix, section 1 A. 1.2.2).

An increase in molecular weight was found to increase significantly the resistance

to crack propagation (Bretz, Hertzberg and Manson, 1982). Under conditions in which

temperature increases at the crack tip were avoided, Wyzgoski, Novak and Simon (1990)

showed a decrease in crack growth rate with decreasing test frequency from 5 to 0. 1 Hz.

This result was related to a time-under-load effect.

2.3. 1.7 Surface Se aration Mechanism durin Fati ue

In amorphous polymers, molecular weight and molecular weight distribution are

well known to have an important effect on the resistance to crack propagation in PS and

polynaethyhnefhacrylate (PMMA). This effect has been reviewed by Hertzberg and

Manson (1980) and by Sauer and Hara (1990). Craze fibril breakdown is believed to be

caused by a viscoelastic process involving cyclic stress-induced disentanglement of the

molecules in each fibril. This disentanglement is believed to become easier as the

molecular weight is decreased. Also, an increase in the molecular weight could have a

positive effect on the steam orientation hardening.

As previously discussed, several authors believe that the crack propagation

resistance of PE is largely controlled by fhe resistance of the material to chain

disentanglement. However, only the results in creep of Yeh, Chen and Hong (1994)

support this belief. An important effect of molecular weight has been reported in PE, in

polyamides and in PEEK (Said, Evans and Isaac, 1993). However, the molecular weight

also influences the supermolecular sfaiicture. For this reason, the origin of the

improvement cannot be clearly isolated. In PBT (Tg = 50°C), Yeh and Runt (1989) varied
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the molecular weight and tie molecule density through a thermal to-eatment in which

oxydative degradation leading to a decrease of Mw occurred without significant variation

in the supermolecular stmcture. They observed a significant decrease in the fatigue crack

propagation resistance with a decrease in the Mw. From the results of Yeh, Chen and

Hong (1994) and of Yeh and Runt (1989), it can be concluded that the Mv and the tie

molecule density are important parameters determining the resistance to crack

propagation of semiciystalline polymers tested below as well as above Tg. This suggests

that the concepts of craze fibril stability originally developed for amorphous polymers

might also be applicable to semicrystalline polymers.

2. 3. 1.8 Effect of C stallinit

As discussed in section 2. 3. 1. 5, an increase in crystallmity or crystal thickness

through thermal treatments is not found to have a deleterious effect on tiie crack

propagation resistance above Tg for the annealing temperature range studied. Below Tg,

the effect of aystallinity appears to vary with the crystallization conditions. Pecorini and

Hertzberg (1993) studied this effect m PET (Tg~70°C). To avoid an effect of the

sphemlitic stmchire, all specimens were initially quenched to produce an amorphous

structure and subsequently annealed under vacuum at different temperahn-es. In the low

crystallization temperature regime, a specimen with a final crystallinity of 37% was

found to have similar fatigue resistance and fi-acture toughness as an amorphoiis

specimen. Even if the properties were smiilar, the mechanism of crack tip blunting during

fracture toughness tests changed from shear yieldmg in the amorphous specimens to

multiple crazing in the specimens with 37% crystallinity. Ciystallization at higher

temperature was found to progressively decrease the resistance to crack propagation. This

decrease was explained by a decrease in the tie molecule density resulting from the

formation of crystallites having a regularly folded conformation (secondary

crystallization). Based on these results, the presence of crystallites below Tg may not

have a deleterious effect on the resistance to FCP, if the strength of the interface between
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the two components is sufBcient to promote craze stability. Also, the tests reported by

Pecorini and Hertzberg (1993) were performed at relatively high sti-ess intensity factors.

The results may not be applicable to situations were the size of the plastic zone is in the

range of the crystallite arrangement.

2.3.2 Cree and Fati ue of Non-Notched S ecimens

Even if it is recognized that fatigue fracture is controlled by initiation in most

homopolymers (Rabmowitz and Beardmore, 1974; Lesser, 1995), a limited amount of

research has been earned out on the mechanisms of fitigue crack initiation. Before crack

initiation, several microstmctural changes can occur in the volume of a polymeric

specimen subjected to constant or cyclic loading. It is generally not possible to observe

directly the nature of these microstmctural changes. For this reason, several investigators

have relied on the macroscopic mechanical response of non-notched specimens to

characterize these changes.

2.3.2. 1 T esofMacrosco ic Mechanical Res onsesinFati ue

Using non-notched specimens and depending on the fatigue testing parameters,

two completely different types of behavior can be observed. At high cyclic load or

frequency, an unstable increase in the specimen temperature resulting from adiabatic

heating induces what is often called a thermally dominated fatigue fracture (not to be

confounded with thermal fatigue in metals). When compared to metals, polymers have a

high damping capacity and a low thermal conductivity. A small increase in temperafau-e

above room temperature generally mcreases the damping capacity and reduces the

stiffness. It is for these reasons that non-notched polymeric specimens are more likely to

fail as a result of an unstable temperature increase than their metallic counterparts. The

heat generated during cycling is not completely dissipated so the temperature increases.

Due to this increase, the dynamic properties of the polymer change and the heat

generation rate increases. As a result, the temperature continues to increase until fracture.
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In real components, small zones of stre s concentration generally exist and

microstouctural changes leading evenhially to crack initiation are likely to occiir only in

these zones. In such a case, thermal fracture is less likely to occur because the heat

generated in the small zones of stress concentration can be dissipated to the surrounding

material. Thermally dominated fatigue fracture can thus be considered as a consequence

of the accelerated nature of the tests carried out on laboratory specimens and of the large

volume of material subjected to high cyclic stresses.

For these reasons, many investigators tory to avoid thermal effects. In order to

characterize the mechanically dominated fatigue fracture regime, it is often necessary to

cany out the tests at low cycling frequencies. For a given polymeric specimen, Crawford

and Benham (1974a, 1975) have shown that the stress amplitude for which a ta^nsition

fi-om thermally dominated fatigue fi-acture to mechanicaUy dominated fatigue frach.ire

varies linearly with the logarithm of the testing frequency. Employing a low frequency is

even more critical in axial loading than in bending (Crawford and Benham, 1974b) since

in the axially loaded case, the complete gauge length is subjected to the same maximum

stress, which is a disadvantage in terms of heat dissipation but an advantage in

characterizmg the stress-strain response. Most of the results reported here were obtained

through axial fatigue testing.

2.3.2.2 Macrosco ic Mechanical Res onse

Rabinowitz and Beardmore (1974) earned out fully reversed strain controlled

axial fatigue tests at different strain ampliftides to study the stress-strain response of PC

and polyamide at room temperah. u-e. Strain rates were selected to avoid any temperature

rise of more than 2'C. The stasss response of PC included: an initial incubation period, a

ti-ansition period in which the stress decreased rapidly, a zone of cyclic stability, and a

fmal zone in which the stress further decreased presumably as a result of crack

propagation. In contrast, there was no incubation period in pofyamide and in other PC

specimens tested above a threshold value of stram amplitude. The presence of a threshold
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value in PC was interpreted as a level where the production of mobile defects occurred

during the first tensile cycle. The absence of an incubation period in polyamide was

interpreted as a consequence of the heterogeneity of the semicrystalline structure.

However, the range between the test temperature and Tg was smaller in the case of

polyamide. In all cases, softening in the ti-ansition period was observed in both the tensile

and compressive portions of the cycles. The transition periods were followed by regions

of cyclic stability.

Rabinowitz and Beardmore (1974) also carried out a test on a cold drawn PC. In

this case, cyclic softening was observed mainly in the tensile response. After 200 cycles,

the stress levels in both tension and compression were near the values for an initially

isotropic material. This reduction in the difference between the tensile and compressive

maximum stresses occurred without significant changes in the level of macromolecular

orientation (measured by birefringence). These results suggest that any increase in

stiflfhess resulting from cold drawing can be lost during the fatigue process. This also

indicates that initial anisotropy of the material can have a profound effect on the stress-

strain response.

In tension-tension load conb-olled testing with a trapezoidal waveform,

Remmerswaal (1992) studied the effect of the loading parameters on the time for PC

specimens to reach an accumulated strain of 7% (tj%). Figure 2. 19a presents data on ^%

as a function of the maximum cyclic stress for diflTerent loadmg rates. Above a value of

10 MPa/s, the loading rate appears to have little effect on tj%. Figure 2. 19b shows that t/%

is progressively decreased when fhe time at maximum and minimum loads is increased.

For non-notched specimens, the creep deformation process and the fatigue deformation

process might be related.
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the same stress (Mindel and Brown, 1974).

The relationship between these two different processes m PC has been studied by

Mindel and Brown (1973, 1974) at very high stresses and low frequencies. Before

discussing the effect of cyclic loading, it is appropriate to describe the behavior under a

static load. During creep tests performed in compression at different loading rates,

Mindel and Brown (1974) observed an initial decrease in the sta-ain rate followed by an

increase. The transition between fhese two regimes occurred at a critical value of

accumulated strain, which value was almost independent of the nominal stress (Figure

2.20a). A very similar behavior was observed in tension (Mindel and Brown, 1973), with

the differences being that the critical value of accumulated strain slightly decreased with

nominal stress and that the stoain rates for a given noininal stress were generally higher
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than in compression These diflFerences could be explained by an effect of hydrostatic

component of stress on the shear deformation.

To explain the transition from a decreasing strain regime to an increasing strain

regime, Mindel and Brown (1973, 1974) mtroduced fhe concepts of recoverable and

persistent strains. The recoverable and persistent strains were experimentally measured

by carrying out creep and recovery experiments for difiFerent creep times. The

recoverable strain was measured as the difference in stram after linear recovery upon

unloading. The persistent strain was that non-recovered after a long recovery time. The

persistent strain started to be significant when the total accumulated strain during fhe

creep test was slightly lower than the value leading to the minimal strain rate. The

recoverable strain is suggested to be associated with the decrease in creep rate and to be

proportional to the internal stress. The persistent strain is suggested to be involved with a

softening process. The rate of softening should increase with accumulated sttain. By

employing an equation similar to the Eyring equation for non-linear viscoelasticity

(Equation 2.4), a good superposition of all data shown in Figure 2.20a was obtained. The

only conclusion fium the applicability of this equation was that the creep process was

thermally activated and that the activation energy or volinne was independent of the

accumulated sta-ain.

The stram response obtained by loading programs of two cycles are shown in

Figure 2.20b for different unloadmg times between fhe two creep loading cycles. Just

after reloading, the sta-ain rate during the second cycle was similar to the strain rate

immediately after the first loading (Figure 2.20b). A similar efifect was observed in a

succession of four loading and unloading cycles (Mindel and Brown, 1974) that led to

fracture. Measurements of the instantaneous sta-ain indicated that most of the strain

recovery occurred during the first second of unloading. Therefore, the internal stress

when the specimen is reloaded can be expected to be near zero when the unloading time

exceeds one second as was the case. Accordingly, a strain rate just after reloading similar

to the strain rate immediately after the first loading cycle can be interpreted by the quasi-

absence of internal stresses m both cases.
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The fatigue studies of Mindel and Brown (1974) were performed for conditions of

high creep stresses and very low niimber of loading cycles. Jinen (1986, 1987) studied the

strain response of short fiber reinforced PA66 subjected to creep loading and to tension-

tension stress confa-olled fatigue. At different nominal sfaiesses in both creep and fatigue,

linear relationships were reported on a log-log scale between the accumulated sta-ain and

the time or ninnber of loading cycles. This type of empirical relationships have been

reported previously in creep (c. f. appendbc, section 1A. 1.2.5) but not in fatigue. As a

difference between the two responses, the strain at creep fracture was almost independent

of the nominal cyclic stress; whereas, fhe maximum or accumulated strain at fatigue

fracture decreased linearly as the cyclic stress amplitude decreased.

Apart from inducing the accumulation of sfaain, axial fatigue can also induce

changes in the apparent viscoelastic properties of the polymer. Employing a sinusoidal

cyclic load and a loading ratio R of 0.05, Lesser (1995) studied the dynamic response of

two semicrystalline polymers: polyacetal (Tg~70°C) and PA66 conditioned at 50%

humidity (in air at room temperature for 8 weeks). In all cases, a gradual decrease in the

loss modulus (E", c.f. appendix, section 1A. 1.2.2) was observed throughout the fatigue

life. However, whereas the storage modulus, E', of polyacetal was found to decrease

throughout the fatigue life, fhat of PA66 showed an initial decrease followed by an

increase. The transition between a decreasing E' and an increasing E' corresponded to a

time at which a rapid increase in the accumulated sfa-ain was noted. During that ta-ansition,

the irreversible work (area of the hysteresis loop) reached a maximum value. Under the

conditions tested, the Tg of PA66 was probably just below the testing temperature, \4uch

could have resulted in particular deformation events.

A loss in E' as a result of mechanical fatigue of polyacetal has also been reported

by Mizuno, Kawagoe, Qui and Morita (1997) and by Lazzeri, Marchetti and Levita

(1997). The latter authors also reported a slight decrease in the irreversible work

throughout the fatigue life. In the case of drawn HDPE, Jo, Takahara and Kajiyama

(1994) found an increase in E' and a decrease in E" during tension-tension strain-

conta-olled tests performed in the temperature range from 27 to 77°C. Bouda, Zivlar and
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Staverman (1976) also reported a decrease in E" in PMMA and PA66. ones and Lesser

(1998) reported a gradual decrease in both E' and E" during tension-tension load control

fatigue in PP. In general, cyclic loading in tension-tension induces a reduction in E",

whereas, E' can decrease, increase or do both.

Paradopoulos and Korovesis (1996) studied the stress-steain response of PA6 m

tension-tension (mean stress of 14 MPa and stress amplitude of 3 MPa) and compression-

compression loading. The moisture conditioning was not specified but, with a Young's

modulus of 3300 MPa and a yield sta-ess of 78 MPa, one can expect a condition near dry-

as-molded. In the compression experiments, a decrease in area of the hysteresis loop was

observed as a result of cycling. In both tension-tension and compression-compression

experiments, fatigue resulted in an increase m fhe post-fatigue tensile Young's moduliis.

However, the increase was more pronounced in the case of tension-tension loading. This

difference was employed to suggest that cyclic loading in tension induces more internal

damage than cyclic loading in compression.

Care must be taken when comparing the effect of cyclic loading on the dynaniic

storage modulus E' measured in-situ and on the post-fatigue tensile Yoimg's modulus.

By assuming that strain recovery is not completed in the time period between unloading

and tensile testing, fhe increase in the tensile Young's modulus may originate from stored

internal stresses or energy.

2.3.2.3 Microstructural Chan es and Dama e Accumulation

At the same time that amorphous or semicrystalline polymers deform by

processes involving the relative movement between chains (potential mechanisms

outlined in section 0), more apparent microstmctural changes such as chain scission,

destmcdon of crystals, crystallization, voiding and/or crazmg can also occur. The extent

to which these changes afifect the stasss-sto^in response is not clearly established;

however, these more apparent changes can be directly quantified through measurements

of molecular weight, degree of crystallimty, specimen volume variation, TEM
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observations, and/or mechanical properties (e.g. efifect on E', E" or on the post-fatigue

tensile Young's modulus described in the previous section).

Post-fatigue measurements of the melt viscosity of three different polyacetal

resins enabled Lazzeri, Marchetti and Levita (1997) to conclude that fatigue induced a

large decrease in the molecular weight. In contrast, Li, Hristov, Yee and Gidley (1995)

reported no significant effect of fatigue damage on the molecular weight of PC. No other

information regarding such a possible change in molecular weight was found in the open

literature. It cannot be established whether the reduction in molecular weight reported by

La2zeri, Marchetti and Levita (1997) was a particularity of the material employed.

Trotignon and Verdu (1987a, 1987b) reported small but significant increases in

the crystallimty indexes (measured by DSC) resulting from flexural fatigue of PP. In the

sub-skm of theu- injection-molded specimens, they also foimd a decrease in the crystallite

orientation index (determined by wide angle X-Ray spectroscopy). Lesser (1995) also

reported DSC results suggesting iarigue-induced crystallization in polyacetal and PA66.

However, the dififerences were not necessarily significant in this study.

Crystallization during fatigue is not necessarily a deleterious process; however, its

occun-ence may affect the mechanical response of the polymer previously discussed.

Also, the presence of crystals in an amorphous matrix may favor void nucleation in

regions of stress concentration. For instance, Jo, Takahara and Kajiyara (1994) explained

the increase in the fatigue resistance of HDPE when the temperature increased from 50°C

(a transition temperature of the crystals) to 77°C (p transition temperah. n-e of the crystals)

by a decrease in the difference between the deformability of the phases.

Confa-ary to crystallization, the formation and growth of voids or crazes is a

microstinctuml change fhat is most likely to reduce the resistance of the material to crack

initiation. Yee, Gidley and coworkers (see specific references below) earned out

experiments in an attempt to characterize the microsta'uctural changes which act as the

precursor to craze initiation in PC. By employing positron annihilation lifetime

specfa-oscopy (Liu, Gidley and Yee, 1992), they compared the effect of physical aging
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followed by fatigue to the effect of physical agmg alone. They showed that fatigue in

well-aged PC specimens induces an mcrease in fhe size of the voids as well as a decrease

in the number density of voids. On the opposite side, physical aging alone was found to

decrease the size of the voids. As measured by fracture toughness tests, both fatigue

loading and physical aging (thermal treatment below Tg that promotes a reduction in the

portion of free volume) can induce embrittlement (Li, Hristov, Yee and Gidley, 1995).

Whereas fhe density of the material and the yield stress increased as a result of physical

aging, fatigue at dtffercnt stress amplitudes generated a small but significant decrease in

density and a marginal increase in the yield stress. The authors concluded that the

embritdement resulting jGrom fatigue loading is likely to result from the formation of

"procrazes", which are the primary forms of crazes.

In the study of the fonnation and growth of procrazes by TEM (Hristov, Yee and

Gidley, 1994), the observations suggested that the critical size for a stable void or

"procraze" is approximately 50-60 run. Also, inclusion particles with diameters in the

range from 50 to 100 nm were found to be effective craze nucleation sites. The similarity

between fatigue induced crazes and high temperature crazes in PC, suggested that chain

disentanglement should play an important role in the fonnation and growth of a procraze.

Cyclic loading is likely to generate regions of reduced entanglement density that could be

preferential sites for procraze nucleation.

Bouda, Zivlar and Staverman (1976) previously proposed a slighdy different

sequence of events as the precursor to void nucleation in glassy polymers. They

employed the decrease in E" as experimental evidence for a process of localized volume

contraction during fatigue. They proposed that a non-uniform volume conteaction creates

local internal tensions which are relaxed gradually by yielding and formation of voids.

Their argument of local volume contraction based on the decrease in E" would be

seriously undermined if one could prove that the accumulation of internal energy or stress

can also reduce the damping capacity.

Voids are also formed during fatigue of semicrystalline polymers. Lesser (1996)

measured a significant dilatational volume variation m tension-tension axial fatigue on a
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polyacetal copolymer (Tg ~ 70 C). Void formation was also suggested by Lazzeri,

Marchetti and Levita (1997) as the origin for the strong dependence for the post-fatigue

fracture toughness on the stress amplitade in several other polyacetal resins. In these

experiments, a decrease in fhe post-fatigue tensile yield stress was measured. For fhis

reason, the decreased fracture toughness cannot be attributed to a yield stress effect on

the plastic zone size.

During tension-compression fatigue in PP, a significant dilatational volume

variation was measured by Zok and Shinozaki (1987). This dilatation was also attributed

to the formation of voids and crazes. Theses crazes were observed by TEM. They were

relatively uniformly spaced and more sharply defined than other crazes formed by a

single uniaxial extension at larger stoain. At high magnification, each craze appeared

segmented. This apparent segmentation can be interpreted in light of a recent study of

Jones and Lesser (1998) on the evolution of the crazes with time during fatigue. These

authors showed a progressive decrease in Ae craze number density and an increase in the

size of the crazes with the number of tension-tension load controlled fatigue cycles.

These obser/ations suggest that crazes can grow by coalescence of previously formed

procrazes or small crazes.

Relationships between the macroscopic response and the microstauctiral changes

have not been clearly established in the open literatire. With the exception of the

variation in volume, most of the other variations in the mechanical response are probably

a consequence of the relative movement between the chains and of the variations in the

internal energy or stresses. These events are more difficult to characterize but they can

have an efiFect on the mechanism of void nucleation.

A way to characterize the overall resistance to crack initiation of a material is to

consider its endurance limit. This value determines the critical stress level below which

no crack initiation occurs, independently of the niu-nber of loading cycles. Trotignon,

Verdu, Martin and Morel (1993) measured an important increase in the endurance limit

of polyefherimide (PEI) and polysulphone (PSU) when the molding process was changed

from compression molding to injection molding. The authors interpreted this result by an
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increase in the resistance to craze initiation due to an initial molecular orientation.

However, a skin/core efFect (c. f. appendix, section 1 A. 1. 1.2) might have resulted in a

change in the position of the crack initiation site fi-om the external surface to the bulk. For

this reason, the resistance of the entanglement network to fhe initiation, growth and

coalescence of microscopic voids to form cracks cannot necessarily be obtained from the

endurance limit.

The multiple changes that occur during fatigue testing can be different depending

on the region wifhin the bdk specimens. This can be particularly tiiie if the specimens arc

injection molded due to their skin, sub-skin and core regions. By carrymg out tensile tests

on thin foils (approximately 85 jim thick) microtomed irom fatigued and non-fatigued 33

wt% short glass fiber reinforced PA6 specimens, Horst and Spoormaker (1996) found a

more important effect of fatigue on the tensile sta-ength for the material located in the

subskin (or shell region). However, this diflference in the level of damage might have

been accentuated by the presence of fibers. As will be described in the next subsection,

reinforcement particles or fibers can have an effect on the micromechanisms of damage

associated with fatigue.

2. 3. 3 Effect of Inor anic Fillers

Inorganic particles added to semicrystalline polymers increase fhe stif&iess and,

when the bonding is sti-ong, the strength. The effect of these particles on fhe fatigue

properties have been characterized by several investigators.

2. 3. 3. 1 Fibers

Fibers can have several effects on the fatigue life and the mechanisms of fiacture

of non-notched specimens. Horst and Spoonnaker (1997) classified these mechanisms in

two categories. In some cases, general degradation of the material occurs without the

presence of cracks. During this degradation, there is decohesion of the interface due to its

poor sfa-ength or due to a large difference in Ifae deformability of the materials. The post-
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fatigue tensile strength is largely decreased. This behavior has been observed in a PE

filled with glass fibers and in an equilibrium water conditioned PA66 filled with carbon

fibers (references in Horst and Spoormaker, 1997).

The second class of mechanisms of fatigue fiacture involve crack initiation and

FCP. The following discussion will concenta-ate on the effect of well-bonded glass-fibers

on the fatigue behavior of PA66 or PA6. In this system, the micromechanisms of FCP

varies depending on the orientation of the long axis of the fibers and the crack

propagation direction and on the ductility of fhe matrix. Void initiation is reported at the

fiber end when the long axis of the fiber is parallel to the tensile direction (Horst and

Spoormaker, 1997). For the orientation perpendicular to the long axis, the initiation is

likely to occur in micro-locations where the adhesion is relatively poor, regions that

invariably exist even in well-bonded composites (Lang, Manson and Hertzberg, 1987).

After crack propagation with the long axis of the fibers in the crack plane, the

fracture surface presents three types of regions: small regions where the fiber surfaces are

free from polymer, other small regions where the fiber surfaces are covered with

remnants of stretched polymer and regions free from fibers where the matrix has been

highly sfa-etched to form ligaments. These observations support the following sequence of

events involved in fatigue crack propagation (Lang, Manson and Hertzberg, 1987):

localized decohesion of the interface to form microvoids, partial coalescence and growth

of these microvoids, shear deformation and final fractaj re of the matiix under plane sti-ess

conditions.

When the long axis of the fibers is perpendicular to the crack propagation plane,

fractographic observations by Lang, Manson and Hertzberg (1987) revealed that crack

propagation in the matrix, pull out of the fibers, and fracture of the fibers upon unloading

was the dominant sequence of events during crack propagation. However, most of the

observations reported were carried out in the dry state. In the conditioned state,

fractographic and post-fatigue morphological observations of the damage zone by Horst

and Spoormaker (1996, 1997) revealed that the fibers can act as bridges and prevent or

retard crack growth. However, they stated that the effect was not observed in fhe dry
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state. It can be concluded that the bridging effect is limited to cases where the ductility of

the PA66 matrix is sufficient.

Karbhari and Dolgopolsky (1990) reported a transition in the mode of fatigue

fi'acture of the PA6 matrix as the cyclic stress intensity factor increased during the test.

The fi-acture of the niatrix was microscopically brittle in the initial regime; whereas,

drawn ligaments were observed in what was called the microscopically ductile regime.

The transition between the two regimes was correlated with an increase in the resistance

to crack propagation as measured employing the crack layer approach.

In quantitative terms, the effect of reinforcement by glass fibers appeared

correlated with the changes in Young's modulus and in tensile strength. Wyzgoski and

Novak (1991) expressed the resistance to FCP in terms of the range of strain energy

release rate (AG = AK2/E). With dry-as-mokied specimens, they observed a similar

resistance of a non-filled PA66 and of a 33 wt% fiber reinforced PA66 tested under

conditions where the long axis of the fibers was respectively parallel or perpendicular to

the tensile axis. Horst and Spoormaker (1996, 1997) reported that the S-N curves of a 33

wt% fiber reinforced PA6 tested with three diflFerent fiber orientation were quite similar

when the maximum cyclic stress was normalized by the tensile strength. However, fhe

normalized resistance of the non-fifled PA6 was higher.

2. 3. 3. 2 Other Mineral Particles

Trotignon, Demdoum and Verdu (1992a, 1992b, 1993) carried out flexural stratn-

controlled fatigue testing on mineral particle-filled PP and dried PA6. At a given strain

amplitide, the fatigue lifetime was always lower for particle-filled polymers than for the

noil-filled matrix. For the tests carried out on PP (Trotignon, Demdoum and Verdu, 1992

and 1992b), small changes in flie flexural modulus were noted between the difiTerent

specimens but the small amount of fatigue data and the fact that other parameters varied

between the specimens (e.g., the nucleating effect of the particles) did not enable

quantitative conclusions to be drawn. For the tests carried out on dried PA6 (Trotignon,
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Demdoum and Verdu, 1993), the type of filler appeared to have a more profound effect

on the fatigue lifetime than its concentration (in the range from 1 to 5 wt%; c.f. table 2 in

Trotignon, Demdoum and Verdu, 1993). As a result of filler addition, a small change was

observed in the stififtiess of the specimens (inferred from the sfa-ess response). Due to the

scatter in the data, it is not clear that further conclusions can be drawn.

Finally, Yamashita and coworkers (Yamashita, Takahara and Kajiyama, 1999;

Yamashita, Higashi, Komatsu, Takahara and Kajiyama, 1998) studied the fatigue

resistance of dried PA6NC and non-filled PA6, but the regime investigated was the

thennal regime with possibly one point in fhe mechanical regime (Figure 2. 21). It is the

only sfaidy on fatigue ofPA6NC found in the open literature.
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Figure 2.21: Stress versus number of loading cycles to fracture (S-N) curves ofPA6
and PA6NC (dried under vacuum at 110 C for 8h) in tension-
compression strain controlled axial fatigue at 6.71Hz (Data: Yamashita,
Takahara and Kajiyama (1999) for PA6NC and Yamashita, Higashi,
Komatsu, Takahara and Kajiyama (1998) for PA6).
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3 MATERIALS AND FATIGUE EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

The main objective of the literature review presented in the previous section was

to support the interpretation of the experimental results. In this section, the characteristics

of the materials employed for the fatigue experiments and the fatigue testing

methodologies are described.

3. 1 MATERIALS

The two materials employed were a PA6 containing 2-wt% of montmorillonite

(commercial grade 1015C2), here referred to as PNC, and a non-filled PA6 (commercial

grade 1015B), here referred to as PA6. Both materials were supplied by LBE Industoies

in the form of pellets. UBE Industries employed an in situ intercalative polymerization

process (c. f. section 2. 2.2) to prepare the PNC. The molecular weight and molecular

weight distribution ofPNC and PA6 are expected to be the same.

Small specimens (approximately 1 mm thick) of both materials were prepared by

compression molding (Carter Laboratory Press model M, mold temperature of 230°C,

preheating of pellets for 6 mmutes in the mold, two pressing cycles at 2000 psi, a last

pressing cycle at 2500 psi, fast cooling through water circulation) in order to characterize

the dynamic properties as a function of temperature and moishu-e content. The tests were

carried out employing a rheometa-ic mechanical spectrometer at a frequency ofl or 10 Hz

and at a constant rate of temperature increase of ?C/min. The moistire content, dried or

equilibrated at 50% humidity and room temperature, was controlled through two different

conditioning procedures: drying four days under vacuum at 80°C or immersion in a

solution of potassium acetate for 4 days at approximately 80-90°C (ISO 1110-1975).
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The definition of the viscoelastic parameters and a brief summary on the

relationships between the molecular mobility and the ti-ansition temperatures can be

found in appendix, (section 1A. 1.2.2). Figure 3. 1 presents the evolution of tan 8 with

temperah. n-e for PNC and PA6 tested at a frequency of 1 Hz. Even though the value of Tg

was estimated from the peak value of E" (see following paragraph), it also approximately

corresponds to the peaks of the tan 5 curves. The efiFect of nanoparticles on the damping

capacity is less pronounced below than above Tg. Humidity decreases the Tg from above

to below room temperature.

Figure 3.2 presents the evolution of the storage modulus E' and of the loss

modulus E" as a function of temperature for dried PNC and dried PA6 tested at a

frequency of 1 Hz. Even at low temperatures, some reinforcing eflfect of the particles on

E' can be noted. The effect of the nanoparticles to reduce the parameter E" is important

above but not below Tg. At a frequency of 1 Hz, ^ was 66°C for dried PNC, 64°C for

dried PA6, 10°C for conditioned PA6 and 15°C for conditioned PNC. Employing a

frequency of 10 Hz increased these values by typically 2°C.

3.2 TEST SPECIMENS

For the tensile and fatigue tests, the specimens were injection molded. The pellets

of PNC and of PA6 were dried for 2 days at 80°C under vacuum prior to injection

molding. Injection molding was carried out at two difiFerent melt profile temperatures and

at a constant mold temperature of 80°C. In the first and second molding batches (batches

1 and 2), the final melt temperature was set at 250°C. At that melt temperature, impurities

were either detached from the inner walls of the injection system or formed by

degradation of the material. Some of these impurities were so large that it was possible to

detect them by careful visual inspection. Because of their higher transparency, the

detection was easier with the PA6 specimens. During the third and last molding batch

(batch 3), a decrease in the final melt temperature to 225°C reduced considerably the
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presence of impurities. Unless otherwise specified, the axial fatigue test results reported

in this thesis were obtained from batch 3.

Because of the hygroscopic nature of PA6, efforts were made to control the

humidity content of the specimens. The as-molded specimens were kept in plastic bags

(under vacuum or not) m order to prevent huimdity pick-up. After a variable period of

time, they were dried for two weeks at 80°C under vacuum in order to remove any trace

of humidity resulting fi-om processmg and storing. In most cases, the weight of the

specimens was monitored daily during drying. The weight loss during the first week

varied widely, dq^ending on the way that the as-molded specimens were stored. After a

week of drying, the weight lost varied ahnost linearly with time and was very small.

After drying, the specimens were kept under vacuum at room temperature for a variable

period of time prior to testing. All the specimens were directly molded to their fmal

geomeby.

Axial fatigue specunens had a nominal thickness of 3. 1 mm and their gauge

section width and length were respectively 10 mm and 14 mm. All the specimen

dimensions are shown in Figure 3.3. The design was based on the standard practice

ASTM E 606, which is intended to the determination of the fatigue properties of

nominally homogeneous materials by the use of uniaxially loaded test specimens (ASTM,

1998), but the radius of curvature has been increased to the one specified by the standard

test method D 638, which is intended to the evaluation of tensile properties of plastics

(ASTM, 2002). Fatigue crack propagation specimens were machined from 5 mm thick

plates, which were injection molded according to the molding parameters of batch 1 and

2. Two sets of similar specimens were m chined from the plates. The dimensions of the

second set of specimens, shown in Figure 3.4, followed the ASTM E-647 standard test

method. The dimensions of tie first set of specimens were the same as for the second set

except for the position of the holes. The distance between the center of the holes and the

top of the specimen was 1 1 mm instead of 15 mm.
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the fatigue crack propagation specimens (all dimensions
are in millimeters).

3.3 MORPHOLOGY AND TENSILE PROPERTIES OF THE SPECIMENS

It is difificult to reveal the sphemlite structure of bulk PA6 samples by etching

polished surfaces. Perrm (2002) made several attempts. In fhe best cases, the boimdaries

of the sphemlites were resolved but it was not possible to obtain details on the crystallite

arrangement within these sphemlites. During scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

observations on polished and gold-palladium coated specimens, the damage generated by
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a relatively high current or a long exposure time enabled to obtain a contrasted image of

the inner stmcfaire of the spherulites. The images obtained figure 3. 5a) clearly suggest a

radial alignment of crystallite domains in PA6. By employing this same electron beam

damage procedure with very similar parameters on PNC samples, the images obtained

(Figure 3. 5b) did not provide any indication of spherulites with diameter of the same

order of magnitude. The observations were made near the middle of the specimens and

the observation planes were nearly perpendicular to the width direction. The electa-on

beam etching procedure might have induced some artifacts. However, it appears that that

the polymer stmcture at the supeimolecular level is different in PNC than in fhe non-

filled PA6. The stmcture of PNC could be similar to the sto'uct.u-e of PA12-based

nanocomposite, for which a preferential alignment of the crystallites perpendicular to the

preferential orientation plane of the montmorillonites has been reported (c. f. section

2.2.3). This possibility will be recalled in the discussion.

Figure 3.5: Bulk microstructure of a) PA6 and b) PNC observed on polished and
beam damaged surfaces (observations near the middle of the specimens;
observation planes perpendicular to the width direction)

For the same materials (processed at the same time as the specimens from batch

1) and conditioned following the same procedure, tensile test results indicated values of

Young's modulus, UTS, sta-ain at UTS and strain at fracture respectively of 4. 1 GPa, 100

MPa, 4% and less then 10% for PNC and respectively of 2.7 GPa, 74 MPa, 5% and 175%

for PA6. These results are also reported in Table 3. 1.
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Table 3. 1: Tensile properties ofPNC and PA6 specimens from batch 1 (Bureau,
Denault and Glowacz, 2001).

PNC PA6

Young's modulus

Ultimate Tensile Stisngfh (UTS)

Strain at UTS

Sfa-ain at fracture

4. 1 GPa

lOOMPa

4%

< 10%

2.7 GPa

74MPa

5%

175%

3.4 TESTING METHODOLOGY FOR AXIAL FATIGUE

Axial load-conti'olled fatigue tests were carried out employing an Insb-on 8511 or

an MTS 415 servo-hydraulic mechanical testing machine. A?dal loading was preferred to

loading in bending since the former provides the possibility of employing extensometers

to measure the sti-ain in both the longitudinal and the long ti-ansverse directions. It has the

disadvantage of increasing the susceptibility of the specunen to macroscopically ductile

fracture (c.f. section 1.3.2). The extensometer for stram measurement m the long

fa-ansverse direction (Instron model 2640-007) was employed only for the tests on the

Instron 8511 machine. On this machine, the gauge length of the longitudinal

extensometer (Insta-on model 2620-827) was set at 12.6 mm for the tests employing

specimens from batch 2 and at 8 mm for the tests employing specimens from batch 3.

Except for one particular test where a reversed loading mode was applied, the

load or R-ratio (R = Omin/Omax) was maintained constant at 0. 1. Unless otherwise

specified, a sinusoidal cyclic waveform and a cycling frequency of 5 Hz were employed.

In an attempt to minimize the duration of the test program, ofher types of waveforms

were tried. For all fhe tests carried out on the Instron 8511 machine, a linear ramp was

employed to increase the load fi-om zero to the minimum cyclic stress within 1 to 5

seconds. Cycling started when the minimum load was reached. The load fhus increased

during the first half of every loading cycle while the load decreased during the second

half
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During most of the tests carried out with specimens from batch 2, a K-type

thermocouple was employed to monitor variations in the specunen surface temperature

during cycling. Subsequently, the macroscopic mode of fracture was employed to

discnminate between the fatigue regimes. For the first few tests, glue ("crazy glue") was

employed to attach the junction of the thermocouple to the specimen surface.

Subsequently, the junction was retained on the surface by a mbber band. Also, for the

first few tests, the extensometer knifes and the grips were directly in contact with the

specimen. Subsequently, a thin mbbery plastic band (approximately 0.25 mm thick) was

installed between the extensometer knifes and the grips as protection to avoid surface

crack initiation at these locations.

A data acquisition rate of approximately 50 Hz was employed for the tests carried

out on the MTS 415 machine. This rate was not suflRcient to enable the calculation of the

dynamic properties parameters (c. f. section 3. 5). For these tests, only the fatigue lifetime

results are reported here. For the tests on the Instron 8511, the signals from the load cell

and from the extensometers were collected by the controller and transferred to a

computerized data acquisition system at a frequency of 500 Hz during preprogrammed

loading cycles. Wavemaker software (Series DC Software Suite, vl004, Instron, 1996)

was employed to control the test. For each preprogrammed loading cycle, the software

stored a set of approximately 100 data points. Before typically 2 million cycles of

loading, the first data points of each set corresponded approximately to the beginning of

the third quadrant of the waveform (point of mimmum sfasss). After typicaUy 2 millions

cycles, the first data point of each set corresponded to other positions on the waveform

(often at the beginning of the fourth or even the first quadrant). The capacity of the

computer or an error in the software are proposed as potential origins. In order to cany

out regressions on the data at given positions on the hysteresis loops, it was at time

necessary to join the data points from the beginning and the end of a set. This procedure

did not appear to have any consequence on fhe variability in the values of the strain

response parameters and of the dynamic properties parameters (see section 3.5)
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lculated employing a home designed Microsoft Excel "macro" program, which has

been written in Microsoft Visual Basic.

3. 5 STRAIN RESPONSE AND DYNAMIC PROPERTIES PARAMETERS

The four prime parameters employed to characterize the strain response were the

longitudmal strain amplifaide (e Amp), the longitudinal accumulated strain <^ Ace), the rate of

strain accumulation (£^) and the accumulated volume strain (^/Vo, Ace)- These parameters

were calculated from the following relationships:

Equation 3. 1:

Equation 3.2

Equation 3.3

Equation 3.4

Equation 3.5

£Amp = ~^ (£Max ~ £Min) '

^Acc = ^Min ~ ^M in f

£, = £r+l - £'~1
^, -^-1 '

AV
V.

=(1+£, )(!-^)2-1

<AT) _fA F) fAT)'
(0 JACC {, V0 juin ^ V0 )M,n

where £ Max is the ma?dmum longitudinal strain m a single cycle, £ Mm is the

longitudinal strain in a single cycle, the superscript "1" indicates the values measured

during the first loading cycle, A^/Vo is fhe instantaneous volume sti-atn, £ ^ is the

instantaneous longitudinal strain, £ ^ is the instantaneous transverse strain (i.e. sti-ain in

the width or long-fa-ansverse direction), and 2lT/Fo, ^i-n is the minimum volume strain in a

single cycle. When the tests were carried out employing the option "amplitude control"

on the Instron controller, a decrease in the minimum cyclic stress of the order of 1 MPa

was noted during the first 100 cycles. For this reason, a correction on the accumulated
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sti-ain has been applied in most cases by employing, instead of Eqiiation 3.2, the

following equation:

Equation 3.6 J <7Min
. Ace - '-A/fn '-A/in -i- ?c M̂in

where s Mm is the minimum longitudmal strain in a single cycle, the superscript "1"

indicates the values measured during the first loading cycle and c^Min is the minimum

cyclic stress. Finally, for the few tests carried out in tension-compression, the

accumulated strain was calculated from the above equations but also from the following

equation:

Equation 3.7 J aMax
. Arc ~ '-Mm '-^Max -i- '

rto

From the time-stress-strain response, numerous calculations have been made to

characterize the evolution of several parameters of the dynamic properties. The three

prime parameters considered were the average width of the hysteresis loops ^v ̂ ysi), the

loss tangent ̂ an S) and the storage modulus <p'). These parameters were calculated from

the following relationships:

Equation 3.8:

w
Hyst

1 v- f ̂ . " + io/o * 2<7An, p ) - b,, ^, ^ (CT^ + i% * 2^^) - b,^,.^

1=20,50,80',801 i, increase 'i. decrease

Equation 3.9: Af = (OM'" +50%SK2^^)-^- _ (c7^ +50%*2o-, ^)-^^^
'I increase m,'1 Decrease

Equation 3.10:

Equation 3. 11:

8=M*27t*f ,

0-
E'=^^cosS ;

'Amp

where a'Mm is the minimum cyclic stress, a'Amp is the stress amplitude, m ,, increase and

bi. increase are respectively the slope and the ordinate at zero strain of the linear regression
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between stress and strain employing the seven data points from the increasing part of the

cycle that were the nearest to tihe stress target (of cfMin + ff/6*2a'Amp), m, decrease and

b ̂decrease are the equivalent from the decreasing part of the cycle, A is the time delay of

the sfa-ain relative to the stress calculated from the symmetry points for the curves

(symmetoy points estimated at OMm + (7Amp and SMin + SAmp), m^crease and bt,, ncrease are

respectively the slope and the ordinate at zero time of the linear regression between sti-ess

and time employing the seven data points from the increasmg part of the cycle that were

the nearest to the stress terget (of OMin + 50%*2cfAmp), m^ecrease and bi.decrease are the

equivalent from the decreasing part of the cycle, f is the frequency, and £Amp is the sbain

amplitude.

The apparent plastic strain (e piMaxInc) was one of the other parameters

calculated by the "Excel Macro" program. The calculation was based on the relationship

Max V5 ^increaseS^MaxInc = £^ - M^ ' /°-'"cre"e ;
ft2j

Equation 3. 12:
'50%, increase

where £ Max is the maximum cyclic strain, a Max is the maximum cyclic stress, and

inso%, increase and bso%, mcrease are respectively the slope and the ordinate at zero strain of the

linear regression between stress and strain employing the seven data points from the

increasmg part of the cycle that were the nearest to c^Mm + 50%*2cfAmp- Some results

from tests carried with specimens from batch 2 were presented in a previous report

(Bellemare, PFE1, Ecole Polytechnique, 2001). These results as well as fhe subsequent

results obtained on specimens from batch 3 presented a considerable amount of scatter.

This scatter is likely to originate from the imprecision in the values of s Max and ff Max

associated with the data acquisition rate. For this reason, the results are neither presented

nor discussed here. With the current data, the deviation from linearity could probably be

best described by the difference between m2o%, mcrease 
and mgoyo. increase (Ae slope from a

linear regression between the stress and strain at sfa-ess targets of respectively o'Min +

20%*2aAmp and OMin + 80%*2(jAn, p).
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Figure 3. 6: Visual representation of some of the parameters employed to
characterize the macroscopic response: a) hysteresis loops from
experimental data, b) schematic view of an hysteresis loop and c)real
stress-time and strain-time response over a single loading cycle
(beginning at the third quadrant).
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3.6 TESTING METHODOLOGY FOR FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

The fatigue crack propagation tests were conducted on the Instron 8511 servo-

hydraulic machine at a frequency in the range from lOto 20 Hz andat a loading ratio R

of 0. 1. Except for one test, a razor blade cut was introduced at the tip of the notch just

prior to testing. An extensometer was employed to measure the crack opening

displacement. During testing, the crack advance was automatically calculated by the

software from the cyclic compliance response of the specimen. The initial AK value was

in the range from 0.4 to 0. 9 MPa rr^ and the constant AK gradient was in the range from

0.04 mm to 0. 14 mm"'. In the results section, the actual values of the parameters for

which a range is given here are specified for each test. The testing procedure

corresponded to the standard practices in the laboratory in which the tests were carried

out (Bureau, 2001).

3.7 FRACTOGRAPHIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

After the tests, the iractured specimens were put in individual plastic bags and

stored in a desiccator. Fractographic observations were later carried out on many of these

specmiens. The fracture surfaces were coated with a palladium-gold alloy and the

observations were made with a JEOL JSM-6100 SEM. Also, morphological observations

on transverse cross-section and near the crack plane have been carried out on one

specimen. These latter observations were made on a sample prepared by microtomy at

low temperature. The microtomed surface was coated with palladium and the

observations were made with a Hitachi S 4700 field emission gun SEM (FEGSEM). The

loading conditions and fhe positions where the observations were made will be indicated

in describing the results.
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4 FATIGUE AND POST-FATIGUE RESULTS

A few experimental results that are not directly related to fatigue testing have

already been presented in the previous section. In this section, the results directly related

to fatigue testing are presented. These include results on the stress-strain response and on

the fatigue life of non-notched axial fatigue specimens, the crack propagation rates in pre-

creaked specimens and the fi-actographic and morphological obser/ations.

4.1 AXIAL FATIGUE

From the literatire review (c. f. section 2.3), it appears that the exfoliated

nanopardcles are small and their hypothetical ability to prevent void coalescence, to

increase the volume of a damage zone and/or to bridge the fi-actured surfaces of a small

crack could be limited to the initiation regime of fatigue. Also, it is established that the

initiation of a macroscopic crack in a non-notched specimen absorbs most of the fatigue

lifetime (c. f. section 2.3.2). It is principally for these reasons that several axial fatigue

tests have been carried out on non-notched specimens. The methodology described in

section 3.4 has been followed and further details regarding the specific test parameters

are given in the following subsections.

4. 1. 1 T es of Fracture

Depending on the testing parameters, different types of fi-achn-e were observed.

The types of fracture observed experimentally can be classified as follows:

Macroscopically ductile fi-ach.ire: an unstable temperature increase is noted
before fiacture and the specimen fails through necking;

Macroscopically brittle fracture: the temperature mitially mcreases (by less
than 3°C for PNC of batch 2 cycled at 78 MPa, which corresponds
approximately to the stress at the onset of non-linearity during tensile tests)
but then stabilizes and fhe specmien fails in a macroscopically brittle manner
before any further temperature mcrease.
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For the reasons utlined in section 2. 3.2. 1, efforts have been made to avoid thermal

effects as well as necking. The term thermally dominated fracture employed in section

2. 3.2. 1 has been changed to macroscopically ductile fracture in light of the possibility

that the temperature increase, in some cases, could originate from a mechanical instability

(c. f. section 4. 1. 2). For the tests with PNC specimens from batch 2, the transition between

the two regunes was found between 78 and 80 MPa for the regular sinusoidal waveform.

Unless otherwise specified, the results reported here were obtained in the

macroscopically brittle fracture regime.

4. 1.2 Effect of Testin Parameters for PNC

When crack initiation occurred in the bulk rather than at a free sxuface, the

lifetime was increased significantly (graphical comparison in Figure 4. 1, single test data

are in the legend of Figure 4.2). Although promoting surface initiation through non-

controlled defects has the advantageous effect of reducing the duration of the tests, the

fatigue lifetime then depends on extamsic parameters such as the severity of the defect at

which crack initiation occurred. For this reason, efforts were made to prevent surface

initiation (c.£ section 3.4). Unless otherwise specified, crack initiation occurred in the

bulk of the PNC specimens.

In an initial attempt to minimize the duration of each test, the efFect of the loading

waveform on the fatigue lifetime was studied. As shown in Figure 4. 1, the inta-oduction of

rest periods does not have a significant efiFect on the fatigue lifetime. Employing a

toapezoidal waveform may reduce slightly the number of cycles to fracture. However, the

stress at the transition between the macroscopically ductfle and the macroscopically

brittle regime was found to decrease from 78 MPa for the continuous sinusoidal

waveform to approximately 72 MPa for the trapezoidal wavefonn (TRA2), thus

eliminating the potential rcduction in the duration of the tests. Even though the initial

objective was not achieved, an analysis of the effect of the waveform on the stram

response is of interest in detenmning the origin of the fatigue damage processes. The
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efifect of the fracture initiation site on the sta-ain response is also of interest. These results

are presented here.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of the fracture initiation site and of the waveform on the fatigue
lifetime (TRA2: trapezoidal loading with a loading rate of
approximately 1600 MPa/s, a hold time of 0.3 s at maximum stress and
a hold time of 0.1 s at minimum stress).

The accumulated strain response for different PNC specimens that experienced

continuous cycling at the same maximum cyclic stress of approximately 75 MPa is

shown in Figure 4.2 as a function of the number of cycles. The legend (in the box to the

right of the figure) indicates the crack initiation site, the waveform, the maximum cyclic

sti-ess and the lifetime for each test. On a semi-log scale figure 4.2a), a comparison of

the results from tests PNC 12, 14, 39 and 41 reveals the absence of a correlation between

the position of the crack initiation (or the fatigue lifetime) and the accumulated strain

response. On a log-log scale (Figure 4.2b), the slopes for the curves near the end of each

test are approximately the same for all tests in which the waveform was sinusoidal.

However, the slopes appeared slightly reduced when the waveform was triangular

(Triang).
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waveform. Whether the crack initiated near the glue, near the
extensometer knife, out of the gauge section, i.e. in the grip, or in the
bulk is specified.
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The sfa-ain amplitude response measured during the same tests is shown in Figure

4.3. The initial stmm amplitude varies by less than 5% between the tests. This initial

difference is maintained throughout the test. Independently of its origin, this variability

has no effect on the interpretation of the results. When the waveform is triangular instead

of sinusoidal, the increase in the sta-ess amplitude during the test is lower, which is a

consequence of a decrease on the time near the maximum and minimum loads. As for the

accumulated strain, there is no correlation between the crack initiation location (or fhe

fatigue lifetime) and the measiirsd strain response. Based on these measurements, it can

be concluded that the occiurence of microsfaurtural damage by crack initiation and

propagation cannot be detected from the accumulated stram or from the sta'atn amplitude

responses.
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Figure 4.3: Strain amplitude response of PNC from batch 2. Whether the crack
initiated near the glue, near the extensometer knife, out of the gauge
section, i.e. in the grip, or in the bulk is specified.
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(SIN4) seconds between blocks of five loading cycles.
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The effect of mtroducing rest periods on the accumulated strain can be determined

by comparing the results shown in Figure 4.4a for tests PNC26, PNC30 and PNC31. Rest

periods at minimum load appear to reduce the accumulated strain after a given number of

loading cycles as well as the slope in the log-log linear regime (Figure 4.4b).

The effect of the time at minimum load and of the loading rate can be examined

from the accumulated strain response to different ta-apezoidal waveforms shown in Figure

4. 5. Only the tests at a maximum cyclic stress of 75 MPa are considered here (tests

PNC50 to PNC53). Assuming that an increase h the time at maximum load from 0.8 to

0.9 s should have a small effect on the resistance, the difference in the response between

test PNC51 and PNC 52 should originate from the increase from 0. 1 to 0.9 s in the time

at minimum load. This effect has previously been reported during fatigue ofPE at R = -1

(c. f. section 2.4. 1.2). Since the response during tests PNC52 and PNC53 was similar even

if the loading rate was decreased from approximately 2000 to 1000 MPa/s while the other

parameters were kept constant, it appears that the strain rate has no important effect on

the accumulated strain within the limited range tested.

Also shown in Figure 4. 5 is the relationship between the strain response and the

occurrence or non-occurrence of necking prior to specimen fi-acture. For the four tests

that failed by necking (PNC50 to PNC 53), the evolution of the curves was

approximately the same up to 3% of accumulated strain, which suggests the absence of

thermal instability up to that strain. With an accumulated strain of more than 3%,

mechanical instability due to a competitive effect between geometiical softening and

strain hardening, which results necking, might have been a precursor to the final

temperature rise. In practical terms, it appears difficult to increase the total accumulated

strain above a certain critical value without mducing necking.
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Figure 4.5: Accumulated strain response ofPNC (batch 2) loaded employing a
trapezoidal waveform with loading rates of approximately 1600 MPa/s
(TRA2), 2000 MPa/s (MTS1) or 1000 MPa/s (MTS2) and variable hold
times at maximum (Max) and minimum (Min) loads. Note: specimens
PNC50 to PNC53 failed by necking.

4. 1.3 Effect of the Size of the Hetero eneities in the Bulk

After the axial fatigue tests, the fracture surfaces were observed iising SEM. From

the divergence of the crack propagation (or ridge) lines on these surfaces, it was possible

to detennine the crack initiation site (fractographic details are provided in section 4. 3).

An heterogeneity in the form of an inclusion was found at fhe crack initiation site in each

specimen of PNC. Two of these inclusions found in specimens from batch 2 are shown in

Figure 4. 6 and Figure 4. 7. The XRay scattering data collected wifh an energy dispersive

spectrometer (EDS) at the position of these inclusions did not reveal the presence of

inorganic compounds, thus suggesting that they corresponded to organic impurities. Two

inclusions found in specimens from batch 3 are shown in Figure 4. 8 and Figure 4.9. The

X-Ray scattering data collected with an EDS at the position of these inclusions (Figure
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4. 10 and Figure 4. 11) revealed the presence of either Mg and Si or Mg and Ca, indicating

the presence of inorganic compounds. An increase m the specimen fatigue lifetime was

noted between the specimens from batch 2 aid 3 and this increase can be correlated with

a decrease in size of the particles observed at the crack initiation site (Table 4. 1) as well

as to a change the nature of the inclusions from organic to inorganic. By changing

slightly the processing parameters (c. f. section 3.2) between batch 2 and batch 3, less

contaminated specimens were produced. Therefore, the inclusions found in specimens

from batch 2 were most probably infa-oduced in the material during injection molding.

The length of the inclusions along their long axis was found to have a determinant

efiFect on the fatigue lifetime (Table 4. 1). Efforts made to establish a relationship between

the exact size of the inclusion and the lifetune did not give satisfactory results. The stress

concenfa^tion factor associated with the shape of the particle, the strength of the interface

and the site of crack initiation (e.g. distance from the nearest external surface) probably

affects the fatigue life results. The presence of inclusions of variable dimensions can

shadow the intrinsic properties of the material by affecting the fatigue life of the

specimens.

Table 4.1: Relationship between fatigue lifetime, the measured length in the long
axis (DlMax) and in the short axis (D2Max) of the inclusions observed at
the crack initiation site for PNC loaded at a maximum cyclic stress of
75-78 MPa (PNC 21 to 26 from batch 2; PNC 57 to 87 from batch 3).

Specimens

PNC21

PNC24

PNC26

PNC81

PNC80

PNC57

Lifetimes (kcyc)

125

240

350

466

700

863

Dl^(^tm) D2^(^m)
180

60

50

50

20

130

30

40

30

10

Not determined
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Figure 4.6: Large inclusion at the crack initiation site for test PNC 21 (78 MPa, 125
kilocycles to fracture).

8213 im

Figure 4.7: biclusion ofinterme diate size at the crack initiation site for test PNC 26
(78 MPa, 350 kilocycles to fracture).
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Figure 4.8: Inclusion of intermediate size at the crack initiation site of test PNC 81
(75 MPa, 466 kilocycles to fracture).

. »,. ^-

Figure 4.9: Small inclusion at the crack initiation site for test PNC 80 (75 MPa, 700
kilocycles to fracture).
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4. 1.4 Stress-Strain-Time Res onse of PNC versus PA6

All the results presented in this section were obtained by employing specimens

from batch 3. The tests on PNC specimens were carried out at maximum cyclic steesses

of approximately 75 and 57 MPa. The tests on PA6 specimens were all carried out at a

maximum cyclic sb-ess of approximately 57 MPa. The initial strain amplitude during tests

on PNC at 75 MPa was approximately 0.98%,while the initial strain amplitude during the

tests on PA6 (at 57 MPa) was approximately 0.93%. For this reason, the test parameters

employed enable a comparison of the behavior of both materials at similar sto-ess

amplitudes as well as at similar initial stram amplitudes. The general parameters and

particularities of each test are indicated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2:

Test

PNC80

PNC81

PNC82

PNC83

PNC57

PA22

PA23

PA26

PA27

PNC90

PNC92

PNC93

PNC66

General parameters and particularities of each test employing
specimens from batch 3.

Maximum Lifetime

stress (MPa) (kcyc)

75

75

75

75

75

57

57

57

57

57

57

57

57

700

466

565

241

863

1980

3321

2230

2057

4905

10470

4866

3197

Particularity (if any)

None

None

None

Fracture out of gauge section (excluded for fatigue life)

No strain data (included only for fatigue life)

None

Stopped for 15 min. at 2541 kcyc and restarted

Non

Rubber band holding the extensometer failed at 1560
kilocycles

None

None

Stopped for 4 hours at 2100 kcyc and restarted

No strain data (included only for fatigue life)
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The behavior has been characterized employing the strain response parameters as

well as the dynamic properties parameters defmed in section 3. 5. The figures and tables

referred to herein are grouped at the end of this subsection. For the discussion, the

macroscopic response of fhe materials will be divided in three different regimes based

upon the accumulated strain response:

Regime I: regime during which a power law relationship is noted between the
accumulated steain and the number of loading cycles,

Regime H: regmie during which the slope decreases on a log-log scale,

Regime DI: final regime during which the slope increases on a log-log scale.

This definition of the regimes based on the accumulated strain response will be employed

throughout this section. Figure 4. 12 presents the accumulated strain as a function of the

number of loading cycles on a log-log scale. The curves are approximately linear firom

approximately 10 to 105 loading cycles. This linearity indicates a power law relationship
between the variables. Based upon the variability in fhe results and on the limited

precision on fhe measurement of the sto-ain, the deviation Irom the linearity during the

first 10 to 100 cycles of the tests are considered within the expected experimental error.

Power law relationships have previoiisly been reported in fatigue (c.f. section 2.3.2) and

in creep (c. f. appendix, section A. 1.2.5). After approximately 10 -105 cycles, a transition

to regime H occurred, where the slope of the curves was found to decrease for all PA6

specimens and for PNC specimens tested at 57 MPa figure 4. 12b). For PNC specimens

at 75 MPa, the deviation from fhe power law regime I is less pronounced than for the

other tests. A regime II where the slope decreases is nevertheless clearly observed for at

least one test (PNC81). For PNC specimens, a regime UI where the slope increases was

observed, except for one test at 57 MPa. Whether PA6 presents a regime III is more

difficult to establish. For test PA22, a final regime HI appears to be present. For the three

other tests (PA23, PA26 and PA27), regime II prevailed up to the end of the curves.

However, the curves of tests PA23 and PA27 are incomplete. In test PA27, the mbber

band holding the extensometer failed at 1560 kilocycles while the specimen failed after

2057 kilocycles. Test PA23 was stopped (electrical shutdown) for 15 minutes at 2541
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kilocycles and fhen restarted. The total lifetime of this specimen was 3321 kilocycles. By

adding the data for the second part of this test (PA23B), the presence of a final increasing

regime DI is plausible. To summarize, regime I was observed in all cases. Regime H was

clearly observed at 57 MPa but was less evident for three of the four tests on PNC at 75

MPa. For non-intermpted tests, regime IH was observed except for one test on PA6 and

one on PNC at 57 MPa.

The accumulated strain response can also be presented on a plot of the logarithm

of the rate of strain accumulation versus the accumulated strain, as originally proposed by

Sherby and Dom (c. f. section 2.3.2.2). Sherby-Dom plots are presented in Figure 4. 13.

For at least three of the four tests on PNC at 75 MPa, the absolute value of the slope of

the curves decreases approximately continuously throughout the test. Near the end of the

test, the rate of accumulation of the strain becomes approximately constant. Under these

test conditions, there is no clear evidence of a transition between Ihe accumulated strain

regimes previously defined. However, the regimes previously defined can be correlated

with variations in the shape of fhe curves of fte others tests. Detailed analysis of the data

at 57 MPa with PA6 and PNC (c.f. Figure 4. 12, Figure 4. 13, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4)

indicates the following:

the transition from regime I to regime II is correlated with a change from a
positive to a negative inflection on a Sherby-Dom plot (observed for PNC81
and for all tests at 57 MPa);

regime HI corresponds to the portion of the curves where the slope is
approximately zero on a Sherby-Dom plot (observed for PNC80, PNC81,
PNC82, PNC90, PNC92, PA22 and PA23B).

The regimes previously defined based on the accumulated strain versus number of

loading cycles appear to correlate with the to'ansitions in the curves of the Sherby-Dom

plots. The Sherby-Dom plots indicate fhat fhe rate of steain accumulation is

approximately constant in regime D3. For PNC, this plateau value of the rate of strain

accumidation appears to be highly sensitive to the maximum stress. An increase in the

maximum stress from 57 to 75 MPa led to an increase in the plateau values from
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approximately IxlO'7 to 2xl0'6 %/cycle. It cannot be clearly established whether, if

heterogeneous crack initiation was retarded, PA6 would present a plateau value of

accumulated strain at a level similar to that for PNC at 57 MPa. However, the data of

Table 4. 3 and Table 4.4 from the non-intermpted test PA22 and the intermpted test PA23

suggest the existence of such a gateau. What can be clearly established is that the rate of

strain accumulation near the end of the tests is approximately the same for aU tests

carried out at a maximum cyclic stress of 57 MPa.

In their studies on PC, Mindel and Brown (1973, 1974) found that the component

of persistent strain started to be significant just before the minunum value of the strain

rate. Accelerated fi^cture was observed after a minimum in the curve of the Sherby-Dom

plots. This acceleration was probably a consequence of strain localization (necking). In

the current experiments, the accelerating regime was not observed. The stram rates during

tests PNC90 and PNC92 were clearly found to reach a plateau value, and not a minimum

point as previously observed by Mindel and Brown (1973, 1974) (c. f. section 2. 3.2. 2).

This difference could be attributed to fhe lower accumulated strain at which the minimum

strain rate is reached (total strain of approximately 8% for PC at high sta-ess and to less

than 5% in the present tests) and/or to the differences m strain hardening behavior

between amorphous and semicrystalline polymers.

The evolution of the measured accumulated volume variation during cycling is

shown in Figure 4. 14a. Up to approximately 103-104 loading cycles, the volume of the

specimens appears to increase slightly, which may be related to an increase in the fraction

of free volume in the polymer. After approximately 103-104 cycles, a decrease m volume

was measured. It is not known if the density of the material really increased or if the

volume decrease was an artifact of the measurement technique. In the calculation, the

contraction m the thickness or short-transverse direction was assumed to be equal to that

m the width or long-transverse direction. Assmning that local plane stress conditions

would favor lateral contraction, the contraction in the thickness direction should be at

least as large as and more probably larger than that in the width direction. Accordingly,

the assumption made that the strain in the thickness direction was equal to that measured
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in the width direction can be expected to underestimate any eventual volume contraction.

As alternative to this explanation, the thin plastic band employed to protect the specimen

from the grips of the long-bansverse extensometer could have contaacted during the test.

Finally, there could be a systematic experimental error on the measurement of the relative

value of the sfa-ain in any of fhe two directions. Even through these experimental errors

could have resulted in errors on the measured volume variation, any transition in the

shape of the curve nevertheless suggests a transition m the response of the material.

As shown in Figure 4. 14b, a transition from a negative inflection to a positive

inflection can be noted near the end of the curves in approximately 50% of the cases. In

the paper for the conference ANTEC 2002 (Bellemare, Bureau, Denault and Dickson,

2002), this transition (noted for PNC80, PNC82 and PNC83) was suggested to indicate

the onset of localized deformation within the gauge length of the longitudinal

extensometer but not at the position where the transverse extensometer was installed.

However, this suggestion fails to describe the behavior of specimen PNC92. For this

specunen which did not fail (tfae test was intentionally stopped after 24 days), an increase

in the volume was noted despite an approximately constant rate of sti-ain acciunulation

over the last 10 million cycles. Because of the absence of stram. acceleration, it is unlikely

that macroscopic strain localization measurable by the extensometers would have

initiated in this test approximately after 1 million cycles. Based upon Figure 4. 12 and

Figure 4. 14, a fair correspondence could be found between the number of loading cycles

at which regime HI begins and the number of loading cycles at which the last tiansition is

observed in the curves of tests PNC80, PNC82, PA22, PNC90 and PNC92. This suggests

that the proportion of the accumulated strain that is dilatational is larger in regime HI than

in regimes I and II.

From the evolution of the strain response parameters during the tests, three fatigue

regimes have been identified. The definition of these regimes will also be employed to

discuss toansitions in the evolution of the dynamic properties parameters during fatigue

testing. The first dynamic parameter considered is the storage modulus. As shown in

Figure 4. 15, the ciirve of the storage modulus versus the logarithm of the number of
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loading cycles is negative in regime I. In that regime, the storage modulus generally

decreases although a small initial increase followed by a decrease was noted for two tests

at 57 MPa (PNC93 and PA23). The negative inflection of all the curves suggests a

competitive effect between processes of hardening and softening.

At 57 MPa, the transition from regime I to regime II approximately corresponds

to the transition from a negative inflection to a positive inflection. In PNC at 75 MPa, the

inflection decreased but appeared to remain negative. In all cases, it can be stated fhat the

transition from regime I to regime II corresponds to a condition where the resistance of

the material to cyclic softening starts to increase. A decrease in E' followed by an

increase has already been reported in tension-tension axial fatigue on PA66 conditioned

at 50% humidity by Lesser (1995). Finally, a regime HI m the E' response (Figure 4. 15)

was observed for the same tests as for the accumulated strain (Figure 4. 12).

Figure 4. 16 presents the measured evolution of the loss tangent (tan 8) during the

tests. For a given test, the variabUity in the results is small when considering that data

were stored every 0.02 s and that the time delay of the strain relative to the sta^ss was

typically approximately 0.0004 s. This low variability supports the validity of the

developed calculation from the raw data. When comparing the tests carried out at 75 MPa

with PNC, the variability between the tests also appears acceptable. However, a large

discrepancy is found in the results at 57 MPa. For test PNC92, the parameter tan 8 even

reached a negative value. In order to evaluate the validity of the calculation technique

employed for the calculation of tan 5, the results from the calculation of the average

hysteresis width are shown in Figure 4. 17. For test PNC92, the average hysteresis width

is also negative. Figure 4. 18 (a and b) presents the raw data for the hysteresis loop stored

during the 100th cycle. From Figure 4. 18a, the negative value of the width is not due to an

improper calculation technique as the loop is completely closed. When a positive width is

measured, such as at the 107 cycle of the same test, a positive width of fhe hysteresis

loop can be resolved easily figure 4. 1 Sb). Apart from the fact that tan 8 and the average

width of the hysteresis loop both present the same anomaly, fhe evolution of these

parameters for each test are highly comparable. For this reason, it can be stated that the
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evolution m the hysteresis energy dissipated during the tests is pnmarily a consequence

of changes in the clamping capacity of the material. Therefore, only the evolution

parameter tan 5 will be considered further in this section and in the general discussion

(c. f. section 5. 1).

To explain the discrepancy between the tests at 57 MPa, it is proposed that the

stress and stram were not acquired and stored properly by the acquisition system. Based

on this assumption, small corrections have been made on the time scale of the strain for

three of the 11 tests carried out. For at least two of these three tests, the pre-loading

parameters were slightly different than for the other eight tests, which supports the

hypothesis of an absolute error on the time scale of the strain relative to the stress caused

by the acquisition system. As shown in Figure 4. 19, corrections of less than 0.0003s

allowed to conciliate the data.

The data in Figure 4. 19 are thought to be more representative of the actual

behavior of the materials. In regime I, the damping capacity of all specimens is found to

initially decrease and then to increase, but the inflexion of the curves remained positive

throughout that regime. The transition between regimes I and H corresponds

approximately to an inflexion point. As for the other parameters, the transition is better

resolved for PA6 than for PNC. For the tests where a regime HI is observed, this regime

is associated with a change to a positive inflexion as well as a significant increase in tan

5.

All fa-ansitions observed in the evolution of the dynamic parameters correlate wifh

the regimes previously defined based on the evolution of the strain response. The results

of this section are summarized in Table 4. 5.
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Table 4.3: The rate of strain accumulated versus number of loading cycles near
the end of the non-interrupted test PA22 (For additional details, see
Table 4.2).

C cles Ace Strain

1000000
1100000
1200000

1300000
1400000

1500000
1600000
1700000
1800000
1900000
1975000

/o

2.2306
2.2565
2.2801

2.3015
2.3220
2.3427
2.3629
2.3809
2.4073
2.4297
2.4483

Ace Strain Rate

%/cycle

2.48E-07
2. 25E-07
2. 10E-07
2. 06E-07
2.04E-07
1.91E-07
2.22E-07
2.44E-07
2.34E-07

Table 4.4: The rate of strain accumulation versus number of loading cycles: (a)
before test interruption (end of test PA23A) and (b) after interruption
(test PA23B) (For additional details, see Table 4.2)

C cles

1000000
1100000
1200000

1300000
1400000
1500000
1600000
1700000
1800000
1900000
2000000

2100000
2200000
2300000

2400000
2500000

(a)

Ace Strain
%

2.1887
2.2198
2.2481
2.2732
2.2963

2. 3168
2. 3380
2.3543
2.3659
2.3862
2.4011
2.4141
2.4299
2.4400
2.4520
2.4516

Ace Strain Rate

%/cycle

2.97E-07
2.67E-07
2.41 E-07
2. 18E-07

2. 09E-07
1. 87E-07
1. 39E-07
1. 60E-07
1.76E-07
1.40E-07
1.44E-07
1.29E-07
1. 10E-07
5.79E-08

C cles

100000
200000
300000
400000
500000
600000
700000
780000

Ace Strain
%

2.450
2.460
2. 468
2.469
2.476
2.499
2. 514
2.521

Ace Strain Rate
%/c de

8.78331 E-08
4.71699E-08
4. 06637E-08
1.48015E-07
1.91932E-07
1.21087E-07

(b)
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Table 4. 5: Summary of the evolution of the strain response and of the dynamic
properties (in the three regimes defined from the strain response).

Parameters

Accumulated strain versus

cycles (log-Iog scale)

Accumulated strain rate

(log scale) versus
accumulated strain

Accumulated volume

variation versus cycles
(semi-Iog scale)

Storage modulus versus
cycles (semi-log scale)

Tan 5 versus cycles
(semi-log scale)

Hysteresis width versus
cycles (semi-log scale)

I

Linear

Positive
inflection

Regimes

II

Negative inflection

Negative inflection
(or positive but

smaller inflection)

Not clearly resolved

Negative
inflection

Positive

inflection

Positive inflection

(or inflection TT)

Negative inflection

Same as for tan 5

Ill

Positive inflection

Value

approximately
constant

ositive inflection

(sigmficance 11 in
several cases)

Important JJ

Important ft

4. 1. 5 Effect of Test Interru tion on the Stress-Strain-Time Res onse

Test PNC93 was intennpted in regime It after 2100 kilocycles for approximately

4 hours, because of an electrical shutdown, and then restarted. The effects of this

intermption on the evolution of the sti-ain response and on the dynamic properties are

presented and discussed in this section. The results obtained after the test interruption in

PNC93 are presented in test PNC94. Figure 4.20 suggests little history effect on the

evolution of Ae dynamic property tan 5 at the beginning of regime I. Assuming that the

initial reduction in tan 5 is produced by the accumulation of steain energy, this result

suggests that an important proportion of fhat strain energy has been released during the

test interruption. Except for the response after 650 kilocycles, the average value of tan 6

appears to be approximately the same in the pre-fatigued specimen as in fhe virgin one.

Finally, a sharp peak in tan § is observed after 650 kilocycles. As will be discussed later,

this peak value corresponds to a transition in fhe accumulated strain response.
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As shown in Figure 4. 21a, employing a pre-fatigued specimen instead of a virgin

specimen has little effect on the overall accumulated strain obtained at 10 kilocycles.

However, the shape of the curve has a negative inflection instead of being approximately

linear. The accumulated strain at the 100 cycle is higher in the pre-fatigued specimen

than in the virgin one. Recoverable strain energy is likely to accumulate during cyclic

loading and to induce strain hardening. During the test intemiption of 4 hours, most of

this strain energy has been released (c.f. tan 8 response above). For this reason, the

accumulated strain response after test intermption should be similar to the response of the

virgin specimen. Finally, some microstructural changes that led to softening might still be

present in the microstmcture, which could account for the initial higher value.

After 10 kilocycles, the elongation in the pre-fatigued specimen started to be

lower than in the virgin one. During test intennption, strain energy stored in a larger

activation volume or some microstmctural changes might not have been released, which

could explain the increased resistance to the accumulation of sta-ain. In the regime II of

the pre-fatigued specimen, a rapid increase in the accumulated strain occurred within 10

kilocycles. This rapid increase correlates with a peak value of tan 5 (Figure 4. 20). Lesser

(1995) also reported that a stepwise increase in the accumulated sfrain correlated with a

peak in tan 5.

As shown in Figure 4. 21b, the initial storage modulus of the pre-fatigued

specimen is approximately the same as the storage modulus at the end of the previous

cyclic loading program (ciuve for PNC94 is the continiiation of that for PNC93). Also,

the evolution of the storage modulus is different for the pre-fatigued than for the viigin

specimen. Strain-induced softening is not observed in fhe pre-fatigued specimen. Rather,

the material appears to harden as if the entire test was in regime H. Based on these

observations, it can be concluded that the history effect on the storage modulus is

particularly important.
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4. 1. 6 Effect of Loadin Ratio on the Stress-Strain-Time Res onse

As mentioned in the methodology (c. f. section 3.4), R was maintained at 0. 1 for

all tests except for a few tests. These latter tests (PNC43, PNC44 and PNC45) were

carried out on PNC specimens at R=-l (tension-compression), a Amp = 40 MPa and e Amp "

1.08%. Under these testing conditions, s. Amp was sunilar to that in the PNC specimens

tested at R=0. 1 and at a maximum cyclic sfa-ess of 57 MPa (results presented in sections

4. 1.4 and 4. 1. 5).

The accumulated steam response calculated for the minimum strain by employing

Equation 3. 6 (as for tests carried out at R = 0. 1) is shown in Figure 4.22a. Up to

approximately 105 cycles, there is no significant increase in the accumulated strain

calciilated from the minimum strain. The variability between the two tests can be partially

attributed to the low value of accumulated strain. For test PNC44, the step variation at 2 x

105 cycles is probably due to a displacement of the extensometer. Based upon the results

from both tests, the accumulated strain appears to increase after 10 cycles. Because of

the high variability obtained while employing the conventional calculation techmque

(Equation 3. 6), tiie accumulated sti-ain response has also been characterized employing

the maximum strain (Equation 3.7). As shown in Figure 4.22b, the accumulated strain

calculated from the maximum strain initially decreases in a similar way during both tests.

As for the case where the accumulated strain was calculated from the mmimum strain,

this sto-ain appears to increase after approximately 105 cycles.

Reducing the loading ratio from 0. 1 to -1 appeared to eliminate any large sfa-ain

accumulation up to 10 cycles. On a log-log scale, a negative inflection typical of regime

II is observed after 105 cycles (Figure 4. 23). In the PNC specimens tested at R = 0. 1 and

at a maximum cyclic stress of 57 MPa, the transition between regimes I and H was also at

approximately 105 cycles. These results suggest that the previously defined regimes are
also applicable to the behavior m tension-compression and that strain accumulation is

more dependent on the average stress in regime I than in regime II.
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Figure 4.23: Same results as in Figure 4.22 but presented on a log-log scale.

For these tests at R = -1, the parameters for the dynamic properties have also been

calculated. As shown in Figure 4.24a, the ci.irves of tan 6 present a positive inHection up

to approximately 10 cycles where a transition to a negative inflection is observed. As

shown in Figure 4.24b, the curves of E' present a negative mflection up to approximately

10 cycles. At approximately 105 cycles, a change to a positive inflection is observed.

The evolution of the parameters tan 8 and E' as well as the number of cycles at which the

fa-ansition between regimes I and H is observed are very similar to fhe those during

tension-tension tests at the same strain amplitude. However, E' could possibly stabilize in

regime II rather than increase. Varying the loading ratio R fiom -1 to 0. 1 while

maintainmg the strain amplitude has Uttle effect on the evolution of the dynamic

properties. This result strongly suggests that the deformation events leading to the
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evolution of the dynamic properties are stt^ss (or stram) amplitude controlled. All the

stress-sfaain-time results will be further discussed in section 5. 2.
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Figure 4.24: Dynamic response for PNC specimens tested at R=-l, VS Amp = 40 MPa
and e Amp ss 1.08%: (a) Tan 8; (b) Storage modulus E'.
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4. 1.7 Fati ue Lifetimes

As a result of cyclic loading, the axial fatigue specimens finally fi-actured. Above

a critical maximum cyclic stress of approximately 78 MPa for PA6/clay aid 60 MPa for

PA6, fracture occurred in a macroscopically ductile manner (modes of fi-acture defined in

section 4. 1. 1). Below these critical maximum cyclic sfaiesses, the Irachire was

macroscopically brittle. It should be noted that the transition between these types of

fi-achirc was observed in both niaterials at a similar initial strain amplitude.

In Figure 4.25, the fatigue life is plotted as a function of the maximum cyclic

stress for PA6 and PNC specimens from batch 3 (S-N curves). For PNC, the transition

from a macroscopically ductile to a macroscopically brittle fracture corresponded to a

change in the relationship between maximum stress and lifetime. For PA6, a similar

change is expected even though the amount of data collected in the mechanically

dominated regime is not sufRcient to conclude. From the results found in the literature

(Crawford and Benham, 1974a; Lesser, 1995), the curves in the thermally dominated

regime (for the origm of fiacture in that regime, c. f. section 2.3.2. 1) should have a

positive inflection. However, the inflections in the curves in Figure 4.25 are negative in

the macroscopically ductile regime. To explain this discrepancy, it is proposed that

mechanical mstability (necking) was a precursor of the temperature increase for the

fracfaires at maximum cyclic stresses of 78 MPa in PNC and of 62 MPa in PA6. This idea

was first introduced at the end of section 4. 1.2 based on the apparent threshold value, of

fhe accumulated strain, above which macroscopically ductile fi-acture occurred. There

could be a fatigue regime between the thermally dominated regime and the

macroscopically brittle regime in which macroscopic mechanical instability would be a

precursor which activates the temperature increase and the macroscopically ductile

fracture.
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Figure 4.25: S-N curves for PNC and PA6 tested under the same conditions in the
thermally and in the mechanically dominated regime.

In the macroscopically brittle regime, the test parameters have been selected to

compare the resistance of PNC and PA6 at the same maximum sfa^ss of 57 MPa and at

similar initial strain amplitude of approximately 0.95% (PNC at 75 MPa and PA6 at 57

MPa). The numerical data for the lifetime of each test specimen are presented in Table

4.2 (page 106) while the average lifetimes calculated from 4 data points for each test

condition are presented in Table 4. 6 (averages made on the logarithm of the lifetimes). At

a same maximum cyclic stress, the average fatigue life was slightly more than 2 times

higher for PNC than for PA6. However, at a similar initial sfa-ain amplitude the average

life was more than 3 times lower for PNC than for PA6.
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Table 4.6: Average fatigue lifetime for PNC and PA6 tested at a same maximum
stress of 57 MPa or at similar initial strain amplitude of approximately
0.95% (averages made on the logarithm of the lifetimes).

Average
lifetime

(kcyc)

Ratio

Same maximum stress
(57 MPa)

PNC PA6

5289 2344

More than 2 fold higher for PNC

Similar initial strain amplitude

PNC
(75MPa; 0.98%)

PA6
(57MPa;0. 93%)

632 2344

More than three fold lower for PNC

4.2 FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

Employing pre-cracked specimens, the macroscopic fatigue crack propagation

rate (da/dN) has been monitored as a function of the range of stress intensity factor (AK).

The results from these tests are presented on Paris type of plots in Figure 4.26 and Figure

4.27. As shown in Figure 4.26, the scatter in the test results for PNC is relatively high.

For tests tpacdl and tpacd2, the constant AK gradient employed was probably too high to

enable the software to accurately control and monitor the growth of the cracks. As will be

shown in the fractographic observations section (section 4.3.2), the step in the crack

propagation rate that occurred during test ncd2 corresponded to a point where the local

crack propagation direction and the macroscopic crack propagation direction were ffiarly

perpendicular. This difference in the crack propagation directions appears to explain the

apparent higher FCP resistance of that specimen. Since the curve for test ncd3 also

presents a step at approximately the same position, the FCP resistance might also have

been overestimated during that test. In comparison to the ciirves for tests ncd2 and ncd3,

the curve for test ncd5 is very linear. For these reasons, the FCP rate results primarily

considered will be those for test ncd5.
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Figure 4.26: Macroscopic fatigue crack propagation rate versus range of stress
intensity factor for PNC specimens (initial stress intensity varied;
constant AK gradient of 0.14 for tpacdl, 0.11 for tpacd2 and 0.04 for the
others; razor blade cut introduced before the tests except for test ncd3;
results for tests tpacdl and tpacd2 are from Bureau, 2002).

Three tests were carried out with specimens of PA6 and the results are shown in

Figure 4.27. For two of these tests the initial AK was 0.9 MPa.m 2, the ciirves obtained

were linear, and the results were highly reproducible. For the third and last test on PA6,

the initial AK was 0. 6 MPa. m 2, the curve was linear (except possibly near the end) and

the crack propagation rate was slightly higher than during the two other tests. This small

difference m flie results could be related to a difference in the initial AK. The results

shown in Figure 4.27 suggest fhat the FCP resistance of PA6 s decreased as a result of

the addition ofnanoparticles.
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Figure 4.27: ]V[acroscopic fatigue crack propagation rate versus range of stress
intensity for PA6 (one test starting at a AK of 0. 6 MPa.ml/2, 2002, and
the two others at 0.9 MPa.m ; constant AK gradient of 0.04; razor
blade cut introduced before the tests) and PNC (same data as in Figure
4.26 except that tests ncd2 and ncd3 have been removed).

4.3 FRACTOGRAPHY

After any axial fatigue tests in fhe macroscopically brittle fatigue regime, the

fracture surface obtained presented two types of regions (c.f. Figure 4.28): a relatively

small flat region perpendicular to the loading direction and a surrounding region inclined

at very approximately 45° to the sto-ess axis. As will become evident from the results to be

presented shortly, the small and flat region corresponded to FCP while the surrounding

region corresponded to final fecftire. The FCP region is of principal interest here.
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4.3. 1 Fati ue Crackin in Non-Notched S ecimens of PNC

In PNC, the general characteristics of the FCP region were the same for

specimens firom batches 2 and 3 at all maximum cyclic stresses. These characteristics will

be exemplified employing observations made on a specimen from batch 2 loaded at a

maximum cyclic stress of 70 MPa. When observed at low magnification (Figure 4.28),

the majority of the FCP region appeared brighter on average than the surrounding fmal

fracture region. This observation can be interpreted by a higher average local inclination

in the FCP zone resulting from the presence of fibrillated matter, as will be described in

detail later. Near the boundaries of the FCP zone, the brightness decreased and became

even less than that in the final fracture region. This decrease in brightness corresponded

to a to-ansition in the mode of separation of the surfaces. Nearer to the middle of the FCP

zone, crack propagation (or ridge) lines were found to emerge from a single point, which

was the crack initiation site. A high magmfication view taken near that site figure 4.29)

revealed smaller crack propagation lines as well as the morphology and size of the

inclusion fi-om which these lines radiated.

Near the crack initiation site (Figure 4. 30), the fracture surface presented small

cavities in a network of interconnected lamellar broken fibrils. At a greater distance from

the initiation site (Figure 4.31), the voids and fibrils increased m size. Also, the largest

fibrils appeared preferentially oriented perpendicularly to the local direction of crack

propagation. At the position where the average brightness decreased on the low

magnification image (c.f. previous paragraph), ta-ansitions in the size and morphology of

the fibrils were observed (Figure 4.32). In an intermediate morphology (middle of Figure

4.32), the fiacture surface presented an "island type" structure, which probably resulted
from fracture at the interface between the fibrillated deformation zone and the non-

fibrillated material. Just before this type of stmcturc (Figure 4. 33), fhe fibrils still

appeared preferentially oriented peipendicularly to the direction of crack propagation.

After the "island type" stmcture (Figure 4. 34), the size of the voids and of the fibrils

markedly decreased. The fibrillated sti-ucture gradually disappeared and no cavitation was

observed to contribute to the mechanism of surface separation in the area located between

the end of fhe partially fibrillated sti-ucture and the final fi-acture line (Figure 4.35).
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Returning to Figure 4.28, this area corresponds to the dark regions near the perimeter of

the FCP region.

In specimens from batch 3, many inclusions were found to contain Mg, Ca and/or

Si; whereas, the inclusions in specimens from batch 2 appeared organic m mture (section

4. 1.3 and Figure 4.29). This difference in the nature of the inclusions did not change

markedly the general characteristics of the FCP region. Figure 4.36 presents the complete

FCP region in a PNC specimen from batch 3 loaded under a fa-apezoidal waveform with

0. 8 s at a minimum sta-ess of 7. 5 MPa, 0. 1 s at a maximum stress of 75 MPa and at a

loading rate of approximately 2000 MPa/s. This region again presents a higher average

brightness than the final region except near its perimeter. At a higher magnification in the

middle of this FCP region (Figure 4.37), the divergence of crack propagation lines

radiated from fhe crack initiation site. As shown in Figure 4.38, this site was found to

contain an inclusion. Observations at the same site of the opposite Jracture surface

revealed a mirror image of this inclusion (Figure 4.39), indicating that it fi-actured mto

two pieces. The presence of very small fibrils on the surfaces of the inclusions (top left

comer in Figure 4.38 and top right comer in Figure 4.39) can be noted. Xray analysis

(using an EDS) revealed the presence of Al, Mg and Si in the inclusion of Figure 4. 38.

For that specimen, crack initiation appears to have occurred at a large intercalated cluster

of clay. Apart from this difference between this specimen and the specimen from batch 2

previously presented as an example, the fractographic details were similar. For example,

the surface morphology in Figure 4.40, which was taken at half the distance between the

crack mitiation site and the final fracture blnntmg line in the specimen finrn batch 3, is

very similar to that observed in the specimen from batch 2 loaded employing the

conventional sinusoidal wavefonn (Figure 4. 31).

The efiTect of the size of the inclusions on the fatigue life at a maximum cyclic

sta*ess of 75-78 MPa has already been demonstrated in section 4. 1.3. At a maximum

cyclic stress of 57-60 MPa, one test was carried out with a specimen from batch 2 and

fracture occurred after 1047 kilocycles. As shown in Figure 4.41, a large cavity was

found at the crack initiation site. This cavity was probably the trace of an inclusion more

than 150 |.tm in length. During a typical test (PNC66) with a specimen fir>m batch 3
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tested at approximately the same maximum cyclic stress, fracture occurred after 3197

kilocycles. In this case, the inclusion at fhe crack initiation site was approximately 30 (im

in length (Figure 4.42). From it morphology, this inclusion is expected to be an aggregate

of clay related products.

4.3.2 Fati ue Crackin in Pre-Cracked S ecimens of PNC

Fractographic observations have also been carried out on the fracture surfaces

obtained from the FCP tests. Under a macroscopic AK of approximately 1. 5 MPa.ml/2

and a da/dN of approximately 10 mm/cycle (test ncd2), the fracture surface morphology

at 1.5 mm from the lateral surface of the specimen figure 4.43) was very similar to that

observed in the non-notched specimens (Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.40). This sirrulanty and

the fact that the size of the fibrils initially increased as the distance from the crack

initiation site increased clearly suggests that stable fatigue crack propagation occurred in

the FCP region.

For the interpretation of the fatigue crack growth rate data (section 4.2), it is of

interest to characterize the manner by which the crack grew in the FCP specimens. Crack

propagation (or ridge) lines oriented perpendicularly to the macroscopic crack

propagation direction were observed in specimen ncd2 at 5 mm from the razor blade cut

(Figure 4.44), thus suggesting an important difference between the macroscopic and the

microscopic crack propagation du-ections. This position approximately corresponds to the

step in the crack growth rate, which occurred slightly above a macroscopic AK of 1

MPa.m 2 (c. f. Figure 4.26 in section 4.2). As shown in Figure 4.45, crack propagation

lines oriented at an angle from the macroscopic crack propagation direction were also

observed at high AK. The ficnal fracture blunting line in all FCP specimens of PNC

presented a pronounced curvature at the specimen mid-fhickness. The crack length was

approximately 2 mm longer in the middle of the specimen than near the lateral surfaces.

The curvature of the final fracture blunting line was much less pronounced in the case of

PA6.
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Figure 4.28: Complete region of fatigue crack propagation in a PNC specimen from
batch 2 (maximum stress of 70 MPa, 663 kilocycles to fracture).

Figure 4.29: Inclusion at the initiation site in the specimen shown in Figure 4. 28.
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Figure 4.30: Fractographic features near the fatigue initiation site in the specimen
shown in Figure 4.28 (crack propagation direction from left to right).

Figure 4.31: Fatigue crack propagation at approximately 150 p.m from the initiation
site in the specimen shown in Figure 4.28 (crack propagation direction
from left to right).
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Figure 4.32: Transitions in the fractographic features near the end of the zone of the
fatigue crack propagation in the specimen shown in Figure 4.28 (crack
propagation direction from left to right).

^t
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Figure 4.33: Higher magnification view of a region located on the left side of Figure
4.32 (crack propagation direction from left to right).
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Figure 4.34: Higher magnification view of a region located on the right side of Figure
4.32 (crack propagation approximately from left to right).

28
Figure 4.35: Surface separation without apparent cavitation in an area of the

fracture surface located between the end of the partially fibrillated
structure and the final fracture line (specimen shown in Figure 4. 28).
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Figure 4.36: Complete region of fatigue crack propagation in a PNC specimen from

batch 3 (trapezoidal waveform, 0.8 s at minimum stress of 7.5 MPa, 0.1
s at maximum stress of 75 MPa, loading rate of approximately 2000
MPa/s, 132 kilocycles to fracture).

Figure 4.37: Divergence of crack propagation lines from the approximate position of
the crack initiation site in the specimen shown in Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.38: Inclusion at the apparent crack imtiation site in the specimen shown in
Figure 4.36.

Figure 4.39: View of the opposite surface at the same position as in Figure 4.38
(Note: The lines at matching sites indicate that this inclusion fractured
into two.).
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Figure 4.40: Fatigue crack propagation at approximately half the distance between
the crack initiation site and the final fracture blunting line in the
specimen shown in Figure 4.36 (crack propagation direction
approximately from left to right).

S484

Figure 4.41: Trace of the inclusion at the crack initiation site ofaPNC specimen
from batch 2 (test PNC47): maximum cycUc stress of 58 MPa, 1047
kilocycles to fracture.
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Figure 4. 42: Small inclusion at the crack initiation site ofaPNC specimen from
batch 3 (test PNC66): maximum cyclic stress of 57 MPa, 3197 kilocycles
to fracture.

Figure 4.43: Fatigue crack propagation surface obtained during FCP tests on PNC
(test ncd3; macroscopic AK" 1. 5 MPa. m and da/dN » 10~4 mm/cycle;
local crack propagation direction approximately from left to right;
observations at 1.5 mm from lateral surface of specimen).
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Figure 4.44: Fracture surface at 5 mm from the razor blade cut for the FCP test
ncd2: the specimen thickness direction is horizontal. Macroscopic
cracking direction is from bottom to top.

8 l2 15KV Nt5 tffi» UD27

Figure 4.45: Fracture surface just before and after final fracture for the FCP test
ncd2: specimen thickness direction is horizontal and the macroscopic
crackmg direction is from bottom to top.
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4. 3. 3 Fati ue Crackin in PA6

Many characteristics of the FCP region on the fracture surface of specimens of

PA6 were different than those already presented for PNC. The observations from a test

on a PA6 specimen from batch 2, which failed after 1100 kilocycles of cycling at a

maximum stress of 60 MPa, will be first presented. At low magnification figure 4.46), a

large proportion of the FCP region did not appear brighter in average than the final

fi-acfau-e region. As with PNC, the divergence of the crack propagation lines allowed to

determine the crack initiation site. Crack initiation occurred near an inclusion more than

80 p.m in length (Figure 4.47). Near the crack initiation site (Figure 4.48), fatigue crack

propagation occurred preferentially along the local radii of the sphemlites. A few small

cavities were observed but most of the surface separation process appears to have

occurred by shear. At a larger distance from the crack initiation site figure 4.49), large

half dimples were observed and these dimples were found to contain smaller half

dimples. From the orientation of the half dimples, it is expected that several major crack

remitiation events occiirred in front of the crack tip and that the resulting cracks grew m

all direction up to a point where they coalesced, which resulted in complete separation of

the frachire surfaces. The transition from crack propagation occurring preferentially

along the local radii of the sphemlites to crack propagation by coalescence of large

dimples occiured gradually.

On the fracture surfaces obtained from a FCP test (pa6d3), Bureau (2002) also

observed a similar transition. Since the power law relationship between the crack

propagation rate and the stress intensity range did not change as a result of that transition

(see results for test pa6d3 in section 4.2), it appears that that transition in the

fi^ctographic features does not correspond to a fundamentally different mechanism of

fatigue crack propagation.
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21'
Figure 4.46: Complete region of fatigue crack propagation in a PA6 specimen from

batch 2: maximum stress of 60 MPa, 1100 kilocycles to fracture.

Figure 4.47: Inclusion at the initiation site in specimen shown in Figure 4. 46.
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3132 18KV KS 8N
Figure 4.48: Fatigue crack propagation near the initiation site in the specimen shown

in Figure 4.46 (crack propagation from bottom to top).

31 8^» N02

Figure 4.49: Fatigue crack propagation at higher crack propagation rate in the
specimen shown in Figure 4.46 (crack propagation from bottom to top).
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Figure 4. 50: Complete region of fatigue crack propagation in a PA6 specimen from
batch 3 (PA23): maximum stress 57 MPa, 3321 kilocycles to fracture.
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F^J

27
Figure 4.51: View of the specimen surfaces (SS) and fracture surface (FS) near the

crack initiation site in the same specimen as in Figure 4.50 (Note region
of higher brightness, labeled RHB, on the specimen surface).
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Crack
propagation
line

iB85^18K 03
Figure 4.52:View of the specimen surfaces (upper left; right) and fracture surface

(bottom left) near the crack initiation site in the same specimen as in
Figure 4.50 (Note the absence of region of higher brightness on the
specimen surface).

In a specimen from batch 3 (PA23), which failed after 3321 kilocycles at a

maximum cyclic stress of 57 MPa, the divergence of the crack propagation lines

suggested that crack initiation occurred very close to the external surface of the specimen

(Figure 4. 50). Since the fracture surfaces were damaged due to mbbing effects between

tiie opposite surfaces, it was not possible to pinpoint the exact position of crack initiation.

The presence of a large crack propagation (or ridge) line at the position indicated in

Figure 4. 52 suggests that crack initiation and propagation occurred from at least two

distinct sites. On the specimen external surface, a region of higher brightness was

observed on one side of the fracture surface plane (Figure 4. 51) but not on the other

(Figure 4. 52). The zone of higher brightness could be due to the presence of impurities in

the melt but also to a damage created to the specimen before or after fi-acture.
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4.4 MORPHOLOGY OF THE DAMAGE ZONE

Observations on a cross-section containing the macroscopic crack propagation

direction and the loading direction and intersecting the fracture surface of a FCP

specimen of PNC were carried out following the methodology described in section 3. 7.

As shown in Figure 4. 53, these observations were made at 12 mm from the razor blade

cut and at 1.5 mm from the lateral surface of specimen ncd3. The macroscopic crack

propagation rate (da/dN) was approximately 10 mm/cycle and the range of stress
intensity (AK) was approximately 1.5 MPa. m .

Observation plane

Overload line

5mm Razor blade cut

2lEBB

1.5mm

Injection and
loading direction

Thickness
direction

Figure 4.53: Position of the cross-section observation plane relative to the FCP
specimen ncd3 and to the loading conditions.

Figure 4. 54 presents a low magnification view obtained during these observations.

The labels A and B are positioned over the fracture surface, which is inclined at more

than 80 relative to the observation plane. Very near the inclined fracture siirface, there is

a zone of important defonnation and of approximately constant thickness. In the bulk

material, a small region located m the bottom right comer appears brighter than the

average. As seen at higher magnification (Figure 4. 55), fhis region contains cavities of

approximately 1 [im in size. This observation suggests the presence of a high density of

intercalated clusters in this small region.
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When the region surroimdmg the highly deformed zone was observed at higher

magnification (Figure 4.56), the damage zone appeared to have a constant morphology

throughout its thickness of approximately 4 |^m. Also, there was little or no gradient in

the morphology of the bulk material located at more than 8 p.m from the crack plane,

suggesting that this material had not been strongly deformed. Between the deformation

zone and the relatively non-deformed bulk material, an interface appeared present where

the surface density of voids was larger than in the two other regions (Figure 4.57). At a

magnification of 40000X (Figure 4. 58), voids of very different sizes were observed. The

bottom of several of these voids appeared relatively flat (e.g. that in the bottom right

comer of Figure 4.58), which could suggest the presence of intercalated clusters of clay.

At least in one area, there was no highly deformed zone between the crack plane

and the relatively non-deformed bulk material (Figure 4. 59). In these areas, the crack

might have propagated at the interface between the highly deformed zone and the

relatively non-deformed bulk. In another area, it was possible to observe secondary

cracking as well as a large fibril attached to the Jfi^cture surface (Figure 4. 60). At high

magnification, the surface of this large fibril appeared to contain sub-miaon fibnls

(Figure 4. 61). The presence of secondary cracks within the deformed layer suggests that

this layer does not have a higher resistance to crack propagation than the interface

between the deformed layer and the non-deformed bulk material. Therefore, it is expected

that crack propagation generally occurred in the middle of this deformed layer.

Finally, an attempt was made to observe the fatigue damage just below the

Iracture surface of one axial fatigue specimen (test PNC42, maximum cyclic stress of 85

MPa, 4 seconds of rest between each set of five loading cycles, macroscopically brittle

fi-acture, fatigue life of 36. 5 kilocycles) by TEM. The samples used for these observations

were produced by ulta-a-microtomy at low temperature. A thin palladium coating was to

be added to the fracture surface before ultra-microtomy, but this was not been done.

Unfortunately, all fhe samples became highly rolled around themselves and it was not

possible to determine the distance from the fracture surface at which the observations

were made. These observations did not allow to observe any gradient in deformation nor

to reveal any voided stmcture. They will not be further considered.
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Figure 4.54: Low magnification view indicating a relatively constant width of the
deformation zone (crack propagation direction is horizontal; references
A and B for the next figures).
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Figure 4.55: Zone of cavitation located in the bulk (c.f. right bottom corner of
Figure 4. 54).
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Figure 4.56: From left to right: fracture surface, relatively highly deformed zone,
interface containing nricrovoids, and bulk material (crack propagation
direction is vertical; observations between regions labeled A and B in
Figure 4.54).

2.0W 5, 3mm x15,0k SE(U) 2/20/2002 3, 00um

Figure 4.57: Higher magnification view of Figure 4.57 (region near the center).
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Figure 4.58: Higher magnification view of Figure 4. 57 (region near the center).
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Figure 4.59: Region where the zone of important deformation between the fracture
surface and the bulk appears absent (crack propagation direction is
vertical; observations slightly to the left of the region labeled A in
Figure 4. 54).
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Figure 4.60: Region where a large fibril attached to the fracture surface is located
near the cross-section plane (crack propagation direction is vertical;
observations slightly to the left of the region labeled B in Figure 4.54).

m-r-i m
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Figure 4.61: Surface morphology of the large fibril observed in Figure 4. 60.
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5 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The fractographic and morphological observations perfonned pennitted to

characterize partially fhe damage introduced in a small proportion of the specimen

volume during crack propagation. Fatigue propagation tests pemutted to characterize the

resistance of the materials to such confined damage. The sti-ess-sti-ain-time response

obtained from the axial fatigue tests enabled to characterize the damaging processes

occurring at lower local strain and in a higher proportion of the specimen volume. The

Iractographic observation of the fracture surfaces of the axial fatigue specimens permitted

to identify fhe fadgue crack initiation sites.

5. 1 MACROSCOPICALLY HOMOGENEOUS DAMAGE PROCESSES

The preliminary resnlts on specimens from batch 2 revealed the absence of

correlation between the site of crack initiation (or the fatigue lifetime) and the

accumulated strain response (c.f. section 4. 1.2). Therefore, the sta-ain response

measurements are not sensitive to the events related to macroscopic crack initiation and

early propagation. The analysis of the accumulated strain and of the accumulated volume

variation of the specimens from batch 3 extended this fmding by indicating that the

regime BB is not a direct consequence of macroscopic strain localization. Accordingly, it

appears reasonable to consider fhat the three regimes of the stress-strain-time response

characterize transitions in processes occurring macroscopically homogeneously

throughout the whole gauge section of the specimens.

5. 1. 1 Si nificance of the Transitions in the Res onse

The th-ee regimes defined in section 4. 1.4 are not necessarily exclusive. The

teansitions observed in the response may correspond to the inhibition of previously

activated molecular events rather than the occurrence of new events. This proposition is

supported by the evolution of the rate of sta-ain accumulation (Sherby-Dom type of plot).,
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The rate of strain accumulation decrease throughout regimes I and D, which suggests the

inhibition of some of the molecular events occurring during fatigue. In fact, the overall

accumulated strain response could be represented by a dashpot in series with other

dashpot and spring units. For the concepts attached to these terms, the reader is referred

to the appendix (section A. l). Based on such a model, the deformation of the polymer in

regime IH would be controlled only by the molecular processes of viscous flow.

5. 1.2 H othesis on the Nature of Molecular Events

Some information on the nature of the molecular events can be obtained from the

experimental results and from tfae literature review. The accumulation of strain can be

expected to result from viscoelastic alignment of the molecular segments by migration of

molecular kinks or reptation (c. f. appendix, section A. 2.2) along the tensile direction. A

certain reversibility of the accumulated strain was observed when the tests were

interrupted (c. f. section 4. 1. 5), which can be explained by a reversibility of the migration

of the molecular kinks. In regime I, the accumulation of sti-ain was largely reduced when

the loading mode was changed to tension-compression (c. f. section 4. 1. 6). This can be

attributed to an important eflFect of the maximum stress in activating the above-mentioned

mechanisms or to the occurrence of the same mechanisms (in the opposite direction)

during the compressive part of the cycle. By analogy to the explanation for the behavior

in creep (c. f. appendix, section A. 1.2.5), the transition from regime I to regime II could

correspond to an increase in the activation volume for a molecular event. Finally, the

accumulated sti-ain in regime HI could result from disentanglement and reptation only.

The general effect of cycling in regime I is a decrease in E' that is stress

amplitude (c. f. section 4. 1. 6) controlled and irreversible (c. f. section 4. 1. 5). This decrease

could result from an increase in the proportion of fiee volume in the molecular network.

However, one would expect any increase in the proportion of free volume to be relatively

quickly recovered during test intermption, which was not the case (c. f. section 4. 1. 6). As

an alternative explanation, fhe decrease m E' could be attributed to a more homogeneous

disti-ibution of the stress resulting fi-om defonnation events mvolving the chain segments
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that were initially stressed at a level higher than the average. This proposed process of

stress redistribution may be completed when the structure reaches a certain arrangement,

which may constitute the beginning of regime II. It is suggested that the increase in E' in

regime H results from the orientation of chain segments or fix>m crystallization. These

proposed mechanism could also be activated in regime I. Finally, the decrease in E' in

regime HI is likely to be a consequence of void or craze nucleation and growth.

The evolution of the parameter tan 5 did not appear to be affected by fhe mean

stress (c. f. section 4. 1.6) and appeared to be largely reversible at least m regime I (4. 1. 5).

The accumulation of reversible strain energy could explain the initial decrease in the

damping capacity. On the other hand, an mcrease in the free volume could explain the

subsequent increase in the damping capacity. A competition between these two

mechanisms would explain the positive inflection in regime I. In regime JI, the inflection

becomes negative and a decrease in the damping capacity is observed at 57 MPa of

maximum cyclic stress. Upon cycling, the reversible strain energy and the free volume

can be expected to reach constant values. The decrease in the damping capacity in regime

E[ could be a consequence of local alignment of mobile chain segments in the loading

direction, fhus enhancing the elastic mobility. As well, the final regime where the

damping capacity increases could originate from the presence of voids for which the

damping capacity is increased by surface tension efifects.

From the above propositions, the following molecular events could explain the

behavior of the material:

accumulation of reversible strain energy (characterized by the decrease in tan

irreversible homogenization of the stress applied in each chain segment
(characterized by a decrease E');

reversible increase in the free volume (characterized by the increase in tan 5);

mostly reversible viscoelastic elongation of the specimen (characterized by
the accumulated strain);

inhibition of the above mentioned mechanisms (mark fhe end of regime T);
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orientation of the chain segments (ch cterized by the increase in E' and the
decrease in tan 5 ;

viscoelastic elongation of the specimen by molecular events having incrcasing
activation volumes (characterized by the accumulated strain in regime I);

inhibition of the above mentioned mechanisms (marked by the end of regime

nucleation and growth of voids or procrazes (characterized by the decrease in
E', the change in the accumulated volume variation and the increase in tan 5).

As discussed in section 5. 1. 1, the molecular events occurring in regimes H and HI might

also be effective in regime I. For example, viscoelastic elongation by molecular events

having high activation volumes may occur in rcgime I without having a significant effect

on the accumulated strain.

5. 1.3 H othesis on Factors Controlli the Molecular Events

Even if the molecular events leading to the evolution of the different parameters

are likely to be somewhat dififerent, there arc certairiy interactions between these events.

This statement is supported by the correlation between the number of cycles at which

transitions are observed in the accumulated sta-ain, the E' and the tan 6 responses. Since

variations in E' and tan § occur in regime I even under conditions for which there is no

umulation of strain (c. f. section 4. 1. 6), these variations are not dependent on this latter

parameter. Also, the molecular events leading to variation in the parameters E' and tan 5

can be expected to be more a consequence of the cyclic nature of loading fhan those

leading to variations in the accumulated strain.

In general, the molecular processes leading to the variations m the stress-strain-

time response in regimes I and H can be expected to involve the relative movement of

chain segments over short distances. A conta-olling parameter for this displacement could

be the intrinsic stif&iess of the macromolecules in the amorphous phase, which can be

characterized by the characteristic ratio Coo (c. f. appendix, section A.2. 1). After a

sufificient number of loading cycles, this displacement could be completed, leaving
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rcptation and chain disentanglement as the principal deformatbn mechanisms. The

resistance of the material to homogeneous damage in regime HI can be expected to be

controlled by the molecular weight and the entanglement density (c. f. appendbc, section

A.2. 1). If one employs the macroscopic stram response of non-notched specimens to

characterize the material resistance to the initiation and growth of intrinsic procrazes or

voids, materials should be compared from their response in regime ffl.

5.2 HETEROGENEOUS DAMAGE DURING THE AXIAL FATIGUE TESTS

Based upon the literature review on heterogeneous deformation in semicrystalline

polymers (c. f. section 2. 1.3), craze-like features formed in PA6 at room temperature and

in the absence of solvent should be in the category of fibrillated deformation zones rather

than low temperature crazes. By their growth mechanism, low temperature crazes should

have induced a network of interconnected voids. In the experiments on non-notched

specimens of PNC, a network of interconnected fibrils has been observed in the low FCP

rate regime (c. f. section 4. 3. 1). Also, a large fibril formed in the intermediate FCP rate

regime was found to contain sub-micron fibrils lying parallel to each other (c. f. section

4.4). The presence of these small fibrils suggests that the deformation process leading to

the craze-Uke morphology involved micronecking. In this manner, the extension of each

fibril could be viewed as the process of b-ansformation during tensile drawing of a non-

notched specimen (c.f. model of Peterlin described in section 2. 1.2.5). The fractographic

observations and the literature review fully support the proposition that the craze-Uke

features that grew ahead of the fatigue crack tip in PNC were fibrillated deformation

zones.

A network of interconnected fine fibrils similar to those observed on the firacture

surface of the PNC specimens has also been reported in a polyacetal copolymer

(Hertzberg, 1987) and in a POM (Runt and Gallagher, 1991). This analogy suggests that

the nanoparticles do not necessarily have an important effect on development of

fibrillated deformation zones in the low FCP rate regime. As the FCP rate increases, the
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large lamellar fibrils were found to be preferentially oriented perpendicularly to the local

crack propagation direction (c. f. section 4. 3. 1). This type of orientation of lamellar fibrils

has already been reported in compression-molded and injection-molded PE (c. f. section

2.3. 1.2) as well as in PBT CYeh and Runt, 1989). Accordingly, the presence of lamellar

fibrils is expected to be a consequence of a plane stress efFect in the vicinity of the crack

tip rather than a consequence of the anisotropy of the microstructure. From the

observation of the fracture surface, it cannot be concluded that the nanoparticles play a

direct role in the nucleation and growth offibrillated deformation zones.

The increase in the size of the fibrils that was noted up to more than half of the

distance between the crack initiation site and the final fi-acture line (c.f. section 4.3. 1)

could originate from the increase in AK. As AK increases, the process of extension of the

fibrils can accelerate more rapidly than the process of fibril breakdown. At a larger

distance from the initiation site, the size of the fibrils was found to decrease (c. f. section

4.3. 1). This transition to a decreasing size of the craze fibrils which occurred at up to 300

p.m from the final fi-acture line can be interpreted in two different manners. The process

of fibril breakdown may have accelerated more rapidly than the processes resulting in the

growth of fhe fibrillated deformation zone, thus resulting in a decrease in the distance

between the front of fhe fibrillated deformation zone and the crack front. This explanation

is consistent with the gradual transition to a mechanism of surface separation where no

cavitation appears to occiu- (c.f. section 4. 3. 1). Alternatively, fhe transition may be

associated with the fonnation and growth of a blimting zone prior to final fracture.

Because of the gradual transition between the two mechanisms of surface separation,

there should be similarities and a certain complementarily between the mechanism of

FCP through a fibrillated deformation zone and the process of crack blunting occurring

prior to the final fracture.

Just below the FCP fi-acture surface in PNC, a layer of material apparently

stretched along the crack propagation direction was observed (c. f. section 4.4). In that

layer, there was no apparent effect of the distance to the crack plane on the morphology,

suggesting that the layer has been uniformly defonned. Uniformly deformed material has
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also been suggested to result from fatigue crack propagation in PC (c. f. section 2. 3. 1. 1).

At least in PC where fibrillation is unlikely to occur, it can be expected that the

deformation leading to a deformed layer would occur by shear. As discussed in the

literature review on heterogeneous deformation in amorphous polymers (c.f. appendix,

section A.2.4.2), shear banding is foimd to occur by the displacement of the interface

between a uniformly deformed and the bulk non-deformed polymer. The formation of a

deformed layer by the displacement of the interface is the only deformation process

found in the literature that can lead to a uniformly stretched material by heterogeneous

deformation wifhout fhe formation of voids. By assuming that the apparently uniformly

deformed layer found m PNC has been fanned by shear localized at the interface between

a non-deformed bulk material and a homogeneously deformed material, the process of

crack propagation can be expected to occur as shown in Figure 5. 1. The material is

unifonnly deformed near the crack separation plane and well in front of the blunted crack

tip as a result of shear forces acting on the interface at that location. At the same time,

voids are formed and begin to grow along or very close to the crack separation plane. The

nucleation and growth of these voids can be expected to facilitate the advance of the

crack by reducing crack tip blunting and the thickness of the unifonrdy deformed layer,

which certainly reduces the energy required for crack propagation. However, the

nucleation and growth of these voids is not a necessary condition for crack tip advance.

As the crack advances, the uniformly defonned layer is rotated by sb-ess relaxation to lie

parallel to the fracture surface.
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Blunted crack tip

Crack pro a ation direction

Zone of uniformly
deformed material

Separation plane
(preferential zone for

the nucleation and

grow of voids)

Figure 5.1: Expected heterogeneous deformation process accompanying fatigue
crack propagation when a zone of uniformly deformed material is
observed below the fracture surface. There is no fibrillated deformation
zone schematized.

5.3 FACTORS CONTROLLING THE LIFETIME OF NON-NOTCHED SPECIMENS

The axial fatigue specimens failed as a result of localized deformation, crack

initiation and fatigue crack propagation. At a maximum cyclic stress of 57 MPa, the

average fatigue life of fhe PNC specimens was found to be more than twice that of the

PA6 specimens (c. f. section 4. 1.7). Four different parameters have been identified as

having an efiFect on the relative fatigue life of PNC and PA6. These parameters are listed

in Table 5. 1 along with a brief summaiy of the discussion on their expected effect. They

can be separated in two different categories. The first category is associated with the size

and morphology of the heterogeneity at the crack initiation site and the position of the

crack initiation site. These parameters arc extrinsic to the material but intrmsic to the

specimen. Since the same processing technique was employed for the production of all
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the specimens from batch 3, the heterogeneities contained in the non-filled PA6

specimens are expected to be also present in the PNC specimens. As found during fhe

fi-actographic observations, PNC contains additional inorganic inclusions that are likely

to originate firom the addition of the clay. Since crack initiation occurred at these

inclusions rather than at the organic inclusions which were significantly larger, the

inorganic inclusions are likely to be more deleterious to the resistance to fatigue crack

initiation. Therefore, the size and morphology of the heterogeneity at the crack initiation

site is expected to be a parameter enhancing preferentially the fatigue life of the PA6

specimens. Crack initiation in PA6 occurred nearer to the lateral surfaces. The sta-ess

intensity factor is higher at the tip of a crack growing from or near an external surface.

Accordingly, the position of the crack initiation site is expected to be a parameter

enhancing preferentially the fatigue life of the PNC specimens.

The second category is associated with the resistance of the material to extrinsic

crack initiation and to fatigue crack propagation. Since the fatigue life was increased

significantly by a reduction of fhe size of the heterogeneities at the crack initiation site,

the material resistance to extrinsic crack initiation can be expected to have an important

effect on this life. Because of its higher stiffness, the PNC was subject to a lower strain

amplitude. However, the exfoliated nanoparticles present in its stoncture could act as

preferential sites for the nucleation of voids. For these reasons, it cannot be predicted if

PNC presents or not a higher resistance to extnnsic crack initiation. However, the

experimental measin-ements (c. f. section 4.2) indicate that PNC presents a lower

resistance to fatigue crack propagation.

From fhe above discussion, it can be proposed that the enhancement in the fatigue

life resulting from the addition of nanoparticles can originate either fi-om a change in the

position of the crack initiation site or from an enhanced resistance of the material to

exta'insic crack initiation. The change in the position of the crack initiation site could be

related to the eflFect of adding nanoparticles on the gradient of structure between fhe skin

and core regions oftfae mjection-molded specimens (c. f. section 2.2.3).
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Table 5.1: Potential effect of specimen and material parameters on the fatigue life
of PNC and PA6 specimens.

Parameter

Size and

morphology of the
heterogeneity at

the crack

initiation site

Position of the
crack initiation

site

Material
resistance to

extrinsic crack
nucleation

Material
resistance to

fatigue crack
propagation

Type of
parameter

Extrinsic to

the material

(intrinsic to
the specimen)

Extrinsic to
the material

(infainsic to
the specimen)

Intrinsic to the
material

Intomsic to the
material

Discussion

The heterogeneities in
PA6 are also contained in

PNC (same processing).
PNC contains additional

inorganic heterogeneities.

Crack initiation near the

surface (case ofPA6) can
be expected to cause a
more rapid increase in

stress intensity than bidk
k initiation.

The strain amplitude is
lower in PNC but PNC
may contain additional
preferential sites for the

nucleation of voids

As measured

Enhance

preferentially the
fatigue life of

PA6

PNC

Unknown

PA6

5.4 EFFECT OF NANOPARTICLES ON THE MECHANISMS OF DAMAGE

The addition of nanoparticles was found to affect differently the mechanism of

macroscopic stram accumulation and fhat of fatigue cmck propagation. At a given

maximum cyclic stress, the addition of nanoparticles reduced the rate of strain

accumulation in the regimes I and H of accumulation of macroscopic strain. This

reduction is expected to be a consequence of the increase in the stiffaess of the material,

which causes a reduction in the strain amplitude at a given sb-ess amplitude. In regime ffl,
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the material became viscous and appeared to have lost most of the reinforcement effect of

the nanoparticles on the rate of strain accumulation.

The addition of nanoparticles induced the nucleation and growth of a fibrillated

deformation zone ahead of the crack tip. This change in the mechanism of FCP can be a

consequence of one of the following favors:

enhanced intrinsrc void nucleation due to the presence of exfoliated
nanoparticles (direct effect);

change in the supermolecular stmcture ofPA6 (indirect effect);

increase in the yield sta-ess of the material (indirect effect).

Exfoliated nanoparticles could induce a distribution of zones of stress

concentration in which intrinsic void nucleation might occiir under a lower nonunal

stress. However, non-filled semicrystalline polymers already contain zones of stress

concentration such as at sphemlite radii, small voids at intersphemlitic boundaries and

interfaces between the crystallites and the amorphous phases. Also, the presence of

nanoparticles is not found to change markedly the final morphology of the network of

fibrils (c.f. section 5.2). For these reasons, the evenhial direct stress concentration effect

of the nanoparticles is not expected to be the principal origin of the change in the

mechanism ofFCP.

As established in the literature review (c. f. section 2. 1. 3.2), the growth of craze-

like features can be affected by the supermolecular stmcture. For instance, the equatorial

disks of the spherulites (c.f. section 2. 1. 1) are found to be zones of stmctural weakness

(c. f. section 2. 1.3.2d). The morphological investigation carried out on PA6 and PNC

suggested the absence of a sphemlitic arrangement in PNC (c.f. section 3.3). As

mentioned in section 2.2.3, thermodynamic and kinetic calculations suggested that

exfoliated clays in PE mduce a bi-dimensional crystallization process. Also, crystallites

in injecdon-molded PA12-based PLCNC are found to be preferentially oriented

perpendicularly to the injection molding du-ection. By assuming that this type of

orientation also prevails in the axial fatigue and FCP specimens of PNC, there would be a
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preferential orientation of the crystallite length perpendicularly to the macroscopic tensile

loading direction. In such a stmcture, there is no region, such as the 45° domains of the

sphemlites, where plastic instability can be initiated by the intercrystallite shear

deformation (c.f. section 2. 1. 1 for the stmcture and section 2. 1.2 for the inelastic

deformation mechanisms in semicrystalline polymers). Consequently, such a difFercnt

supermolecular stmcture can be expected to have a relatively high yield stress.

Even though there is an effect of the supermolecular structure on the growth of

craze-like features (c. f. section 2. 1.3.2), the supermolecular stixicture does not necessarily

control directly the transition between crack propagation by shear dedmiation to

propagation by shear deformation assisted by the advance of a fibrillated deformation

zone. In the latter case, void reinitiation occuring near the separation plane before, at or

after the interface between the uniformly deformed material and the bulk non-defonned

matrix can be expected to be the controlling parameter for the development of the

fibrillated deformation zone. This void reinitiation process can be expected to be

controUed by a combination of maximum stress and time eflTects. The maximum local

cyclic stress near the separation plane is largely governed by the yield sto-ess of the

material.

From the above discussion, it is proposed that the faansition in the FCP

propagation mechanism is an indirect effect of the nanoparticles on the yield stress. The

increase in the yield stoiess could originate from either or both a change in the

supermolecular stiiicture of the semicrystalUne polymer resulting from a change in the

crystallization process or a direct reinforcing effect or the nanoparticles resulting from a

strong particle-mata-bc interaction. In the literature (c.f. section 2.2.3), the increase in the

yield stress associated with the presence of exfoliated nanoparticles is generally attributed

to the strong particle-matrix interaction. Such an interaction is apparently necessary in

other to promote exfoliation (Simha, Utracki and Garcia-Rejon, 2001).

In glass bead-filled PP, for which the particle-matoix interaction is relatively

weak, an increase in Young's modulus is not accompanied by an increase in yield stress;

whereas, in glass bead-filled PA6, for which the particle-mataix interaction is expected to
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be higher, an increase is noted on both the Young's modulus and the yield stress (Meddad

and Fisa, 1997). If one could find a way to reduce the particle-matnx interaction after the

exfoliation process, it might become possible to increase the stififhess of polymers

without increasing the yield stress. In such a case, the fracture toughness resistance would

most probably be enhanced. However, a reduction in the strength of the particle-matrix

interface may promote cavitation if a static or cyclic sfasss is applied over a sufficient

period of time to activate the nucleation and growth of microvoids, which could result in

a decrease in the resistance to FCP.

The addition of rubber particles in the PNC could be considered as an alternative

solution to decrease the yield sti-ess. A proper distribution of mbber particles into PA6 is

found to greatly enhance the resilience at low temperature and high strain rate (Wu, 1988;

Muratoglu, Argon, Cohen and Weinberg, 1995). However, the weakness of the particle-

mato-ix interface in that system may promote cavitation if stresses are applied over a

siifificient period of time. From this discussion, it appears that decreasing the yield stress

could probably mcrease the ductility and fi^cture toughness but not necessarily the

resistance to FCP.

Particles presenting a sufficient size, ductility and adhesion to the matrix can

promote an increase in the resistance to FCP by bridging efifects. This improvement has

been reported in PE/PS bends (Bureau, Dickson and Denault, 1998). Bridging effects

have also been reported in glass fiber-filled PA6 (c. f. section 2. 3. 3. 1) conditioned at 50%

RH but not in dried glass fiber-filled PA6 (Horst and Spoormaker, 1996 and 1997). From

the resiilts published for glass fiber-filled PA6 and for PE/PS blends, bridging occurs

under conditions of relatively high ductility of one polymeric phase. When the particles

are not ductile, the occurrence of bridging effects could be limited to conditions where

the ductility of the matiix is relatively high and where the length of fhe particles is greater

than tfae radius of curvature of the crack tip. Bridging effects may additionally require a

sufficient strength of these particles. Increasing the resistance to FCP of a semiciystalline

polymer such as dry PA6 by fhe addition of particles would probably be more difficult

than increasing other properties.
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5.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research project leaves a number of questions unanswered. Based upon some

of these questions, suggestions for future research can be made. The first category of

questions considered here concerns the mechanisms of fatigue damage associated with

regime HI of the macroscopic sta-ain response. Since it appears that a loss in the

reinforcement effect of the nanoparticles occur in this regime, one can also expect any

direct reinforcmg effect of the crystallites. From this hypothesis, it is proposed that the

efiTect of crystallmity on the accumulated strain behavior would result from a change in

the volume fraction of the amorphous phase. This hypothesis could be verified by

producing specimens of similar overall crystallinity employing difierent molding and

crystallization treatment conditions. Since the macroscopic response in regime HI is

viscous, it has been proposed that reptation and chain disentanglement could control the

rate of damage (c. f. section 5. 1. 3). Providing that the hypothesis on the effect of the

crystallites is verified, this second hypothesis could be tested by varying Mw and

adjusting the overall crystallinity to the same level through adjustments in molding and/or

crystallization treatment conditions.

In regime DB of the macroscopic strain response, nucleation and growth of voids

has been proposed to occur throughout the gauge section of the specimen (c. f. section

5. 1.2). Event if the observations made by TEM in this research project did not dlow to

reveal any voided structure other than near the frachire surface (c. f. section 4.4), such a

stoxicture could possibly be revealed by improving the experimental technique. At least

one additional consideration may need to be addressed in order to observe a voided

strucfaj re by TEM. Any void or craze-like feature can be expected to recover when the

macroscopic stress is removed because this recovery reduces the surface tension energy.

To bypass this issue, efforts should be made to maximize the size of the void or craze-

like feature and to mininuze the time between fatigue test and the TEM observations.

Attaching thin samples on a copper grid and stretching this copper grid during TEM

observations could also be considered. During stretching, any closed microvoid or craze-
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like feature should reopen. Finally, efforts could be made to increase the lifetime of the

axial fatigue specimens by improving the preparation techuque for the specimens. Such

an increase could also allow to determine if a viscous flow regime can be obtained with

PA6 specimens.

It could also be of interest to further characterize the mechanisms of fatigue crack

propagation. In section 5.2, it is proposed that crack propagation in PNC is accompanied

by the displacement of an interface between a relatively non-deformed matrix and a

relatively highly deformed layer. The presence of such an interface in front of the crack

tip could be confirmed through direct observations by the method, which is brieHy

described in section 3.7. emnloved to obtain the results oresented in the fu-st part of

section 4.4. It could be of particiilar interest to intermpt an FCP test, to polish or

microtome a small transverse cross-section area contaming the crack front, to install the

prepared FCP specimen in an SEM and to observe the void reopening process induced by

applying in-situ tensile force on the specimen. In section 5.4, it is proposed that the

change in mechanism of fatigue crack propagation caused by the addition of

nanoparticles results is an indirect efifect of the incrcasmg the yield sfa-ess. This

hypothesis could be partially verified by increasing the yield stress of PA6 through a

crystallization thermal ti^eatment. If such a treatment could result in a change in the

mechanism of fatigue crack propagation in non-filled PA6, it could be of interest to

characterize the fracture surfaces.

As mentioned in section 5.4, promoting bridging effects appears as an efficient

manner to increase the resistance of a material to FCP. It could be envisaged to employ

particles thicker and longer than those employed in this research project in order to favor

such a bridging effect. Material development efforts could also be concentrated in

increasing the resistance of material to the nucleation and growth of voids ahead of an

advancing fatigue crack.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

Since both axial fatigue and FCP tests have been carried out during this research

project, a few comments can be made on the information that can be obtained from each

of these tests. Axial fatigue tests carried out with non-notched specimens enabled to

characterize the overall resistance of the specimens and the macroscopic stress-sti'ain-

time response. It is concluded that this latter response characterizes the fatigue damage

processes which occur macroscopically homogeneously throughout the whole section of

the specimen.

The dominant damage processes leading to sti-am accumulation are strain

amplitude confa-olled during the initial regimes; whereas, those occumng during the final

regime are maxunum sfa-ess conta-olled. Based upon the proposition that cavitation

becomes a more dominant mode of change in structure in the final regime, it is concluded

that any characterization of the resistance of a material to the initiation of a crack

employing the macroscopic strain response should be concenfaated in that regime.

From the correlation between the size of the inclusions at the crack initiation site

and the fatigue life, it can be concluded that this life is characterized by the resistance of

the specimen to the initiation of a crack from a microscopic zone of sfa^ss concentration.

On the other hand, the fatigue crack propagation tests provided information on the

resistance of the material to the growth of an existing crack. This latter type of test is

expected to be much less affected by the presence of inclusions.

The research project allowed to determine some of the effects of the addition of

layered crystals on the fatigue behavior of PA6. In the initial regunes of accumulation of

macroscopic sb-ain during axial fatigue tests, the addition of nanoparticles reduces the

rate of strain accumulation because of a decrease in the sfa-ain amplitude resulting from

the increase in stifi&iess. However, there is no such reinforcmg effect of the nanoparticles

in the fmal regime of the macroscopic response wherc the behavior of the materials

becomes viscous. The principal material parameters that are expected to control the

resistance of the material to this viscous-like strain accumulation process are the

entanglement density, Ae molecular weight and the volume fi-action of the amorphous

phase.
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It is concluded that the addition of nanoparticles induced a change the mechanism

of fatigue crack propagation. This transition is proposed to be an indirect effect of the

nanoparticles on the yield stress. Increasing the yield stress can have a deleterious effect

on the resistance to FCP through an increase in the local steess near the surface separation

plane where voids can nucleate and growth if a substantial static or cyclic stress is

applied over a sufficient period of time. It is proposed that FCP in PNC is accompanied

by the displacement of an interface between a relatively non-deformed matrix and a

relatively highly deformed layer and by the development and growth of a fibriUated

deformation zone near fhe surface separation plane.

The fatigue properties of PA6 and PNC have also been evaluated and compared.

It is concluded that this increase could origmate from an increase in the resistance of the

material to extrinsic crack nucleation or to a change in the position of the crack initiation

site, which could result from an effect of the nanoparticles on the stmcture gradient

between the skin and core regions of the injection-molded specimens.

As mentioned in the introduction, an advantage of adding layered crystals in a

polymer is to increase its stiffness with a very smaD volume fiaction of nanoparticles. In

fhe system studied, the benefit of adding exfoliated nanoparticles to improve the

mechanical properties appeared limited to that increase in stiffiiess. For instance, the

addition was accompanied by an increase in the yield stress, a reduction in ductility and a

reduction in the resistance of the material to FCP

Reducing the yield stress of PNC by decreasing the strength of the nanoparticle-

matrix interface or adding mbber particles would probably enhance the ductility and

fi-acture toughness of PNC but not necessarily the resistance to fatigue crack propagation.

Promoting bridging effects through a proper selection of particle size and interface

sti-ength can be viewed as a promising way to enhance the resistance of the material to

FCP. However, the occurrence of bridging effects may require a certain ductility of one

of the two components. In this thesis, suggestions for fuhu-e research are presented at the

end of the general discussion.
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APPENDIX

A.1 GENERALITIES ON POLYMERIC MATERIALS

Derived from the Greek, the term "Polymer" refers to organic macromolecules

that contain many similar repeating units (Mascia, 1989). If these units are linked into a

three dimensional network fashion, the polymer is called a cross-linked polymer or a

fhennoset. If the imits are arranged sequentially to form long linear chain molecules, the

polymer is called a linear polymer or a thermoplastic. After fheir polymerization,

thermoplastics can be melted while thermosets undergo thermal degradation of their

molecular stmct. u-e. Industrial thennoplastic materials can be in two different states of

supermolecular arrangement: the amorphous state and the semiciystalline state. In the

amorphous state, which is the supennolecular state of polycarbonate (PC) and

polystyrene (PS), the macromolecular chains remain disoriented upon cooling. This type

of behavior can be associated with either or both a high melt viscosity and a low

thermodynamic stability of the potential ordered stmcture. The melt viscosity is affected

by average molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of the polymer as well as

by the presence of the lateral groups. The fhermodynamic stability of the potential

ordered strucfaire depends largely on the relative positions of the lateral groups (e. g.

isotactic, syndiotactic or atactic configurations) and also on their size.

In the semicrystalline state, which is the supermolecular state of polypropylene

(PP) and PA6, a part of the polymer chain segments are aligned along their length and

they form crystals. The level of crystallinity can vary from zero to approximately 90%

(Mascia, 1989). All semicrystallme polymers contam amorphous phase regions and

crystalline phase regions. In that sense, non-reinforced semicrystalline polymers can be

considered as composites. Their properties are highly affected by the arrangement of and

the bonding between the amorphous phase and the crystaUme phase regions. This

composite staTicture and its effect on the deformation behavior is described in details in

section 2. 1.
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A. 1.1 Pol meric Materials Processin

After being produced from diflFerent polymerization processes, thermoplastic

polymers are usually solidified in the fonn of pellets. In order to produce a component or

a test specimen from the pelletized polymer, many forming processes can be employed.

Only two basic direct molding techniques using pellets are considered here: compression

molding and injection molding.

In compression molding, the pellets are melted in an open-die mold where a

compression force is applied. In injection molding, the pellets are melted in a screw or a

twin-screw melting unit before being mjected in a closed-die mold. For both compression

and injection molding, the resulting microstructire depends on many molding

parameters. A major difference exists between compression molding and injection

molding: in the latter, local viscous flow of the polymer associated with a shear couple

along the local flow direction induces local macromolecular chain orientation. The

materials employed in this MA.Sc. project were injection-molded.

A. 1. 1. 1 Processin Parameters and Chain Orientation

The rheology of a polymer melt is quite complex. A highly simplified approach

will be employed here: the polymer wiU be considered as a Newtonian fluid. For this

simplest type of fluid, the occurrence of either a lamellar or a bulk turbulent flow depends

on the Reynolds's number (Re) (Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot, 1960). BuUc turbulent flow

is generally accompanied by a lamellar film near the walls. Bowman, Hams and Bevis

(1975) have shown that the microstructure of etched injection-molded semicrystalline

polymer tensile bars contained basically two types of regions. X-ray diffraction results

reported in the form of pole figures indicated that the two different types of regions

corresponded to different degrees of macromolecular chain orientation: relatively non-

oriented zones and highly oriented zones. In all cases, a region near the surface was

found to have a large amount of macromoleciilar chain orientation along the molding

direction. This region is called the subskin.
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The extent of lamellar flow and it location depend on the processing conditions.

Under intermediate processing conditions, a sandwich-like stacking of two oriented and

two non-oriented regions through the thickness from fhe surface to the mid-thickness, as

shown schematically in Figure A. 1, can be obtained (Bowman, Harris and Bevis, 1975).

At times when the melt temperature was particularly high, the second oriented band seen

in moving away from the specimen surface was narrow (about 300 to 400 p.m), near fhe

specimen mid-thickness, with macromolecular preferential chain orientation

perpendicular to the injection molding direction. These particular p essing-induced

microstructures indicate that the microsfa-ucture of an mjection-molded sample cannot

always be divided in only the subskin and core components.

^/Mid-thickness plane

Molding direction

Figure A.1: Sandwich-like stacking of oriented (dashed) and non-oriented (gray)
regions in an injection-molded sample.

Results have shown that the proportion of oriented regions increases as the mold

temperature decreases. The effect on this proportion of other molding parameters such as

the mold temperafan-e, the polymer flow rate and the final injection pressure appears more

difficult to generalize (Bowman, Harris and Bevis, 1975). The processing induced

microstmcture cannot be predicted easily from the pellet material rheology and the

processing parameters.
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A. 1. 1.2 Chain Orientation and Characterization of Structure and Pro erties

The chain orientation effect has an important consequence on the local polymer

sti-ucture and on the polymer properties. Chain orientation affects the overall polymer

crystallmity (Trotignon and Verdu, 1987). Bowman, Harris and Bevis (1975) measured

higher microhardness values and higher indentation anisotropy in the oriented zones. It is

important to note that the orientation varies through the specimen thickness and that a

detailed characterization of the microstructure of a test specimen should be made where

the properties are evaluated. Depending where crack initiation occurs, the detailed

characterization of the morphology and of the fatigue-induced damage must be

performed at different locations. The variations of the morphology through the specimen

thickness can allow in theory a comparison of the fatigue-induced damage occiuring prior

to crack initiation under different material morphology conditions.

A. 1.2 Mechanical Behavior of Thermo lastics

Generalities of on the viscoelastic behavior, the tensile inelastic sta^etching

behavior and the creep behavior of polymers will be presented in the present section.

A. 1.2. 1 Models for the Viscoelastic Behavior of Pol mers

The viscoelastic behavior is a general term that generally refers to the influence of

time and temperature on the mechanical response of materials. Since most of fhe current

knowledge regarding the phenomenology of the viscoelastic behavior of polymers has

been developed for amorphous polymers, the following discussion is initially limited to

such polymers. If the total deformation of a polymer can be considered as the sum of

independent elastic (Hookean) and viscous (Newtonian) components, the polymer has a

linear viscoelastic behavior. In such a case, the Boltzman superposition principle (c. f.

below) can be applied. Linear viscoelasticity is dominant up to about 1 % of strain in

most useftil plastics (Ward and Hadley, 1993). When the independence between the
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deformation components is not respected, the polymer has a non-linear viscoelastic

behavior. The description here will be first resfricted to the linear viscoelastic behavior.

For the most general case of a linear viscoelastic solid, the total deformation

induced by the application of a constant load can be divided into an immediate elastic

deformation, a delayed elastic deformation and a Newtonian How (Ward and Hadley,

1993). wo mechanical analogue models for the linear viscoelastic behavior are shown in

Figure A.2. The model in Figure A.2a is called the standard linear solid (SLS). This

model provides an approximate representation of the observed behavior of polymers in

their viscoelastic range (Ward and Hadley, 1993). In the SLS model, a spring of modulus

Ea is in parallel with a Maxwell unit, which is a unit consisting of a spring and a

Newtonian dashpot in series. A Newtonian dashpot is a cylinder system in which a piston

moves at a rate proportional to the viscosity of the oil and proportional to the applied

stress.

(a) (b)

Ea

Em

Inm
El

Figure A.2: Mechanical analogue models for the linear viscoelastic behavior where
(a) is called the standard linear solid (SLS) model (from Ward and
Hadley, 1993).

The following discussion is based upon the SLS model. In creep, which is a

constant stress static loading mode, the spring of modulus Ea extends as a result of load

transfer from the Maxwell unit. Load transfer fi-om the Maxwell unit to the spring of
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modulus Ea occurs by time dependent extension of the dashpot unit. In stress relaxation,

which is a constant strain static loading mode, the extension of the spring of modulus 1^

remains constant while the extension of the spring of the Maxwell unit decreases as a

result of time dependent extension of the dashpot. For both creep and stress relaxation

loading, the extension of the dashpot of the Maxwell unit cannot be recovered

instantaneously upon unloading. Upon unloading, one can expect to have a residual

elongation of the spring of modulus Ea and a residual contraction of the spring of

modulus Em. A potential energy is associated with these residual spring elastic strains.

This potential energy can be a driving force for recovery after unloading. The recovery

will occur by viscous flow in the dashpot. The degree of extension of the dashpot at a

given time directly affects defonnation behavior of the system. This degree of extension

depends on the loading history.

The conclusion, derived from the SLS model, that the loading history affects the

deformation behavior of the system was proposed by Boltzmann for creep in 1876 (Ward

and Hadley, 1993). From the independence of the elastic (Hookean) and viscous

(Newtonian) components, Boltzmann also proposed a superposition principle: each

loading step makes an indq)endent contribution to the final deformation. Returning to the

SLS model, the superposition principle has the following consequence: the total

extension of the dashpot is the summation of the extension induced by each successive

loading step, and is fhereforc dependent on the loading history. This also implies that one

can predict the creep deformation resulting from loading at a stress of 2? by miritiplymg

by two the creep deformation resulting from loading at a stress of o. In other words, the

viscoelastic defonnation is independent of the total instantaneous stress. As it will be

shown below, this independence in creep is dubious since fhe creep deformation is

fhennally activated.

However, in most practical cases the viscoelastic response of a polymer cannot be

considered as linear. In non-linear viscoelasticity, no general approach is considered

entirely satisfactory (Ward and Hadley, 1993). However, there is experimental evidence

that the creep defonnation of polymers is thermally-activated. By assuming that the
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deformation of a polymer is a thermally activated process involving the motion of

segments of macromolecules over potential barriers, Eyring et al. (1945) developed a

theoretical equation in order to describe the macroscopic deformation behavior.

The development of the Eyring equation for non-linear viscoelasticity is based

upon the assumptions that the applied stress produces linear shifts (3 o' (where R is the

activation volume for the molecular event and o is the stress) of the energy barriers AH in

a symmetrical way manner that the net flow of segments of macromolecules over the

energy barriers is linearly related to the macroscopic deformation rate. Before the

application of a stress, the number of chain segments moving in one direction Vi is

balanced by P is the activation volume for the molecular event so that the system is in

equilibrium and the values of Vi and V2 are given by Equation A. 1. When a load is applied

in the same direction as the direction of the v i chain movement, the value of v i is given

by Equation A.2, the value of Vz is given by Equation A.3 and the overall deformation

rate is given by Equation A.4. Equation A.4 will be called the Eyring equation of polymer

non-linear viscoelasticity. According to this equation, the deformation rate of the polymer

depends exponentially on tiie stress applied. This characteristic contrasts with the linear

dependence between the sfa'ain rate and the stress in Newton's viscous flow law. The SLS

model of linear viscoelasticity can be adapted to non-linear viscoelasticity by saying that

the movement of the dashpot is governed by a thermally-activated process CWard and

Hadley, 1993).

Equation A.1:

Equation A.2:

Equation A.3:

v=V(, exp|-

v, = VQ expl -

v; = Vo exp [-

RT

(^H-f3a)~
RT

(A^+Ar)1
RT \

^__^ _r A^iLrAri _r ysb-i
tion A.4: :-=e=e^ expl -=^- |-{exp| -':l-|-exp|-

dt " "°'"''L RT\V"rVRT\ ~"rL RT _
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In viscoelasticity, the defommation rate at low sta'ess may follow Newton's viscous

flow law but the deformation rate at high sti-ess varies exponentially with the applied

sb-ess. Experimental results have shown that fhe viscoelastic deformation of polymers at

high stress is a thermally activated process (Ward and Hadley, 1993), which explains the

dependence of the viscoelastic behavior on temperature. The driving force for recovery

after unloading is due to the presence of an internal potential energy. Using fhe SLS

model, the internal potential energy after a creep experiment comes from the residual

conto-action in the spring in series with a dashpot and the residual tension in the other

spring. The molecular processes that may lead to the accumulation of internal potential

energy or to a decrease in the entropy of the system will be further discussed in section

1A.2.2.

A. 1.2.2 Dela ed Deformation Res onse and Relaxation Transitions

A practical consequence of viscoelasticity in cycUc loading is the delay of the

sta-ain response to an applied load. Three parameters are employed to characterize the

polymer viscoelastic response upon continuous sinusoidal cycling. Expressions for the

applied stress of Equation A.6 and for the delayed strain response of Equation 7.5 are

employed to define the phase lag (6). The expression for the applied stress of Equation

A. 6 can be divided (following ti-igonometo-ic relationships) into a sti~ess component in

phase with the stoain (c?o cos 5 sin cot) and a stress component out of phase with the strain

(Oo sin 6 cos cot), as shown in Equation A.7. The stress-sti^in relationship can also be

expressed by two components, as shown in Equation A. 8, employed to derive expressions

of the storage modulus E' (Equation A.9) and the loss modulus E" (Equation A. 10).

Combining Equation A. 9 with Equation A. 10, the tangent of the phase lag (tan 5) can be

expressed as the ratio between the loss modulus and the storage modulus (Equation

A. 11). The tan 8 is the third parameter often employed to characterize fhe polymer

viscoelastic response to continuous sinusoidal cycling.
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Equation A. 5:

Equation A.6:

Equation A.7:

Equation A.8:

Equation A.9:

Equation A. 10:

Equation A. 11:

e = co sin a>t

<y = CTO sin (fi)t + 5)

o = (CTO cos 5) sin cat + (CTQ sin 5) cos <nt

<y = eo E' sin a»t + co E" cos cat

E?=0o/eo cos 5

E"=CTo/eosin5

tanS=E"/E'

The parameters E', E" and 5 are employed to characterize the relaxation

transitions in polymers. On a tan 5 versus temperature scan, the peaks in the value of tan

§ are associated with molecular relaxation transitions and are customarily labeled a, p, y,

5, etc. in alphabetical order with decreasing temperature. The peak labeled a, which is the

highest temperature peak, is called the glass to^nsition temperature (Tg). In general, the

stiffaess of polymers varies significantly near this Tg. The Tg value, measured using

viscoelastic response of the polymer upon continuous sinusoidal cycling, varies with the

time-scale of the experiment, which is related to the loading frequency.

Dilatomefric measurements at different temperatures is a second method

employed to determine a Tg for a given polymer. The dilatometric Tg is defined as the

temperahu-e at which there is a discontinuity in the slope of the relationship between the

density and the temperature. The discontiniuty m the ciirve is expected to originate from

a difference m the relationship between the free volume flection and the temperatire.

Below the critical temperature, the fi-ee volume fraction is expected to be independent of

temperature, while above this temperature, the fee volume fraction is expected to

mcrease with temperature (Ward and Hadley, 1993). The dilatometric Tg is slightly

dependent on the rate of heating, which can be considered as the time-scale of the

experiment. The dilatometric Tg itself is not considered as a fhermodynamic transition

temperature. However, the temperature T2 = Tg - 52. 6°C could correspond to a secondary

order thermodynamic transition temperature (Ward and Hadley, 1993). The value of
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52.6 C has been established by applying the Williams-Landel-Feny equation to the

experimental data obtained with a variety of polymers. The dilatometric Tg and the Tg

measured by continuous sinusoidal cycling testing are ti-ansition temperahires at which

the time-scale for certain molecular processes, which are not thermally activated below

T2, is comparable with the tune-scale of the experiment.

The macromolecular chain structure, the molecular mass and the presence of

plasticizing agents are among the principal factors that afifect the Tg of amorphous

polymers. In semicrystalline polymers, the glass transition temperature usually exists, but

the extent of variation with temperature in the polymer stififaess mcreases as Ifae

proportion of the amorphous phase increases. As in the case of amorphous polymers, the

Tg in semicrystalline polymers is associated with a change in the thermally activated

molecular processes governing the defonnation of the amorphous phase. It is frequently

possible to attribute the other relaxation peaks (P, y, 8, etc.) to either the amorphous or the

crystalline component (Ward and Hadley, 1993). The analysis of the polymer viscoelastic

response upon continuous sinusoidal cycling can be employed as a tool to determine

which molecular processes are likely to occur upon deformation at a given temperature

and experiment time-scale.

A. 1.2.3 Inelastic Deformation durin Tensile Elon ation

The term inelastic defonnation refers to the sti-ain component that is not

instantaneously recovered upon unloading. Accordingly, one can divide the sto-ain

response of a thermoplastic into two components: an elastic deformation component and

an inelastic deformation coinponent. In the previous subsection, the macroscopic

behavior of thermoplastics subjected to a low strain was considered. Under those

conditions, most of the deformation is elastic. When a thermoplastic is subjected to a high

sti-ain, the inelastic component of the deformation becomes dominant. The present and

the next (section A. 1.2.4) sections will consider the macroscopic deformation response to

such higher amplitude strain.
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The engineering tensile sta-ess-elongation ciuves of semicrystalline polymers often

present a point over which the load borne by the specimen decreases as the elongation

increases. However, the deformation of semicrystalline polymers does not give rise to

intrinsic softening of the material when the applied specimen elongation rate is low

enough that no excessive specimen temperature increase occurs. This is shown in Figure

A. 3 a where the true stress versus true strain relationships are plotted for different

semicrystalline polymers. Another characteristic of semicrystalline polymers subjected to

tensile elongation is that the strain hardening rate increases after a certain amount of

deformation (c. f. Figure A.3a).

Step-like variations of the specimen elongation rate induce discontinuities in fhe

tme stress versus tme strain relationship as shown in Figure A.3b. When the strain rate is

increased rapidly, the stress increases rapidly and then decreases or increases but at a

lower rate than before the sfa-ain rate increase. This behavior can be attributed to a time -

delayed deformation. The opposite phenomenon occurs when the sta-ain rate is decreased

rapidly. The time-delayed deformation induced when the sfa-ain rate is tncreased or

decreased indicates that the viscoelastic properties of polymers may affect theu- inelastic

deformation behavior at least in the cases where variations in the to-ue sti-ain rate occurs.

However, the memory of the previous sfa-ain rate history is retained only during a

ti-ansient period.
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Figure A.3: Tensile behavior of semicrystalline polymers: (a) True stress-strain
curves at a true strain rate of 0. 1 %/s; (b) Effect of repetitive true strain
rate variation from 0. 1 %/s (continuous curved segments) to l%/s
(dashed segments) (from Lin and Argon, 1992).

During tensile testing, the relative volume variation of the specimen gauge section

can be called fhe volume strain (AVA^). The measurement of the volume strain can

provide some insight regarding the nature of the deformation. One can divide the volume

sfa'ain of a tensile specimen into three components according to Equation A. 12: an elastic

component (AVEL/V), a deviatoric component (AVDEV/V) and a dilatational component

(AVoiLAQ. By measuring the longifaidinal steain (EL) and long-transverse sta-ain (ew), an

experimental voliune strah can be computed according to Equation A. 13. In the

development of Equation A. 13, it is assumed that the strain in the thickness direction is

the same as that m the width direction. According to Equation A. 14, the volume increase

associated with the elastic component is related to the fact that the axial specimen elastic

elongation is not fully compensated by the lateml contraction. In other words, the

Poisson's ratio (v) is less than 0.5. There is no volume variation associated with the

deviatoric component (Equation A. 15). The volume increase associated with the
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dilatational component (Eqiiation A. 16) is related to the formatbn of voids, crazes and/or

cracks.

Equation A. 12

Equation A. 13

Equation A.14

Equation A. 15

Equation A. 16

AF _ Ar,, , AF^, , A^/,
+-=-:- +

V V' V ' V

AV
v

AF.EL

v

=(1+£, )(1-^)2-1

=(1+£, )(1-V*£, )2-1

A^,
^-=0
v

A^,, AF AF,
v v v

Naqui and Robinson (1993) have reviewed the tensile dilatometric studies of

deformation in polymers and polymer blends/composites. The addition of particles in a

non-reinforced polymer matrix can influence the proportion of each volume sbain

component. The proportion of each volume strain component can also vary with

temperature and strain rate.

In their experimental study, Naqui and Robinson (1993) compared the

experimental volume strain (calculated using Equation A. 13) with the predicted

dilatational component of voliune strain (calculated using Eqiiation A. 14) as a function of

the axial strain. This comparison allows to determine the axial strain beyond which the

deviatoric component of the material deformation becomes significant. However, the

technique does not allow to determine which proportion of the axial strain is the result of

constant volume deformation mechanisms and which is Ihe deviatoric component of the

axial strain.

Heikens, Sjoerdsma and Coumans (1981) have proposed a model that enables to

decompose the axial sto-ain into three components of deformation by using the
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dilatometric results. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the polymer. Their model is

based upon the two following hypotheses:

the elastic component of the axial sto-ain is Hookean and linear elastic

with a stiffoess constant equal to Young's modulus,

there is no transverse strain associated with the dilatational component

of the axial strain.

The fonner hypothesis leads to Equation A. 17 while the latter leads to Equation A. 18.

The elastic component of the axial strain (EEL) can be calculated when Young's modulus

of the material is known. The dilatational component (EDIL) can be calculated from the

dilatometric results and the deviatoric component ^oev) can then be calculated according

to Equation A. 19.

Equation A. 17:

Equation A.18:

Equation A. 19:

SEL = fflE

AF,
'DIL ~

DIL

v

eDEV 
= £i ~ £ 

EL 
~ £DIL

Dilatometric tensile test results have been reported by Gloaguen and Lefebvre

(2001) using the model of Heikens, Sjoerdsma and Coumans (1881). The results, shown

in Figure A.4a for 50% RH conditioned PA6 and m Figure A.4b for 50% RH conditioned

PA6NC, indicate that the addition of montmorillonite in the PA6 matrix leads to

significant increases in the dilatational component of the axial strain upon tensile

deformation near or above the Tg. This result is further discussed in section 2.2 of the

thesis.
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A. 1.2.4 Reversibili of the Inelastic Deformation

Great care must be taken when qualifying the nature of the inelastic strain. One

can distinguish two components of inelastic strain: an anelastic component and a plastic

component. The anelastic component can be recovered with time, whereas the plastic

component is considered permanent if the temperature is maintained constant. In the case

of amorphous polymers (PS, PC and PMMA) strained in compression up to 15-20%

(Quinson, Perez, Rink and Pavan, 1996) and up to 50-55% (ECung and Li, 1987), it has

been shown that most of the inelastic strain is recovered upon heating up slightly above

Tg. Pegoretti, Guardmi, Migliaresi and Ricco (2000) studied fhe strain recovery behavior

of semicrystalline polymers as a function of the recovery time and temperah. ire. Fibns of

dried PA6 where sta-ained up to 20% at room temperature and than unloaded. Upon

unloading, the non-recovered strain of the PA6 fihns in those experiments was

approximately 8%. The variations of that non-recovered strain as a function of the

recovery time and temperature is shown in Figure A. 5. After temperature exposure to

75 C for 1000 seconds, the non-recovered inelastic strain fell below 0.2%. The measured

Tg of the PA6 fihns was 69°C. Based on this result, as in the case of amorphous

polymers, ahnost all of the inelastic deformation of semiciystalline polymers can be
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recovered when the strained sample is exposed to a temperature near the glass transition

temperature.

The reversibility of the inelastic deformation is a common characteristic of

amorphous and semiciystalline polymers. For amorphous polymers, the nucleation and

growth of shear microdomains (SMDs) are expected to be the principal deformation

mechanism responsible for the accumulation of anelastic strain (Mangion, Cavaille, and

Perez, 1992; Quinson, Perez, Rink and Pavan, 1996). Salamatina, Hobie, Rudnev and

Oleiruk (1994) also expected an important role of the SMDs in fhe accumulation of

potential energy in the amorphous polymer stmcture upon deformation. It should

however be considered that the complete recovery state corresponds to the state of

maximum entropy (Argon, 1980). Above Tg, the entropy barrier might be low enough

that thermal activation could induce recovery even in absence of stored elastic or

viscoelastic energy.

Oleinik, Shenogin, Paramzina, Rudnev, Shantarovich, Azamatova, Pakula and

Fischer (1998) have measured and compared the E' and E" moduli of non-deformed and

deformed (by axial compression to 40-45%) PMMA and PC specimens. Deformation was

found to decrease the storage modulus (E') and to increase the lost modulus (E").

However, annealing the material caused stram recovery and partial recovery of the

original viscoelastic properties. They concluded that all changes in the dynamic modulus

were due to the anelastic component of the specunen residual strain. However, their work

did not attempt to cover the behavior of semicrystalline polymers.
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During interrupted tensile tests performed by Pegoretti, Guardini, Migliaresi and

Ricco (2000), the stress - strain curve showed a positive slope up to 20% of sfa-ain, sta-ain

at which the specimens were unloaded. This result suggests that no specimen necking

occurred. Necking leads to a localized a high strain, which induces an important

rearrangement of the crystalline phase (section 2. 1.2.5). This important rearrangement is

most probably an irreversible process. Thus, the plastk; component of the inelastic stram

would have been of higher magnitude if necking had occurred.

A. 1.2.5 Cree Behavior

In characterizing the creep of thermoplastics, a linear relationship between the

stram and the time under load is often observed on a log - log scale. Such a linear
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relationship has been reported for PP tested at 60°C (Ward and Hadley, 1993) and 50%

room humidity conditioned PA6 tested at room temperature (Jinen, 1986; Jinen, 1987).

However, for 29% room humidity conditioned PA6 tested at room temperature, a

transient regime has been reported before the occurrence of a linear relation on a log -

log scale (Hunt and Darlington, 1978). A testing temperature below the glass transition

temperature might be fhe reason for this different creep deformation behavior. The

linearity on a log - log scale is in accordance with the Eyring equation for non-linear

viscoelasticity (Equation A.4). Thiis, the creep defromation is a thermally activated

process. The strain versus time under load ciirves of PP tested at 60 C shown in Figure

A. 6 present two successive stages where linear relationships are observed. This behavior

can be explained by the occurrence of two different thermally activated deformation

mechanisms coupled in parallel and having different activation volumes. Hunt and

Darlington (1979) reported multistage curves for PA66.
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of 2 and 5 MPa (from Ward and Hadley, 1993).
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A.2 AMORPHOUS POLYMERS

The inelastic deformation mechanisms induced by the application of an external

force and/or by the presence of an internal viscoelastic energy can be classified by two

main categories: viscoelastic deformation processes and plastic deformation processes,

wifh plastic deformation referred to as the deformation that is not recovered after a long

post-sfa-essing relaxation time at the testing temperature. A knowledge of the stmctare of

amorphous polymers is a prerequisite to the understanding of all inelastic defonnation

mechanisms.

A.2.1 Structure of Amorphous Pol mers

The amorphous state is characterized by the absence of regular organization at

long distance. It is then the opposite to the crystallized state. However, when applied to

thermoplastic polymers, the common definition of the amorphous state may include the

state where short distance order is present. Although this local order has been observed in

low molecular weight amorphous substances, several experimental results suggest that

this type of order is absent at higher molecular weight (Kausch, 1987).

When macromolecules are iree to move, they adopt the configuration that

miniimze their fee energy, which is the sum of the internal energy and of the energy

related to the enfa-opy of fhe system (degree of disorder). By neglecting the mteractions

between chain segments as well as intennolecular interactions, the minimal internal

energy of a macromolecule corresponds to any condition where the distance between

adjacent atoms and the angle between primary bonds are at their equilibriinn values. In

these conditions of minimal internal energy, a minimization of the free energy requires to

maximize the enteopy. The entropy is maximized when the set of chain conformations is

fhe most probable statistically. Since there arc few specific cham conformations that can

lead to highly extended chains, this type of conformation is not dominant in melt

solidified polymers. In the absence of sfa-ain-induced preferential orientation, the

macromolecules are folded and the sqiiare root of the mean square end-to-end distance
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(<r2>l/2) is much lower than the sum of the chain segments. From the unperturbed chain

model ofFlory (Dettenmaier, 1983), <r2>'/2 is given by

Equation A.20: < r2 >'/2=/^1/2 ;

where R is a constant for a given molecular stmcture and M is the molecular weight of

fhe macromolecules or chain segments. This model was found to agree with the

experimental results at least in the case of PC (Dettenmaier, 1983).

Chain entanglement is an important concept employed to explam the deformation

behavior of polymers. Heymans (2000) reviewed the current models of entanglement of

flexible chains and compared their ability to predict the effects of the macromolecular

structure on the level of entanglement. The experimental data employed for comparison

were obtained from melt elasticity and viscosity measurements on several polymers. The

model that best describes the behavior are different for elasticity and for viscosity. For

elasticity, the packing model seems the more appropriate. This model considers as a

single important parameter the ratio of the pervaded volume to the occupied volume of

the chain, which is proportional to (he molecular weight. The per/aded volume is

assumed proportional to is3, where rs is the root-mean-square chain end-to-end distance.

For viscosity, the Colby-Rubinstein model seems the more appropriate. This model

considers the mtio of the pervaded volume to the occupied volume of the chain multiplied

by the number of binary contacts in the pervaded volume. A binary contact occurs when

two chain segments are in their immediate neighborhood.

In the solid state, the view anployed by several authors (Plummer, Menu, Cudre-

Mauroux and Kausch, 1995; Kramer and Berger, 1990; Kausch, 1987; Dettenmaier,

1983; Treloar, 1975) to describe the effect of chain entanglement on the deformation

behavior is to consider a network of mterconnecting elastic nodes (Figure A.7). The

portions of macromolecules constititing this network are those ofiFering the greatest

resistance to an imposed large strain. These portions of macromolecules, each of average

mass Me, are retained at their extremity with other similar entities. As a simplified view,
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an entanglement can be considered as a temporary cross-link between backbone chains

and can be visualized as hooks, knots or local interactions such as hydrogen bonding.
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Figure A.7: Schematic view of sequences of entanglement points: each "+" symbol
represents an entanglement point, the large solid lines represents a
sequence (namely A) of entanglement points that are aligned nearly
parallel to the tensile force a and located in the plane of the figure, the
large dotted lines represent a similar sequence (namely B) but located
out of the plane of the figure, the distance Rg is the radius of gyration
between entanglement points, the distance Re is the distance between
entanglement points, and the distance LN represents the end-to-end
distance of a sequence of a sequence of entanglement points (from
Kausch, 1987).

The knots in the solid state are assumed to be the same as those present in the

melt and in the mbbery state. No conformational change is expected upon cooling. In the

mbbery state, the knots afiFect the elastic properties in a similar way as the cross-links in

mbbers. The most common technique to characterize the level of entanglement is to

evaluate the parameter Me, defined as the molecular weight between entanglement points

(usually in g/mol), from the following relation (Kramer, 1983):
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Equation A.21: M" = F^T,
G".

where p is the density of the polymer, R is the imiversal gas constant, T^ is the absolute

temperature, and G°N is the shear modulus at the mbbery plateau. According to Heymans

(2000), the characterization of the chain entanglement by the parameter Me is

oversimplified. Since there is no experimental observation of elastic knots, these knots

may or may not have any specific physical representation. However, the parameter M: is

widely employed in the literature on defoimation in solid polymers and it allows to

explain differences in the behavior between different polymers. Me will be prime

parameter employed in the present text to characterize the entanglement network.

From the above development, a characterization of the staucture of an amorphous

polymer at the network level must include the molecular weight between entanglements

Me and the average molecular weight of the macromolecules (Mw). In the glassy state, the

stmcture at the network level is expected to have an important effect only at farge local

deformations (Dettenmaier, 1983; Kausch, Plummer and Teze, 1994). One of these

important effects will be discussed in fhe section on heterogeneous deformation (section

A.2.4).

At lower stram and also in the glassy state, the resistance to the relative

movement of molecular chains can be expected to be largely controlled by the rigidity of

the chains. Experimental evidence of this effect is disciissed in the section on

homogeneous defonnation (section A.2.3). The characteristic ratio of the macromolecular

chain, Co
a, 

is employed to characterize the intrinsic rigidity of a coiled chain. This

characteristic ratio is defined by (Wu, 1992)

Equation A.22:

 

"= lim
<r' >

. ^, </2>

where <r^> is the mean square end-to-end distance, q, is the number of statistical skeletal
units in a chain and <fv> is the mean square length of such a imit. If the unperturbed
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chain model applies (c.f. Equation A.20), the value of Coo would be unity. As the

flexibility of the chains is reduced (by the presence of lateral groups and intermolecular

interactions), the value of Coo 
increases.

A. 2.2 Viscoelastic Deformation Mechanisms

Below the macroscopic yeld stress, Doi and Edwards (1986) have proposed a two

step model for the viscoelastic deformation of macromolecules at large sfrains (Ward and

Hadley, 1993). In this model, the original assumption is that the rapid movement of the

chain segments of a macromolecule is confined withm a tube such as the one presented in

Figure A. 8. According to this model, the two categories of molecular motion are

molecular extension within the tube by migration of molecular kinks along the tube axis,

somewhat similar to the movement of dislocations in metals, and lateral movement of the

entire tube through a phenomenon called repfation. Reptation requires the migration of

entanglements. The characteristic time required for the migration of molecular kinks is

much shorter fhan that required for the migration of entanglements leading to reptation.

This difference in the characteristic time required for the activation of the different types

of molecular motion can explain that axial contraction of the tube (Figure A.9c) wiU

occur prior to its lateral migration figure A.9d) during stress relaxation after a large step

strain (Figure A. 9). It may also explain the presence of two regimes during creep

defomiation ofPP (c.f. Figure A. 6 in appendix A).

. A/ ^ ^

^ -
^ ^

'^''
Figure A.8: Confinement ofviscoelastic molecular motion within a tube (Ward and

Hadley, 1993).
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Figure A.9: Model for the sequence of events during stress relaxation: (a)
equilibrium conformation before deformation, (b) conformation tube
immediately after a large step deformation, (c) conformation after
relaxation within the tube by migration of molecular kinks, and (d)
conformation after lateral displacement of the tube by reptation (Ward
and Hadley, 1993).

A. 2. 3 Homo eneous Shear Yieldin

During loading the combination of external forces and of internal energy stored in

the polymer network, as a result of previous deformation, enables deformation processes

that were not mechanically and/or thermally activated at lower applied external forces.

With the potential exception of chain scission, all defonnation mechanisms in polymers

can be expected to be thermally activated. The defonnation can occur homogeneously (at

the micrometer scale) or heterogeneously. Homogeneous inelastic deformation is

generally referred to as shear yielding.

Shear yielding m a glassy amorphous polymer is thought to be a non-specific and

non-localized event (Argon, 1980). According to computer simulations (Argon, Hutnik,

Mott and Suter, 1991), the volume over which a coherent plastic relaxation event occurs

would be approximately 67 nm (equivalent of a sphere with a diameter of 5 nm) in PP at

low temperature (-40 C). This event would occur through a series of torsion angle

changes along the backbone of each molecule (Argon, Hutiuk, Mott and Suter, 1991). In
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PC, the activated configuration for shear yielding would consist of four molecular

segments (Argon and Bessonov, 1977).

In his review on brittleness and toughness of polymers, Wu (1992) presented an

experimental correlation between fhe characteristic mtio of the macromolecules Coo (c.f.

Equation A.22) and the macroscopic yield stress. Based on this correlation and on fhe

assumption that the molecular parameter controlling the onset of shear yielding is torsion

angle changes, the parameter Cc
o appears to be a primary parameter controlling the

activation energy for plastic deformation.

Li an experimental study in which the yield point of a styrene-acrylonilrile

copolymer was measured (in tensile loading, stress relaxation and creep), Marano and

Rink (2001) suggested that the anelastic sti-ain, the anelastically stored energy and the

viscoelastic energy reached a threshold value at the yield point. Although these

parameters might be more relevant than stress and strain by taking into account the time

variable, the scatter in the data of Marano and Rink (2001) clearly appeared non-random

in nafau-e. It appears that a reliable generalized criteria for the onset of shear yielding

under different loading condition does not yet exist in the open literature.

A. 2.4 Hetero eneous Deformation

Either before or after the onset of homogenous inelastic defonnation, localized or

heterogeneous defonnation can occur. The occurrence of heterogeneous deformation is a

direct consequence of the fact that a polymer is not a continuum of matter.

Heterogeneous defonnation is often a precursor to crack initiation and propagation.

A.2.4. 1 Crazin

A craze is a network of interconnected voids located in a plane that is generally

perpendicular to the maximum principal tensile stress. It is similar to a crack with the

diflference that the opposite surfaces are held together by craze fibrils, which are highly
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strained ligaments (Kausch, 1987; Kramer, 1983). After its nucleation, a craze will grow

in thickness, width and/or length while remaining perpendicular to fhe maximum

principal tensile stress. When the local stress, strain and/or strain rate at the craze tip

reach a critical level, craze breakdown occurs by facture in the fibrils or at the interface

between the fibrils and the non-crazed matter.

a) Craze Nucleation

Kausch (1987) proposed that the nucleation of a craze depends simultaneously on

three groups of variables: the macroscopic state of steain or stress, the nature of defects or

heterogeneities in the matrix, and the molecular behavior of the polymer. Craze

nucleation (and growth) is favored by a multi-axial tensile stress or, in more general

terms, by hydrostatic tension (Kramer, 1983). This effect can account for the formation

and growth of crazes from a notch in a semiciystalline polymer tested above its Tg while

the same niaterial would not craze in the presence of a hydrostatic compression or in the

absence of a notch (Narisawa and Ishikawa, 1990). Since it reduces the mobility of the

chains, increasing the local strain rate can be considered to have an indirect eflFect on the

molecular behavior.

As shown by Argon and Hannoosh (1977), there is a time delay between the

application of a stress and fhe moment when a craze can be detected. In most practical

cases, crazes initiate at surface defects or near the surface of internal secondary phase

particles. In such cases, the surface density of crazes increases ahnost linearly with tune

on a log-log scale before reaching a saturation value (Argon and Haimoosh, 1977). This

saturation of the surface density of crazes can be interpreted as the saturation of the most

favorable set of heterogeneous craze nucleation sites.

A second type of crazes, usually referred to as crazes H or intrinsic crazes, have

been reported to nucleate at an extension ratio of 2. 1 during tensile elongation of PC at

10-15°C below Tg (Dettenmaier, 1983). A similar behavior have been reported at an

extension ratio of 2.7 in PMMA (De Brossin, Dettenmaier and Kausch, 1982). In an
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attempt to correlate the nucleation of intrinsic crazes and the instability of the

entanglement network (c. f. section A.2. 1), Dettenmaier (1983) defmed X, as the maximal

extension ratio ofsti-ands between entanglement points, which can be estimated by

Equation A.23 ^^l_^M_l_
R. M^ 7^"

where Re is the root-mean-square end-to-end distance of unperturbed segments

(calculated from Equation A.20), Is is the length of a completely elongated segment, M is

the molecular weight of entanglement, Mo is the molecular weight of the monomer unit,

and 1, is the length of the projection of the monomer unit on the chain axis. A segment is

here defmed as a chain of entanglement molecular weight joining two entanglement

points. By replacing Re by

Equation A.20, Equation A.23 becomes

Equation A.24 x -1^M'-'1
Dettenmaier (1983) found agreement between the calculated value of 'k (for PC and

PMMA) and the extension ratio at which intrinsic crazing occurs dnring tensile testing,

which suggests that inta-insic crazing occurs at the onset of instability in the entanglement

network at large strain.

In a study of Dettenmaier (1983) different degrees of pre-orientation were

induced by deformation at approximately 10°C above Tg. When the pre-oriented samples

were loaded in tension below Tg with the tensile axis parallel to the pre-orientation axis,

the extensbn ratio at which intrinsic crazing occurred was found to decrease with an

increase in the molecular degree of pre-orientation. However, the stress at which inta-insic

crazing occurred mcreased with the degree of pre-orientation. The loganfhm of the total

extension ratio at intrinsic craze nucleation, which is the sum of the inelastic deformation

induced by pre-orientation and the deformation induced diiring the tensile test, was found

to increase linearly with the extension ratio induced by pre-orientation. Dettenmaier
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(1983) suggested that, during pre-orientation above Tg, chain slippage and disintegration

of entanglement points were efiFective mechanisms, which further supported the

suggestion that intrinsic crazing occurs at the onset of instability m fhe entanglement

network at large strain.

The remainder of the present section be limited to exfrinsic crazes. Kausch (1987)

proposed that the dominant mechanism in extrinsic craze nucleation is an unstable

reorientation of segments (again, a segment is defined as a chain of entanglement

molecular weight joining two entanglement points), a reorientation which seems to

preserve the entanglements previoiisly existing in that direction. This proposition is

supported experimentally by the independence of the critk;al stress (or strain) for craze

nucleation with the molecular weight, reported for example in PS (Kausch, 1987) for Mv

> 2 H. Below Tg, the segments have a small internal mobility (segment elongation) and

also smaU external mobility (segment motion). During elastic straining, local stresses

develop between segments and the local stresses are not evenly disbibuted. At some

point, a reorganization of the segments becomes inevitable. This reorganization requires

local inelastic deformation which may occur by either dilatation or shear. An initial

moderate inelastic dilatational deformation process may elongate the segments along the

du-ection of principal tensile stress by the mpfaire of secondary bonds while maintaining

the integrity of the network itself. This does not produce any void and the deformation

mode may still change to shear. However, if the anelastic shear deformation is still

inhibited, prc-craze surface flaws or internal voids are eventually formed. The pre-crazes

or voids will grow and eventually lead to microscopic crazes. From the above model, the

efifect of several molecular parameters can be understood. A craze will nucleate imder

conditions where the molecular mobility is sufficiently low to inhibit local shear

deformation processes up to a point where unstable reorientation of segments is required

but is sufficiently high to promote the growth of the voids formed.

Argon and Hannoosh (1977) proposed that the formation of voids could occur at

the end of shear patches formed by thermal activation. On the conta-ary, Kawagoe and

Kitagawa (1981) proposed that tfaeir formation could occur by the mechanical interaction
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between shear bands at their intersection. From velocity measurements of surface

acoustic waves and from crystallinity measurements by X-ray difi&action, it has been

proposed that local and heterogeneous textures were developed in PMMA and PC by

plastic deformation prior to craze initiation during tensile tests (Kawabe, Natsume, Higo

and Nunomura, 1992). In all three cases, a precursor to the fonnation of voids would be

heterogeneous plastic deformation.

The presence of a minimum particle size for craze nucleation at or near the

particle/mati-ix interface in a mbber particle filled PS clearly suggests that the zone of

stress concentration must have a critical size to induce heterogeneous craze nucleation.

Independently of the diameter of the particles, the sta-ess concenti-ation factor at the mbber

mabix interface is expected to be 2 (Kramer, 1983). However, craze nucleation does not

occur in PS around rubber particles of diameter less than l|im. Since theoretically the

local stress concentration factor is expected to fall from 2 to 1.5 within one tenth of the

particle diameter, Kramer (1983) estimated at 75 nm the critical size of a craze nucleus in

PS.

b) Craze Growth

Craze tip advance, craze thickening and breakdown of the craze fibrils are

precursors to the advance of a cmck when cracking is assisted by crazing. As shown in

Figure A. 10, these three steps occur sequentially between the craze front and the crack

fbont. The craze front and the crack front may or may not have the same velocity. Most of

the followmg mterpretation is based upon experimentation carried out employing fliin

fihns. Craze tip advance may occur by a meniscus instability mechanism or by a craze

reinitiation mechanism. The meniscus instability mechanism shown in Figure A. 11 has

been observed by TEM in a variety of glassy amorphous polymers (Donald and Kramer,

1981). The craze reinitiation mechanism has been observed experimentally by Michler

(1986) in samples which were microtomed into thin films. According to Kramer and

Berger (1990), the apparent reinitiation process observed by Michler (1986) could be a

reopening of voids and crazes formed during sample preparation.
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Figure A. 10: Steps in the process of complete surface separation through crazing:
elastic and/or anelastic deformation (zone A), craze tip advance (zone
B), craze growth or thickening (zone C) and craze breakdown (zone D)
(Kausch, 1987).
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Figure A. 11: Craze tip advance through a meniscus instability mechanism: The
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(Kramer, 1983).
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The increase in the thickn s of a craze i mainly an efiTect of fibrillation of matrix

material rather than an increase in the fibril extension (Kausch, 1987; Kramer and Berger,

1990). For instance, Lanterwasser and Kramer (1979) have shown that the volume

fraction of polymer in the craze is approximately constant during thickening. As a result,

the deformation occurs in active zones between the bulk non-deformed polymer and the

extended fibrils (Figure A. 12). The thickness of the active zone has been reported to

increase from approximately 20 to 80 nm in the temperature range from 23 to 93°C

(Kramer and Berger, 1990).
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Figure A.12: Mechanism of craze thickening (Kramer and Berger, 1990).

For a variety of polymers, the maximum extension along the drawing direction of

the entanglement network, X,e fi»m Equation A.24, as been reported to be almost equal to

the extension ratio of craze fibrils for specimens tested under the same conditions

(Kramer and Berger, 1990). However, in the range from approximately 10 to 30°C below

Tg for PS, Berger and Kramer (1988) reported an increase of the extension ratio of craze

fibrils with temperature, suggesting a partial disentenglement of the entangled chain

segments oriented parallel to the tensile stress direction. By assuming that the extension

ratio of craze fibrils is equal to X,e, which is fhe case at lower temperature, fhe final

thickness of a fibril. D, can be estimated from

Equation A.25: D=D^-

where Do is the distance between fhe center of the fibrils (or the initial diameter of a

fibril). From theoretical considerations, Kramer and Berger (1990) proposed that the
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equilibrium value of Do is proportional to F, the surface tension of the void surface. The

value of r depends on the mechanism by which free siufaces are created and by which

entanglements in the transverse direction are lost. During fibrillation of PS at room

temperature, conditions for which the fibril extension equals Xe and the mechanism of

lost of entanglement points is chain scission, a lost of entanglement density in the range

of 25 to 50% has been measured (Henkee and Kramer, 1986). At least in this case, it can

be assumed that the transformation of the matoix bulk material in craze fibrils retains the

entanglement segments along the tensile direction while destroying a significant

proportion of those initially oriented at significant angles relative to the tensile direction.

The free surfaces are created after separation of the polymer along planes of

separation, such as that shown in Figure A. 13 a. Separation occurs by relative movement

in opposite directions of macromolecular segments along the local direction normal to the

separation plane (Figure A. 13b). This relative movement requires disentanglement of the

chains, which is time-dependent. If the time or stress required to induce disentanglement

is too high, chain scission will occur. In an intermediate situation, both disentanglement

and chain scission can be effective (Figure A. 13c). In such a case, the mechanism of

separation of a particular macromolecule may depends on its fractional length x, which is

the ratio of its length located on one side of fhe separation plane to its total length.

Disentanglement crazing is reported to become eflFective at a temperature of or lower than

approximately Tg-100 C in thin films of dififerent polymers having an entanglement

density m the same range as PC (Plummer and Donald, 1989).

Chain scission or chain disentanglement along the plane of separation can be

inhibited if the local resistance to these processes of lost of entanglements is higher than

the average due to microsfauctural anisotropy (Figure A. 14a). This inhibition results in

the fonnation of cross-tie fibrils (Figure A. 14b). When the distance between the cross-tie

fibrils and the active zone increases, a relaxation in the cross-tie fibrils can promote a

local reorientation offhe principal fibrils (Figure A. 14c).
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Figure A. 13: Molecular separation in the active zone of the craze: a) overview
indicating the crack separation plane and the velocity vector offibrU
thickening (v); b) molecular motion perpendicularly to the separation
plane; c) Force required for relative motion by chain disentanglement
(f) or chain scission (fb) as a function of the fractional length of
molecules (x) (Kramer and Berger, 1990).

Figure A. 14: Formation of a cross-tie fibril structure: a) Inhibition of the separation;
b) Relaxation of the cross-tie fibrU inducing local reorientations of
principal fibrils; c) Resulting structure. (Kramer and Berger, 1990).
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Lin and Yang (2001) employed observations by atomic force microscopy (AFM)

and mechanical models to determine the local stresses and strains during crazing. Their

results indicate that the local deformation rate attains a maxunum value at the boundaries

between the mabrx and the craze fibrils and that most of the deformation is concentrated

near these boundaries. They also showed that the craze fibril extension ratio varies with

the entanglement density and is independent of the molecular weight. These results are

consistent with a mechanism of craze thickening by complete extension of the segments

of the entanglement network mitially orientated along the tensile direction and by

destmction of segments initially perpendicular to the tensile direction.

Kramer and Berger (1990) derived that the stress required for a craze to grow- S,

can be expressed as

2n

Equation A.26
2(n+2)v

^e,h

where v is the velocity of displacement of the surface of the active zone of the craze, h is

the thickness of that active zone and F is the surface tension of the void surface, and the

parameters £ f, o/c and n are characteristics of the material in the active zone. The factor

n in the exponent is usually much greater than 1 for glassy polymers and o/c may be

considered as the flow sfa-ess of a non-Newtonian fluid at a strain rate of ̂  . It is
important to note that the term F includes the energy required for chain scission or chain

disentanglement.

For shear yielding, the critical stress can be expressed as

1/n.

Equation A.27 °"/= ^

where Oyo is the yield stress at a strain rate of g, and q, is a material parameter. Even if

the properties of the material in the active zone (o/c and n) and in the bulk (pyo and r^) are

possibly dififerent, they can be assumed identical for qualitative comparison.
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As discussed in section A.2.3, shear deformation appears to maintain the

entanglement network to a large extent. On the contrary, crazing requires relative motion

between chain segments higher than that allowed by the entanglement network. Chain

scission or chain disentanglement are thought to be the only mechanisms allowing this

relative movement (Kaiisch, Plummer and Teze, 1994). As the entanglement density

increases (Me becomes smaller), this relative motion becomes mcreasingly difficiilt since

the energy required for chain scission or chain disentanglement increases, which can

explain why a transition from crazing to shear defonnation is observed as the

entanglement density increases (Kramer and Berger, 1990).

c) Craze Breakdown

A critical molecular weight Me for the occurrence of physical entanglements

appears to exist. The value of M; can be detemiined from viscosity measurements. When

the molecular weight is below Me, fibrils will break before any significant thickening of

the craze (Kramer and Berger, 1990). Accordingly, there is a minimum level of

entanglement required for a craze to thicken and grow in a stable manner. Even well

above Me, a sfa-ong dependence of the molecular weight (Mw) on the craze fibril stability

is observed (Kramer and Berger, 1990). This dependence is observed even when the

dominant craze fiibril formation mode is chain scission. Accordingly, chain

disentenglement is expected to be an important mechanism associated with the

breakdown process.

In cast thin fikns subjected to monotomc loading, cracks are found to initiate at

the boundary between the active zone (c. f. Figure A. 12) and the craze fbrils (Kramer and

Berger, 1990). Kramer and Berger (1990) suggested to explain this preferential site for

crack nucleation that the fibrils physically aged after there formation, thus reducing the

mobility that is required for chain disentanglement. The craze stability is highly reduced

by the presence of dust particles induced during casting and acting as sti-ess concentrators

(Kramer and Berger, 1990).
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After its initiation in a bulk specimen during a fracture toughness test, a crack will

generally grow through the center of the craze. Time under load or creep concepts were

previously employed to discuss fibril breakdown (Kramer and Hart, 1984). However,

these concepts are unable to explain the independence of the maximum craze width on

the crack velocity (Brown, 1991). Brown (1991) proposed a model to explain the fracture

toughness in which tie-molecules have an important effect in the crack advance

mechanism. When a first fibril breaks near it interface with the active zone, the cross-tie

fibrils can accelerate the breakdown process and relocate it to the craze midrib by

ta-ansfemng the load from the broken fibril that tends to recover to the adjacent fibrils.

The resistance to crack propagation associated with crazing depends on several molecular

and mtennolecular parameters. At the macroscopic level, this resistance will be increased

if several crazes are growing on parallel but different plans at the crack tip (Doyle, 1982).

This effect on the resistance to crack propagation will be discussed in section 2. 3. 1. 1. The

influence ofcrystallinity on the process of crazing will be addressed in section 2. 1.3.2.

A. 2.4. 2 Shear bandin

Shear banding is an heterogeneous inelastic deformation which tends to become

localized along the planes of principal maximum shear stresses on which it has initiated.

This strain localization efifect is generally observed at low temperatures and high steain

rates. In these conditions, the local state of reduced coordination or of excess m foe

volume that is associated with an initial event of coherent plastic deformation cannot be

diffusively dispersed before the onset of a subsequent event of coherent plastic

defonnation (Argon, 1980). For this reason, the subsequent event is likely to occur at the

position of the initial event smce the barrier energy for a coherent plastic defomiation at

that position is temporary reduced. Previously, strain softening was attributed to an

adiabatic temperature rise at the shear band tip. However, Kramer (1975) showed that

shear bands can propagate under isothermal conditions. Under these conditions, the

growth of the shear band was found to be confa-olled by the local strain rate at the

interface.
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Brady and Yeh (1973) have shown that the morphology of shear bands is not a

strong function of molecular weight. Within a shear band, Donald and Kramer (1982)

showed that the polymer extension ratio is constant and approximately equal to 0.6 of Xe

(maximal extension ratio of the entanglement network, c.f. Equation A.23). Therefore,

the loss of entanglements required for the formation of shear bands is lower than for

crazing. Also, the growth of a shear band occurs by localized deformation at Ae interface

between this band and the non-deformed matrix.

A.2.5 Summa

The solid stmcturc of amorphous polymers of high molecular weight is likely to

be characterized by the absence of regular organization at long as well as at short

distance. In this sfaiicture, the macromolecules are folded and entangled with each other.

It is generally considered that this structure contains a network, of macromolecule

segments connected at entanglement points, offering the greatest resistance at high plastic

strain. The average molecular weight of the macromolecule segments between the

entanglement points (Me) is generally employed to describe this network.

When this stiiichn-e is strained in fhe viscoelastic regime, the model of Doi and

Edwards (1986) postulates that molecular extension by migration of molecular kinks and

rcptation requiring the displacement of the entanglement points are the two types of

molecular motion that can occur. Others processes are activated when the strain, strain

rate and/or sta^ss are increased. If the deformation remains homogeneous, the

deformation process is generally called shear yielding. Shear yielding is thought to be a

non-specific and non-localized event involving a series of torsion angle changes along the

backbone of each molecule. The rigidity of the macromolecules, which can be estimated

by their characteristic ratio Coo, is an important factor detennining the resistance to

homogeneous shear yielding. If the defonnation becomes heterogeneous, two distinct

processes called shear banding and crazing are generally observed.
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A shear band is formed when the activated configuration that allows the first

shear yielding event is not dissipated before the second event, which favors stram

localization. During the growth of a shear band, the deformation is concentrated at the

interface with the bulk material. The extension ratio within the band was found constant

but lower than in craze fibrils. In several polymers and conditions, the extension ratio of

craze fibrils equals the maximum extension mtio of the macromolecule segments

between the entanglement points that are oriented in the drawing direction. Such

extension requires the lost of connections between the entanglement points in the

transverse direction. This lost can occur by chain scission or chain disentanglement. Due

to it nature, chain disentanglement is highly sensitive to molecular weight.

Intiinsic craze initiation results from an instability in the entanglement network at

large homogeneous macroscopic stram. Even though extrinsic crazes are formed at lower

macroscopic strain, they are also expected to be a consequence of this instability. The

conditions for instability are not dependent on molecular weight. According to different

models, heterogeneous or localization deformation would be a precursor to the formation

of voids. It appears to have a critical size for a craze nucleus to grow. Craze thickening

occurs by fibrillation of further niaterial from the active zone. The stress required for a

craze to growth increases with the energy consumed for fhe formation of the surfaces and

with the velocity of displacement of the surface of the active zone but decreases with the

thickness of the active zone. On it side, the stress required for shear yielding depends

primarily on the strain rate. The energy consiuned for the formation of surfaces increases

as the entanglement density increases, which can explain the transition from crazing to

shear yielding as ̂  decreases. Even when the mechanism of lost of connections between

fhe entanglement points in craze thickening is chain scissbn, chain disentanglement is

expected to be an important mechanism associated with fibril breakdown. Fibril

breakdown can initiate in the active zone at small heterogeneities. The cross-tie fibrils

can accelerate the process and relocate it to the craze midrib by transferring the load from

the broken fibrils that tends to recover to the adjacent non-broken fibrils.
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